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style, price or price range of the watches purchased by Target, nor is
there any evidence of the exact dates of those purchases.

259. The tabulations in the record, summarizing sales by Waltham
to Gibson stores and other customers in New Mexico and Texas during
1973 and 1974, reveal contemporaneous transactions involving sales of
watches by Waltham to various Gibson stores and other Waltham
customers located in the same town or city (CX 216A-D).

However, there is virtually no record evidence regarding the
functional level of any of the alleged nonfavored customers who are
shown in the tabulations. 55 They may be wholesalers, retailers
warehousers or even perform some other function. Thus, the record
evidence does not show that these alleged nonfavored customers were
in competition with Gibson retail stores.

Moreover, the tabulations do not specify what products were
purchased in a specific transaction. The only description given for the
type of products purchased in all of the transactions shown is

watches. " There is also no way to determine the prices of the products
involved. 56 Given the great assortment of Waltham watches 57 the

information contained in the tabulations is insufficient to make the
determination of whether the goods sold to Gibson retail stores and the
goods sold to alleged competitors of Gibson stores were of like grade
and quality. (103)

Wagner Products

260. E. R. Wagner Manufacturing Company, Wagner Products
Division ("Wagner ), of Hurtisford , Wisconsin, manufacturd and sold
carpet sweepers, rug shampoocrs, rug shampoo, an electric clothes

dryer and home food craft kits during the period 1969 through 1973
(Hornick 315 57).

Wagner sells and ships its products throughout the United States
and Canada (Hornick 3156-7), including shipments to Gibson Stores
located outside of Wisconsin (CX 640A-N). Wagner is engaged in
interstate commerce and its transactions with the respondents , includ-
ing show fee payments based on such sales, are in the course of such
commerce.
261. In 1973 , Wagner had approximately 3000 customers for its

carpet sweeper product line, including Gibson, OTASCO , TG & Y
White stores, Nash Hardware , hardware retailers and hardware
distributors and wholesalers (Hornick 316465 , 3211- , 3214, 3259-11).

" Southwestern Drug, one of the Bl1ege nonfavorc cUloomera (CX 216C), il a wholesle drg distrbutor (Levitt
1784) and , thus, is not at the SRme Cunctionallevel of operatiofl as the Gibsn store.

"6 Waltham watches fall into severa price categories , with many watches within eah catery (Findings 25
256).

01 Finding 25.
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In 1973 , Wagner s volume of sales on carpt sweepers to all of its
customers was approximately $600 000 to $700 00 (Hornick 3194). In
the same year, Wagner s sales of carpet sweepers to all the Gibson
stores amountcd to $69 531. , or approximately 10% of its total sales
volume on this product (Hornick 3191-93; CX 63D , 637D).
262. Wagner received orders from different Gibson franchisees in

their individual capacity. The products were shipped to the franchisees
stores (Hornick 3239).

263. Wagner s sales force was comprised of independent manufac-
turer s representatives located throughout the country. Its manufac-
turer s representative in the Texas and Oklahoma area during the 1969
to 1973 period was the Weldon Jacobs Company ("Jacobs ). 58 Jacobs

was paid on a commission basis (Hornick 3157). The duties of Wagner
manufacturer s representatives were to solicit business and service
Wagner s accounts (Hornick 3158).

Neither H. R. Gibson , Sr. , Tommy Perkins nor any of Gibson, Sr.'s

employees was ever a manufacturer s representative for Wagner
(Hornick 3196).

264. Wagner participated in the Gibson Trade Show in the years
1969 through 1973 (Hornick 3167). Wagner s purpose in (104)attending
the Gibson Trade Show was to be able to display and sell its products to
the Gibson retail store buyers who were at the show (Hornck 3169-
3217- , 3227, 3250). Wagner utilized show sheets in connection with
the Gibson Trade Show (Hornick 3170; CX 632A- , 635A-B).

265. The requirements imposed upon Wagner by the Gibson Trade
Show for Wagner to participate in the show were: payment for rental
of booth space; and, in 1973 , payment of a percentage fee based on
total sales to all Gibson stores (Hornick 3167, 3190-91 , 3195). (105)

266. Wagner made the following booth fee payments to the Gibson
Trade Show:

8 Jacbs W3! Wager s manufacturr s repreIlwtive at the Gibsn Tre Show (Horniek 3196).
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(106)267. In 1973 , and again in 1974, Wagner agreed to pay to the
Gibson Products Co. three percent of total sales to all Gibson retail
stores for promotional services rendered (Hornick 3190-91 , 3195 , 3198-
99; SR 17B , C). Wagner agreed to make such show fee payments
because " (i)t was our understanding that if we didn t do that, we might
not be able to get into the trade show" and, if that were to result

, "

( w Je
felt that our sales would suffer" (Hornick 3195 , 3202, 3215, 3237). (107)
268. Wagner made the following show fee payments to the Gibson

Trade Show:

T01 Dt =-0 :' H.Tota tco,
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(108)269. Wagner did not receive any services from the Gibson
Trade Show for the payment of the three percent show fee in 1973
above and beyond the services it had received in prior years when it
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had not made any show fee payments (Hornick 3195). The show fee
was paid in connection with the original sale of Wagner s products to
Gibson retail stores; the show fee was not a promotional allowance
made in connection with the resale of Wagner s products to consumers
(Findings 68 , 73, 97 , 264, 265 , 267).

270. Similarly, the booth fee was paid in order to enable Wagner to
attend the Gibson Trade Show and , thereby, to facilitate the original
sale of Wagner s goods to Gibson retail stores. The both fee was not a
promotional allowance made in connection with the resale of Wagner
products to consumers (Findings 64 , 68 , 73 , 95 , 264 , 265).

271. Wagner did not have a volume rebate program in 1973
(Hornick 3196). In that year, Wagner neither made nor offered to
make payments based upon a percentage of total sales or alternate
payments to any of its customers, other than Gibson Products

Company, for services rendered (Hornick 3200-2).
During the 1969 to 1973 period , Wagner neither made nor offered to

make payments based upon a percentage of total sales to any of the
other trade shows that it attended (Hornick 3202-3).

272. In the years 1969 to 1973 , Wagner neither made nor offered to
make booth payments or alternate payments, other than newspaper or
tabloid advertising, to any of its customers that did not' hold trade

shows (Hornick 3203-04).
273. Wagner had an advertising and promotional program which

was made available to all of its customers, including all Gibson stores.
The program encompassed the use of tabloids, newspaper advertising
and sales floor demonstrations (Hornick 319&-97 , 3201 , 322-32). The
payments made by Wagner would vary, depending on the typ of
service utilized by the customer (Hornick 3231).
274. Wagner participated with the Gibson stores , in 1972 and 1973

in advertising in Gibson tabloids which were directed at the ultimate
consumers59 (Hornick 3171 , 3174 , 3176 , 325). Wagner paid $500. , by
check dated May 3, 1973, (109)to the Gibson Products Corp. for

advertising in the April 1972 Gibson tabloid (CX 633A-F. See also

Hornick 3179-80, 3186, 3187 , 3190). The tabloid payment to Gibson
Products Company was not based upon a percentage of total sales
(Hornick 3198). Moreover, it was in addition to the show fee payments
made in 1973 (Hornick 3200, 3232).
There is no showing that Wagner s tabloid payments were not

within the scope of its cooperative advertising and promotional

program made available to all of its customers (Finding 274). A
'9 Wager believed that paricipation in the Gibsn tabloid advertioments would facilitate llea Gib6n retal

store(Hornick 325, 326).
60 The proucts advertis were the following model cat Bweepers: Tidy-Up, Handy, Un-Litter Bug &Id

Sweep-A-Smile (CX 63F).
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discrimination cognizable under Count I of the complaint with respect
to tabloid payments has not been proven.
275. Wagner participated in Gibson store directory advertising in

which Wagner s name and products , along with other vendors, were
listed for purposes of distribution to the Gibson retail stores (Hornick
3171- 322&29). Wagner paid $50. , by check dated September 21
1972, to the Gibson Products Company for advertising in the J anuary-
June 1973 Gibson store directory (CX 631A-E). Wagner viewed the
store directory advertisement as an aid in making sales to the Gibson

retail stores (Hornick 322).
276. Wagner considered its carpet sweepers as one product line.

However, there were four basic types of chassis for the carpt
sweepers (Hornick 3159). There were three basic sizes. Other variations
inc1uded still larger units, a unit with a dial and a larger unit with a
dial and a bigger bumper (Hornick 316364, 322). Even where the only
variations were that of color and name, such a carpet sweeper would
have its own part number (Hornick 322).

Aladdin was the smallest carpet sweeper in size, with the least
number of features; it would come in different colors and have
different names, such as Aladdin Sunset Red or Aladdin Avocdo
Handy (Hornick 3159-60. See CX 640A B). Floormaster was

another chassis typ; it also came in different colors with different
names, such as Floormaster Bittersweet, Floormaster Lettuce Green
Floormaster Bright Yellow , or Floormaster Brown (Hornick 3161. See

CX 640A , D). The Lite N Easy Blue Mist, Aladdin , Dial A Sweep,
Calico Daisies, Tidy Up and Whisk Up models were all the same typ
carpet sweeper, differing only in terms of color and narne (Hornick
3161-62. See CX 640A E). 

Wagner also offered and sold a promotional carpet sweeper, which
was specially priced at a'lower price to move well. This promotional
product, described only as "Carpet Sweeper A" on some of Wagner
invoices (CX 640J , L), is the (llO)same type carpet sweeper as the Lite
N Easy Blue Mist, Aladdin , et al. (Hornick 3162-); for instance, the
Light N Easy Blue Mist and the promotional "Carpt Sweeper A" have
the same part numbers (CX 640E-N). This promotional carpt sweeper
is the product sold in the case of the invoices numbered CX 640E-N.
277. The invoices in the record disclose the following contempora-

neous transactions involving sales of goods of like grade and quality
(CX 640A-N).
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San Antonio , Texas: Aladdin/Lite N Easy Blue Mist/Carpt Sweeper A (Gibson -
3/30/73 , 8/29/73; White Stores61 - 2/6/73 , 3/14/73 , 5/18/73, 6/13/73 , 8/20/73 , 4/25/73
12/5/73 3/8/74).

Farber Brothers

278. Farber Brothers ("Farber ), of Memphis, Tennessee, sells
interior automotive products, including seat covers , slip covers and air
cooled cushions (Farber, 1104-5).

Farber normally sends all of its shipments out of Memphis (Farber
1105-D6), including sales to Gibson stores located outside of Tennessee
(CX 1204A-J). Farber is engaged in interstate commerce and its
transactions with the respondents , including show fee payments based
on such sales , are in the course of such commerce.
279. Farber has had employees who worked on a commission basis

as well as direct sales representatives (Farber 1143). Sales represen-
tatives normally received a five percent commission (Farber 1145).
280. Farber s major accounts arc Montgomery Ward, Western

Auto, TG & Y , Gibson stores and White s (Farber 1105 , 1107).
281. Farber has participated in the Gibson Trade Show from its

inception (Farber 1112-13, 1118-19). lts purpose in participating in the
Gibson Trade Show was to obtain more sales from retailers attending
the show (Farber 1142).

282. Farber usually has two to three of its employees attending the
Gibson Trade Show. These employees arc responsible for displaying
merchandise to Gibson store buyers , presenting them with show sheets
and taking their orders (Farber 1118). (111)

Farber has paid for the expenses incurred by its employees while
attending the show (CX 1180 , 1181A- , 1182A- , 1183A- , 1174A-
1175A- , 1176A- , 1178, 1179, 1170A- , 1171A- , 1172, 1173, 1163

1164 1165; Farber 1117, 1122-23 , 1126 , 1129, 1132 , 1139).
283. Farber listcd the merchandise that it would exhibit at the

Gibson Trade Show on show sheets (Farber 1164). This supplier
suggested the items to be listed, and H.R. Gibson , Sr. and Bobby
Regeon selected those products that they believed would sell to the
buyers at the trade show (Farber 11645 , 1183-S). Farber considered
the trade show buyer to be a "merchandise selector" (Farber 1165).
Regeon did not actually purchase any merchandise but "would select
the products that he considered worthwhile to go to the shows , to the
Gibson stores" (Farber 1182, 1184).

284. The requirements placed upon Farber to participate in the
Gibson Trade Show were: payment for the rental of booth space; and

61 White StoreCunction at the retIil level ofopcrations (Finding 369).
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beginning in 1973, payment of a two percent rebate to H.R. Gibson, Sr.
doing business as the Gibson Trade Show, based on total annual sales
to Gibson stores (Farber 1119 , 1132-6, 1147-48; CX 1084 , 1085 1157A-
B). (112)
235. Farber made the fol1owing booth fee payments to the Gibson

Trade Show:
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(113)286. On November 1 , 1973, after discussions with H. R. Gibson
Sr. , Farber signed an agreement to pay to the Gibson Trade Show "
of al1 sales made at this show and on all sales made as a result of
Supplier bemg represented by THE GIBSON TRADE SHOW" (CX 1084

1157A-B; Farber 1132-5). This agreement covered 1974 (Farber 1141).
Farber signed an agreement on January 2 , 1975 , containing the same
provisions as the above agreement (CX 1085). This agreement covered
1975 (Farber 1140).

The two percent fee arrangement based on sales to Gibson stores
was intended to be for H.R. Gibson , Sr.'s services in bringing customers
to Farber s booth at the trade show (Farber 113:w4, 1193; CX 1157A).
The services that Farber received from H.R. Gibson, Sr. included

preselecting merchandise to put in the show , distributing show sheets
to retailers , bringing Gibson store buyers to the trade show, encourag-
ing them to buy merchandise and calling delinquent accounts on behalf
of Farber (Farber 1142, 1193- , 1207-08).
287. Farber regarded H.R. Gibson, Sr. as its manufacturer

representative , albeit not as an exclusive manufacturer s representa-

. Where cerWn factua.l points are not indicate with rePet to Ii paicular payment , the rerd evidence failed
toestabliahauchinforrnation.
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tive , since 1973, the time at which Farhcr began making two percent
volume rebates to the Gibson Trade Show (Farber 1176-78). However
Farber paid its direct sales force their percentage commission and paid

R. Gibson , Sr. his two percent volume rebate, all on the same sales
(Farber 1211).

288. The two percent payments to the Gibson Trade Show are

carried on Farber s books as a sales expense (Farbcr 1167). (114)
289. Farber made thc following show fee payments to the Gibson

Trade Show:
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(115)290. The show fee was paid in connection with the original
sale of Farber s products to Gibson retail stores; the show fee was not a
promotional allowance madc in connection with the resale of Farber
products to consumers (Findings 68, 73 , 97, 281 , 28 , 286).

291. Similarly, the booth fec was paid in order to enable Farber to
attend the Gibson Trade Show and, thereby, to facilitate the original
sale of Farber s goods to Gibson retail stores. The booth fee was not a
promotional allowance made in connection with the resale of Farhcr
products to consumers (Findings 64 , 68 , 73, 95 , 281 , 28).

292. Farber did not make any percentage payments to any other

customer during the time period, beginning in 1973, in which it made
two percent payments to the Gibson Trade Show (Farber 1167).
293. The Gibson Buyers Guide is a show directory that lists the

trade show exhibitors and indicates their location at the show (Farber
1167-68). There were no requirements for any payments in order to be
listed; however, if an exhibitor wished to place an advertisement in the
directory, a payment was required (Farber 1168). Advertiscments in
the Buyers Guidc were directed at buyers for the rctail stores and did
not constitute advertising to consumers (Farber 1194-95). (116)

294. Farber made the following payments to the Gibson Trade
Show for advertisements in the show directory:
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(117)295. Farber has continued its participation in the Gibson
Trade Show in 1976 and 1977. In those years, it paid booth rental fees
and a two percent volume rebate (Farber 1170-71).

296. Farber has never offered nor operated a standard advertising
program (Farber 1168). However, during the period 1969 through 1975
Farber did offer to make advertising allowances available on the same
basis to its customers, such as Gibson stores, TG & Y, Wal-Mart and
Woolco (Farber 1203- , 1212-13; CX 1203A-B; Pettit 4195-96 4199).
According to Farber, it offers advertising payments "the same to all
customers" (Farber 1204).

Farber participated in placing advertisements in the Gibson tabloid

including an advertisement authorized on February 6 , 1970 , for which
Farber agreed to pay Gibson Products Company $500.00 (CX 1158D;
Farber 1213-14).

Farber, which did not conduct a standard advertising program
nevertheless claimed that advertising allowances were offered on the
same basis to all customers. Such ambiguous evidence affords no basis
for a finding that the tabloid payments constituted a cognizable
discrimination under Count I of the complaint. In any event, complaint
counsel have not sustained their burden of proof regarding a showing
that the tabloid payments discriminated between Gibson stores and
other customers competing in the products featured in such advertise-
ments. The tabloid payment in question was made by Farber in 1970.
The tabulations and other evidence in the record with respect to goods
purchased by Farber s customers covers the period 1972 to 1975 (CX
1204A-B). There is no record evidence as to any sales transactions in
1970.

297. Farber manufactures approximately 14 to 15 different grades
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of vinyl slip covers in order to meet consumer preferences (Farber
1202). It also manufactures about 14 to 15 different grades of cushions
and ventilated or cooled cushions (Farber 1203).

298. The tabulations of purchases from Farhcr by Gibson stores
and othcr customers generally give only descriptions such as "cush-
ions" or "slip covers" (CX 1204A-B). This is insufficient to sustain a
finding that such transactions involved sales of goos of like gradc and
quality. The following contemporaneous sales were recorded with more
precision and meet the like grade and quality requirements (CX
1204A-B): (118)

Fayetteville, Ark. - carpet roll (Gibson 3/11/74; Wal-Mart'" - 1/4/74).

Shreveport, La. - nylon cushion (Gibson - 3/14/75 and 6/24/75; TG &
Y""- 1/14/75).

Abilene, Tex. - truck vinyl (Gibson - 3/14/75; TG & Y - 3/11/75).

I. Armstrong Environmental Industries

299. Armstrong Environmental Industries ("Armstrong ), of Los
Angeles, California, manufactures both aboveground and underground
home sprinklers (Fox 3046-7).

Armstrong sells its products throughout the United Statcs, including
sales to Gibson stores located outside of California (Fox 3046, 3050-51).
Armstrong s products are shipped from California and Florida (Fox

3080). Armstrong is engaged in interstate commerce and its transac-
tions with respondents, including show fee payments based on such
sales , arc in the course of such commerce.

300. Armstrong sells to distributors, chain retail establishments

retail stores and catalog houses (Fox 3048). Armstrong s retail
customers in 1969 included J. C. Penney, Montgomery Ward , Oklahoma
'Tire , White Stores, Leonards , Angels , Builders Emporium, Gamble-
Skogmo, H.B. Meyers, K-Mart, Handy Dan and Gibson stores (Fox
304S-50).

The Gibson storcs, collectively, were Armstrong s eighth or ninth

largest customer (Fox 3055 , 3093). Armstrong did a total volume of net
sales with all Gibson stores of $28 000.00 for the business year ending
June 24 1970 (CX 781B; Fox 306S-69).

301. Individual franchisees using the Gibson name placed orders
with Armstrong. The franchisees were bi1ed on an individual basis
(Fox 3094).

302. Armstrong s sales force consists solely of manufacturer

"I. WaJ-Mar and TG & Y f nction at the retail level of operations (Finding 369).
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(122)307. Armstrong paid the Gibson Trade Show five percent of
gross sales to all Gibson stores in the year prior to the trade show
because

, "

(i)f we (Armstrong) hadn t paid the five percent for the prior
years ' gross sa1es , we would not be invited to the next Gibson show
(Fox 3077). The show fee had nothing to do with promoting or
advertising goods for resale at the retail level (Fox 3093).
308. The show fee was paid in connection with the original sale of

Armstrong s products to Gibson retail stores; the show fee was not a
promotional allowance made in connection with the resale of Arm-
strong s products to consumers (Findings 68 , 73 , 97, 303 , 304 , 307).

309. Similarly, the booth fee was paid in order to enable Armstrong
to attend the Gibson Trade Sbow and, thereby, to facilitatc the original
sale of Armstrong s goods to Gibson retail stores. The booth fee was
not a promotional allowance made in connection with the resale of

Armstrong s products to consumers (Findings 64, 68 , 73, 95, 303 , 304).

310. In the period 1969 through 1971 , Armstrong neither made nor
offered to make any payments based on a percentage of total sales to
any of its customers, other than the five percent paid to Gibson to

participate in the Gibson Trade Show (Fox 3058).
During the period 1969 through 1971 , Armstrong neither paid nor

offered to pay any percentage fee based on total sales to any of the
other trade shows that it attended (Fox 3055-57).

311. During the period 1969 through 1971 , Armstrong neither made
nor offered to make an alternate payment equal to the cost of the
booth fee to any of its customers that did not hold a trade show (Fox
3057).

312. During the period 1969 through 1971 , Armstrong offered to all
of its customers, including Gibson stores, an advertising allowance
with proof of advertising of five percent of gross sales (Fox 3059). This

advertising allowance is to be distinguished from the five percent show
fee paid to the Gibson Trade Show (Fox 3074-75 , 3092-93). The five
percent show fee paid to participate in the Gibson Trade Show was in
addition to the five percent cooperative advertising allowance also

made available to Gibson retail stores (Fox 3075).
In 1970 , Armstrong had an industry-wide promotional program

consisting of a sprinkler display unit, which it offered to all of its
customers (Fox 3054). (123)
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2822). Unitron s total net sales to all Gibson stores in 1969 was

$107 089.50 (CX 816; Kern 288-49).
319. Unitron personnel and manufacturer s representatives were

utilized in soliciting and servicing customer accounts (Kern 2797-98).
Manufacturer s representatives were employed on a commission basis
recciving between three and tcn percent commission depending upon
the product sold (Kern 2798). In the period 1969 through 1972
Unitron s manufacturer s representative in the Southwest was Bil
Blair and Associates (Kern 2797).

320. Unitron participated in four Gibson Trade Shows per year in
thc period 1969 to 1972 (Kern 2823).

321. Unitron personnel as well as its manufacturer s representative
in thc area, Bill Blair and Associates , attended the trade shows and
staffed Unitron s booths at tbe shows (Kern 2824, 2884).
322. U nitron never made sales to customers othcr than Gibson

stores while at the Gibson Trade Show. The show was open only to
exhibitors , Gibson employees, Gibson store personnel and other persons
whose admission was authorized (Kern 232425).

323. Attendance at the Gibson Trade Show by a Gibson franchisee
did not guarantee purchases from Unitron. For example, Pamida, a
group with a large number of franchised stores , did not purchase from
the supplier (Kern 2396-97).

324. Gibson franchisees placed their orders individually with Uni-
tron on their own order forms imprintcd with the Gibson name (Kern
2884, 2893- , 2398). Where an organization such as W cst and
Company operated stores undcr its own namc as well as under one of
the Gibson trade names , Unitron could only sell to the group s Gibson
franchise stores at the Gibson Trade Show (Kern 2395-96). (125)

Although individual franchisccs were rcsponsible for paying their
bills , U nitron customarily contacted H.R. Gibson, Sr. or the Gibson
accounts payable staff at the Seagovile headquartcrs office to provide
assistance in resolving delinquent franchisee accounts (Kern 2898-99
2966; SR 23J).
325. In 1969 , the requirements for Unitron s participation in the

Gibson Trade Show were: payment of booth fees; and , payment of
special allowances on sales volume (Kern 2304-5). (126)

326. Unitron made the following booth fec payments to the Gibson
Trade Show:
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(127)327. In 1968, Bobby Regeon traveled to California in response
to Unitron s invitation to see its new mobile showroom which it wanted
to use in the Gibson Trade Show. Regeon requested a five percent
special compensation on the total gross volume done with all Gibson
stores62 (Kern 2805-8).

Unitro!l discussed the special allowance with Regeon in light of its
desires to develop its business relationship with Gibson Discount stores
and obtain Gibson assistance in promoting the advertisement and sale
of U nitron products (Kern 2806-7). Subsequently, Unitron agreed to
make payments, beginning in 1969, based on two and one-half percent
of adjusted gross sales63 to all Gihson stores64 (Kern 2808).

U nitron made the payments of two and one-half percent of adjusted
gross sales to the Gibson Trade Show because it was promised
promotions, advertising, special marketing assistance, generation of
greater sales volume , choice of prime booth space at the trade shows
arid "a trouble-free relationship between Gibson and Unitron"65 (Kern

62 Sidney Kern , UnitJn s exC(utive vicepreside:t betwecnl969 and 1972 (Kem 279495), tetified: "In oret to
beaSur of bOth spa ina prime loction; ther was the reuirement that we (Unitrn) parcipate in the payment
of speial allowanCe on volume (Kern 28).

. Adjust sales refenito gr sales Jes any saleS disounts that appear on the invoice (Kem 28).
The two and one-half perCnt payments; whiCh were above and beyond nol1 diuntB and a!!owanee, did

not go to Gibsn retail st.; conSuently; thoopaymentB did not appe on the fac of tlleinvoiee. (Kern 29
2972).

6:. In fact Unitrn s Sidney Ker ha a telephOne convcl'tion with H. R. Gibtn, Sr., inl971 orellyl97 in
which GibBn, Sr. complained tht Unitrn s re!arpriOO on its sheJving pructBwere to high. Ker tetifed that:

(Coinwd)
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2817, 285S-9 , 2861- , (128)2908-10). Discussions with Gibson person-
nel, such as Bobby Regeon, had indicated that U nitron would be
afforded tabloid advertising if the two and one-half percent allowance
were paid (Kern 281--, 285, 290fH7, 2908-; CX 812, 822).

Unitron wanted tabloid advertising since this would force the Gibson
stores to stock the items advertised to the public (Kern 286, 2908-

07). Although U nitron expected the show fee percentage payments to
generate advertising at the retail level,"6 these expectations were
never realized. No tabloids featuring Unitron s products were issued

(Kern 2914-15, 280; CX 822).
Effective January 1, 1972, Unitron and Gibson Products Company

agreed to U nitron making payments on two , rather than two and one-
half, percent of adjusted gross sales to all Gibson stores (CX 827A-
Kern 2851-53).

Unitron believed that if it had not made the percentage payments to
Gibson Products Company, it would not have been allowed to
participate in the Gibson Trade Show (Kern 2857). (129)

328. Unitron made the following show fee payments to the Gibson

Trade Show: *
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(130)329. The show fee was paid in connection with the original
sale of Unitron s products to Gibson retail stores; the show fee was not
a promotional allowance made in connection with the resale of
Unitron s products to consumers (Findings 68 , 73 325 327).

330. Similarly, the booth fee was paid in order to enable Unitron to
attcnd the Gibson Trade Show and , thereby, to facilitate the original
sale of U nitron s goods to Gibson retail stores. The booth fee was not a

. . . I relled to him that we were p8rt of hia rebate tem, so t. speak, and that suffere the end to any other
questions 011 his part, any other probJems, and that was the end of it, and we continued offering the prouct IIt

the aame pricing and without any other additional difficultiea (Kern 289. Se a!fK Kern 289, 281--).
"" Consistent with this , U nitron did not expe it.. payment of both fee to generate any advertming; the both

fCi were paid for the rental of spac W! to participate in the Gibln Trae Shows (Kem 2S14).
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promotional allowance made in connection with the resale of Unitron
products to consumers (Findings 64 , 68, 73 , 95 , 325 , 327 n. 66).

331. During the 1969 to 1972 period, Unitron did not make available
to aU of its customers either a percentage payment based on adjusted
gross sales or an alternate payment for promotional services rendered
(Kern 2811 , 2863-64).

332. In regard to the booth fee payments that Unitron made at all
the trade shows it attended, Unitron did not make available alternate
payments to those customers that did not conduct a trade show (Kern
2833--4).

333. In this period , however, Unitron paid Thrifty Drug Stores and
Fred Meyer one and one-half percent of adjusted gross sales and one
percent of adjusted gross sales , respectively. These were not standard
allowances available to all customers; they were made becuse of the
sales volume of these powerful buyers coupled, in the case of Thrfty,
with a threat to discontinue doing business if the discount were not

paid (Kern 2811- , 2816-17 , 2957-58).
334. Unitron made available to all of its customers, including

Gibson stores, a standard promotional program , which consisted of a
ten percent discount given to any customer merely for the asking.
The discount was variously designated as a sales promotion, advertis-
ing allowance or freight allowance, depending on what use the

customer applied it to (Kern 2808-10 , 2966). The show fee payment to
Gibson , Sr. was over and above that program.
335. On occasion , Unitron dealt directly with Gibson franchisees in

regard to advertising U nitron products to consumers (Kern 2903-4;
SR 230). Unitron did not make or offer to make any payments to
compensate individual Gibson retail stores that chose to advertise
Unitron products (Kern 2905-6). (131)

336. There is wide variation in U nitron s product lines. It sells
about 10 or 12 different kinds of mats, including the Cecil mat and the
Diamond Weave mat (Kern 2942). There are different styles of chairs
including Luan mahogany stools in four different sizes and two or
three different types of rattan chairs (Kern 2943, 2945-46). Unitron
interior decorative items include griHwork of Luan mahogany, frames
of Luan mahogany, plungers that go with the frame sets, different
sizes of grills, different sizes of frames, and decorative bead curtains
for draperies, for short curtains and for long curtains (Kern 2943).
It sells two types of shutters in different sizes, made of Luan
mahogany and beechwood (Kern 2944). Unitron s decorative folding

screens come in a variety of different designs, different materials and

61 This ten percllt aJ!owlInce would nonnaJ!y appe on the fa0 of an invoice (Kern 29).
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different styles (Kern 2944). Its bamboo blinds and plastic blinds
also come in different sizes and styles (Kern 2947).

337. The tabulations in the record , summarizing Unitron sales in
1970 and 1971, show the following contemporaneous transactions
which involve sales of goods of like grade and quality6s to competing
customers (CX 835A-M):

San Antonio, Texas: Deluxe Mahogany Shelves (Gibson - 9/8/70
4/30/71 , 8/13/71; Handy Dan Hardware 'o - 3/2/70 , 4/14170, 7/20/70
8/21/70, 11/25/70, 12/1/70, 12/4/70, 12/29/70, 1/12/71, 3/2/71
3/25/71 , 3/26/71 , 5/17/71, 5/18/71 , 7/19/71 , 8/12/71 , 8/17/71 , 8/23/71
8/30/71, 10/7/71, 10/11/71, 10/15/71, 10/21/71, 11/4/71, 11/5/71
11/19/71, 12/1/71, 12/6/71); (132)Milk Stools (Gibson - 8/26170
9/8/70 , 9/28170; Handy Dan Hardware - 2/13170); Bokcase Kit
(Gibson - 9/8170; Handy Dan Hardware - 2/13/70, 5/14170, 11/25/70

12/1170); Louver Door (Gibson - 9/8170; Handy Dan Hardware -
12/1170); Cork Panels (Gibson - 6/24/71 , 8/3/71; Handy Dan Hard-
ware - 8/17/71 , 9/22/71 , 10/15/71); Swivel Casters (Gibson - 5/20171;
Handy Dan Hardware - 1/22/71, 9/29/71); Oval Blinds (Gibson -

6/4/71 , 6/24171 , 8/3/71; Handy Dan Hardware - 1/21/71, 10/7/71).

This is the only documentary evidence concerning such sales. As
already noted, booth fees were paid in 1969, 1970, 1971 and 1972.

However, there is no documentary evidence of show fee payments in
197 1971 , and some doubt whether they were paid in those years.
Under the circumstances, there has been a failure to document sales of
goods of like grade and quality to Gibson stores in the relevant period
with respect to show fee payments.

Comfort Products , Inc.

338. Comfort Products, Inc. ("Comfort" 72 of Memphis , Tennessee

manufactures and sells ventilated cushions and slip-on seat covers (F.
Miler 50!W1). In the past, Comfort has manufactured and sold
electronic equipment such as radios, CB's and stcreos (F. Miler 502).

88 For eah of the proucts Ii tc, there il no evidence of variatioIl going to like gre Bnd quality, such aa

iffereoOO in si:z atyle or typ of rnateria! use.
69 The t.bu!atiofl show other contemporaneous transations. However, in the majority of t1eo sales, there is no

cord evidence of the functional level that the customer WmI opcroung at. Thua, it ii! not poible to detene
n.ether the customer wa.q oompeting with Giben retail store in the rele of Unitrn " merchandio. Morever, there

no rerd evidence that these trnsations involve go of like gre and quality. For illt.nce, the tabulations

!.ribe IIme prouct: only WI "mall:' "stols

" "

doors

" "

grils

" "

fence" and "cate"'," despite the fact that these
oducts come in different !:iWI and styles along with other poible varationa (Finding 33).
'Q Handy Dan Harware functions at the retail level of o ratiol1 (Finding 3m).
7' The rerd i8 unclear. It shows both fee payments in 1970 to 197i (Finding 32), and Mr. Kern tetifed that

" fee payments were made in thoo yea (Kern 2920). Nevertheles, the document.ry evidenr rtining to show

payments relate only to 196 and 1972 with nu explanation why rerd of show fee payments for 1970 and 1971

not 1! , if they ha , in fact, ben made. In view of this ambiguity in the rerd, no confident finding can be

,that Unitron made show fee payments in 1970 nnd 1971.

I Corofm1. is an affiiate of a company cnl1ed Arthur Fulmer (MiIer 5(1).
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Comfort' s manufacturing plant is located in Olive Branch, Mississip-
pi (F. Miler 503). (133)

Comfort ships its products from its Mississippi plant to various
customers (F. Miler 503), including shipments to Gibson stores located
outside of Mississippi (CX 909F -H). Comfort is engaged in interstate
commerce and its transactions with respondents , including the show
fee payments based on such sales, are in the course of such commerce.
339. Some of Comfort's major accounts arc Fed-Mart, Pep Boys

Advance Stores and Gibsons (F. Miler 502-(3).
340. Comfort employs manufacturer s representatives who act as

the company s sales agents. These representatives usually receive a
five to six percent commission (F. Miller 523-24).

341. Comfort participated in the Gibson Trade Show because it
thought the show would increase its sales by performing certain
services (F. Miler 504-5, 593 , 602c3). Comfort's primary purpose in
attending a trade show such as the Gibson Trade Show is to sell its
products to retailers (F. Miler 603).

342. Comfort considered the Gibson Trade Show to represent it at
the trade show with respect to the sale of merchandise (F. Miler 523).

However, Comfort personnel staffed its booth and took orders at the
Gibson Trade Show (F. Miler 512, 557). Comfort also had a sales
representative in the Dallas area who attended the trade show and
received the regular commission on sales made at the show; this sales
commission was in addition to the show fee percentage payments made
to the Gibson Trade Show (F. Miler 557-58).
343. Comfort and Bobby Regeon , who the supplier knew as the

buyer for Gibson Products Company (F. Miller 558-9, 582-83),

together decided what merchandise would be listed on the show sheets
and , thus, the products to be offered for sale at the trade show (CX
848C-H , 854B- , 855D-J; F. Miler 535-6, 541). The show sheets are
made available to buyers at the trade show, and are generally the only
forms used in writing orders for buyers that visit Comfort's booth (F.
Miler 536-37 , 541-42).

344. The requirements for Comfort's participation in the Gibson
Trade Shows were: payment of a booth fee; and , show fee payments
based on a percentage of sales volume (F. Miller 505 , 516, 549- , 553-
54; CX 855C, 899A-B). (134)
345. Comfort made the following booth fee payments to the Gibson

Trade Show:
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(135 346. On December 21, 1972, Comfort, with Keller-Hyden
representing it 73 agreed "that in consideration of the services
rendered by THE TRADE SHOW that it will pay to THE GIBSON TRAE SHOW

two percent of aU sales made by Supplier at the TRAE SHOW and on aU

sales made as a result of Supplier being represented by THE TRAE
SHOW" (CX 855C; F. Miller 518-19 , 527).

Comfort viewed the agreement to pay two percent of all sales to the
Gibson Trade Show as "(a) fee for services rendered. . . at the trade
show" (F. Miler 521-22; CX 855C).

The tWQ, percent trade show fee in 1973 was to be paid on sales 

manufactured products ventiated cushions and seat covers. A
three percent trade show fee in 1973 was to be paid on sales of stereos
(CX 862B , C, 874C; F. Miller 533--4, 543). In 1974, Comfort agrced to
an increase in its percentage payment based on sales resulting from
the Gibson Trade Show from two percent to three percent for
nanufactured products, such as ventilated cushions and seat covers

md from three percent to four percent for stereos (F. Miler 549-50
53-54; CX 899A- , 876C, 877B).
347. Thc services that Comfort expected to receive and did receive
om the Gibson Trade Show included getting many Gibson store
'yers together in one place, help of the trade show operators in

inging customers to Comfort's booth and help in explaining Com-
't' s products and programs (F. Miler 522, 593, 602-3). Comfort did
t expect the show fee to be used in connection with advertising at

Keller-Hyden served lI Comfort' s sales reprentative (F. Miler 54).
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the retail level or otherwise with promoting the resale of Comfort
products" (F. Miller 591-93). (136)
348. Comfort made the following show fee payments to the Gibson

Trade Show:
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(137)349. The show fee was paid in connection with the original
sale of Comfort' s products to Gibson retail stores; the show fee was not
a promotional aIJowance made in connection with the resale of
Comfort' s products to consumers (Findings 68, 73, 97, 341 , 34, 347).

350. Similarly, the booth fee was paid in order to enable Comfort to
attend the Gibson Trade Show and, thereby, to facilitate the original
sale of Comfort' s goods to Gibson retail stores. The booth fee was not a
promotional aIJowance made in connection with the resale of Comfort'
products to consumers (Findings 64 , 68, 73 , 95 , 341 , 34).
351. Comfort did not make any percentage payments based on

volume of purchases to anyone other than Gibson Products for the
years 1972, 1973 and 1974 (F. Miler 56465).
352. The invoices in the record disclose contemporaneous transac-

tions involving sales of goods by Comfort to Gibson stores and other
Comfort customers located in the same town or city (CX 90A- , J , L

, 0). However, the record evidence is silent as to the functional level
at which the non-Gibson customers operated. Moreover, the invoices
show the sale of goods to Gibson stores that are entirely different from
the goods sold to the non-Gibson customers. Thus, complaint counsel
have not satisfied their burden of proof with respect to a showing that
Gibson retail stores and other Comfort customers competed in the
resale of Comfort products of like grade and quality.

Beagle Manufacturing Company

353. Beagle Manufacturing Company ("Beagle ), of El Monte
California, manufactures wrought iron , planter stands, flower arrang-
ing accessories, candle holders , baker s racks and decorative furniture
fabricates styrofoam and supplies a general line of clay products to the
florist supply business (McCracken 52-53 , 201).

Beagle seIJs its products throughout the Unitcd States , including
10 The Comfort witne!, Fre J. Miler, retified that "(nJoboy ever told me what it (the tre Bhow f J was

going to be us for" (F. Miler 592).
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sales to Gibson stores locatcd outside of California (McCracken 54, 200
01). Beagle is engaged in interstate commerce and its transactions with
respondents, including the show fee payments based on such sales, are
made in the course of such commerce. (138)
354. Beagle has 800 to 1 000 customers, including K-Mart, Wool-

worth , McCrory-McClellan , Gibson , Pacific Coast Commercial Compa-
ny, Arett Sales, Motts and House of Decorative Accessories (McCrack-
en 53- , 200). Beagle made sales of approximately $40 000 to the
Gibson stores in 1972 (McCracken 2224).

355. Invoices for orders received from Gibson stores are sent by
Beagle to the individual Gibson stores (McCracken 211- , 230).

356. Beagle s sales force has been comprised of manufacturer
representatives from 1968 to the time of trial (McCracken 60-61). The

manufacturer s representatives received a five percent commission
based on what they sold and what was shipped (McCracken 61-62). In
1970, Beagle hired Dick Snow as its manufacturer s representative to
cover Oklahoma and Texas 5 (McCracken 59- , 200). Snow represents
Beagle at the Gibson Trade Shows (McCracken 205). H.R. Gibson , Sr. is

not Beagle s manufacturer s representative (McCracken 205).
357. Beagle began attending the Gibson Trade Show in 1970

(McCracken 64, 18&-86). Beagle desired to participate in the Gibson

Trade Show in order to facilitate sales to Gibson stores (McCracken
213). Prior to 1970 , the first year in which Beagle was listed on the
Gibson show sheets and allowed to participate in the Gibson Trade
Show , Beagle was able to make only minimal sales to Gibson stores.
Beginning in 1970, however , Beagle was able to sell its merchandise to
Gibson stores in considerable volume (McCracken 62 , 64 , 22G21).
358. The requirements imposed on Beagle by the Gibson Trade

Show for Beagle to attend the show were: payment for rental of booth
space; acceptance by the Gibson buyer of Beagle s merchandise to be
listed at the show; and, beginning in 1972, payment of a three percent
fee based on total sales to all Gibson stores (McCracken 6466 , 79-81

208; SR 45B , C , D , E).
359. Beagle listed the merchandise that it would present for sale to

Gibson store buyers at the Gibson Trade Show on show sheets. The
show sheet forms were provided by Gibson and were to be used

throughout thc year by the Gibson (139)stores to order listed merchan-
dise.76 Beagle , through its manufacturer s representative , Dick Snow
urnished the product and price information to Gibson to put on the

'" Beagle also utilize the &!rvicc of another manufacturer s repre. nt.live in Dallaa, Claude GIUSOfi &
,iatc . This rI'pl''Intativc covel' the entire south for BI;!e , sellng to floor supply jobbero on!y(McCracken ro).

'" Robert Stant.m McCracken , sales manager and "ire preident of Beagle (McCracken 52-), w3tiCied that
r'deticaUy every order we ever got from them (the Gibson storesl was on this document lthe show sheet! - ex
6A-M and ex 797A-PJ here " (McCr,1ken 22 , 22'))
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forms (McCracken 215, 219- , 2223, 225, 249T-Y; CX 796A-

797A-P). (140)
360. Beagle made the f01l0wing booth fee payments to the Gibson

Trade Show:

""., 
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(141)361. In 1972, Beagle was advised by Tommy Perkins, acting on
behalf of "the Gibson buying office," that it would have to pay five
percent of total sales made to a1l Gibson stores in order to be listed in
the Gibson Trade Show (McCracken 66, 71-72). Subsequently, Beagle
and Perkins agreed that Beagle would make payments based on three
percent of total sales to a1l Gibson stores (McCracken 79--1). The three
percent payments were made, beginning in 1972, on a monthly basis
paid to Gibson Products Company77 and sent to Tommy Perkins
(McCracken 81--2 , 208; SR 45B-E). Such payments have continued
from 1972 to the present (McCracken 208).

Beagle made the three percent payments in order to be able to se1l to

the Gibson retail chain (McCracken 82). (142) 

362. Beagle made the following show fee payments to the Gibson

Trade Show:

17 Begle mae thes paymenL , in the fonn of check , payable to Gib6n Pruct. Company until October 1975

afwr which time the checs were made payable to the Gibsn Trae Show (McCraen 192 249K, N--; SR 48). ,
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(143)363. The show fee was paid in connection with the original
sale of Beagle s products to Gibson retail stores; the show fee was not a
promotional allowance made in connection with the resale of Beagle
products to consumers (Findings 68, 73 , 97 , 357, 358 , 361).

364. Similarly, the booth fee was paid in order to enable Beagle to
attend the Gibson Trade Show and, thereby, to facilitate the original
sale of Beagle s goods to Gibson retail stores. The booth fee was not a
promotional allowance made in connection with the resale of Beagle
products to consumers (Findings 64 , 68 , 73, 95, 357 358).

365. In 1972, Beagle neither made nor offered to make a payment
based on three percent of total sales or an alternate payment to any of
its other customers (McCracken 81 , 82).

366. Beagle has six basic product lines , which include about 500
different products. Each of the six lines is comprised of at least 20
:Efferent items (McCracken 53, 239). Beagle s styrofoam line has about
!DO products of different size , shape and form. Some of the products
abricated in the styrofoam line are eight sizes of balls ranging from
ne inch to 12 inches , cones, adhesive-based foam , round foam for
icking artificial flowers in , wreaths, pyramids , Easter eggs , sheets
;scs and pedestals (McCracken 239).
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367. Beagle s customers do not buy all of the product lines sold by
Beagle (McCracken 2001).

368. The record contains no documentary evidence bearing on the
question of whether the Gibson stores and other Beagle customers

competed in the resale of goods of like grade and quality. (144)

General Findings

369. The following firms function at the retail level of operations
(Tocci 2159- , 2168-69, 2212-15, 2361-62; Hare 2571- , 2574-77

2580-6, 2596; Hornick 3166; Evans 3937, 3946-9; Pettit 4093, 4108-
12; Doyle 4288-9); TG & Y, K-Mart, Wal-Mart, Target, Gibson
Woolco, Roses, M.E. Moses, Wackers, J.C. Penney, Sears Robuck , W.

Grant, J.J. Newberry, Montgomery Ward, Western Auto Supply, Ben
Franklin, Handy Dan Hardware, Ace Hardware, Cotter and Company,
Wynn Stores, Duke and Ayers, H.L. Green, McCrory, Kress , Mer-
chants' Buying Syndicate , D & J Supermarket, Parkit Market, Silver
Dollar Grocery, Duggers Food Mart Inc., La Boya Grocery, Burton
Dairy Way, Food Basket, Cherry s Drive- , Sundown Food Store
Landers Litte Giant, Minyard' , Luther Jenkins , West and Company,
Howard Brothers 78 Abbey Sales, Surplus City, Sterling Stores , W.
Walker, Perry Brothers , OTASCO , White Stores.
370. The agreements between suppliers and the Gibson Trade

Show , governing the suppliers ' participation in the trade show , contain
the following provisions or provisions similar in effect:

WHEREAS Lesor has reserved the right to sub-leas exhibition both spac in said
Market Hall (during the term of said primar leas) to such persns, fir, and

corprations as he may choose in his sole discretion for the purpose of exhibiting and
sellng goo, wares , merchandise or servces to owners , operators , and managers of
GIBSON DISCOUN CENTRS which are admitted by Lessor to said GIBSON TRADE SHOW (CX

1097A).

6. All equipment furnished by Lesor herein for the constrction of Lesse s both
and any additional personal equipment such as pegboards, cats, coat racks or
additional signs (which Lessee shall order at its own expens), shall be obtained from
Freeman Decorating Company, 1300 Wycliff Ave. , Dallas, Texas 7520 , (145)the official
exhibit contractor and decorator of said Gibson Trade Show. All such equipment shall be
delivered up by Lessee to Freeman Decorating Company at the end of this subleas in
substantiallyas goo condition a,.. when obtained , reasonable wear and ter excepte (CX
1097B).

3. Lessee shall not exhibit or sell or take any order for the sale of any goos, wares
merchandise or services at Gibson Trade Show other than those itemize on the printed
SHOW ORDER SHEETS supplied to Lessee by Lessor pursuant to previous agreements
between Lessee and Lessor (CX 1097B).

18 Weat and Company and Howar H!"thcff operate under their own Ilrnc in some loctiolU and under the
Gibsn name (L Gibsn franchise8 in otbet loct!onl- See Finding 185.
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Gibson Trade Show acts as a manufacturer s representative (Finding
93).

373. The staffing of booths at the trade show involved the
furnishing of services for the benefit of Gibson Discount Centers
attending the trade show. However, such services were furnished in
connection with the original sale of such goods to the retail stores and
not in connection with their .promotion for resale (Findings 64, 71, 73).
374. The suppliers incurred various costs associated with operating

booths at the Gibson Trade Show. Decorating, electrical , telephone
drayage and assorted other expenses were paid directly by suppliers to
the company providing the particular service. There is no record
evidence that these payments were received by the Gibson Trade Show
(see CX 468A- , 472A-J , 481A- , 484A- , 84A- , 845A-
847B , 849A-B; Mehring 1606-7). Such payments , associated with the
staffing of booths by suppliers, were for the benefit of the Gibson

stores attending the show (Finding 71). Such serviccs were in
connection with the original sale to such retailers (Finding 373).

375. The trade show and the services to suppliers associated
therewith, such as the show sheets , authorization to sell to the Gibson
stores , etc. , facilitated sales by the participating suppliers to the Gibson
Discount Centers (Findings 64, 68, 71 , 85, 90, 97 , 128 , 158-9, 209 , 211
216, 217, 242, 303 , 347). Show fees and booth fees received by
respondents constituted payments in connection with services related
to the original sale (e. Findings 64 , 68, 71 , 97, 128, 158 216 217 249
286, 290, 307, 308, 347, 349), and were not promotional payments in
connection with the resale of such merchandise. Similarly, supplier
advertising in show directories and buyer s guides, directed to the
buyers of Gibson retail stores) was not a promotion in connection with
the resale of goods at the retail level (Finding 293).
376. The trade show and the payments received in connection

therewith originated with respondents. In the case of each supplier

respondents or their employees solicited the show fee and booth fee
payments (Findings 95, 97 , 99 , 127, 153, 176, 286, 327, 361). The show
fee payments, based on varying percentages of sales volume , were
solicited by respondents or their employees seeking whatever the
traffic would bear (Findings 98, 99). Such payments were solicited
whether or not a supplier had a standard cooperative advertising or

promotional program (e. Findings 127, 133, 153, 163, 176, 182). When
suppliers had a standard promotional program , the show fees were not
paid pursuant to such programs (e. Findings 163 226 312). (148)
377. The payments were solicited and received even after a supplier

bad raised the possible ilegality of the payment (Findings 153 , 156).
Respondents were on notice that the show fee payments had no
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on the items to be shown was reached as a result of such discussions
(May 3405). (150)

Perkins , in his discussions with the Toastmaster representative, was
interested in the lowest possible prices for the Gibson stores (May
3414). The prices in question applied to both franchised and Seagovile-
owned stores (May 3415). Biling and special dating terms for all the
Gibson stores were also discussed between Toastmaster representa-
tives and the trade show buyers (May 3415-16).
383. Toastmaster, at the Gibson Trade Show, utilzed show sheets

and sold orders to buyers for individual stores (May 3408). It intcnded
to sen to an Gibson stores whether franchised or Seagoville-owned

(May 3409--412). Toastmaster participated in the Gibson tabloid; the
items featured in the tabloid were publicized by a sign at its display
booth at the Gibson Trade Show (May 34 , 3424, 349).
384. In 1969, Toastmaster s salesman , Henry May, and Tommy

Perkins had a conversation pertaining to an upeoming show (May
3432-3). At that time, Perkins stated that he needed a better price to
continue promoting or showing Toastmaster in the Gibson Trade Show
(May 3433). When Toastmaster s representative stated

, "

I don t have a
better price. We have one price for all" (Ma.y 343), Perkins replied

You do not cooperate with Seagoville" (May 34).
In several conversations, Perkins repeated that Toastmaster was not

'''

cooperating with Seagovile '" (May 3434). 83 Such conversations took

place in the period September 1969 - June 1970 (May 3437--8; CX 101).
Eventually, Perkins explained that cooperation meant a three percent
better price. This was to cover Toastmaster sales both to Gibson
franchised and Seagovile stores (May 340). This request was over and
above Toastmaster s three percent standard advertising program (May
3440). (151)
385. At a meeting on June 22, 1970, concerning the upcoming

August show , Perkins stated that he did not know whether there
would be room for Toastmaster at the show (May 341). "Cooperation
was again discussed, with Perkins asking for a payment of three

percent of sales volume to the Gibson stores (May 344; CX lOlA-B).
Toastmaster refused to make such a payment on the grund that it
sold to an distributors at the same price (May 344).84 (152)

8' Buyers for retail 8Wrc were mort apt to purcnns II tabloid item knowing that it was baed up by advertsing

in their a.rea (Ma.y34-23).
"2 Toastmaster wa. able paricipate in the upcming show in August 196 (May 34).
i' Perkins , on approximately thr OCions, demanded 8 better price and Hate that Toastm.ter did not

coperateaftertheinitiaIC(nvernationonthi!l3ubject(May
.. The contemporaneous memorandum of Henry May, TOWltIlter s !!Iel reprentative, 9ummlU this

converstion , in pel"inentpart, as follows:

On September 3, 1969 1 wrte you reganing the Gibsn Seville kick-ba converstion I get when I am
with the Seovi!e buycrn. You wrote me. on September 12, 196 that you ag with the way I have handled

(Dminue)
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: i

(jib30n p,.O JUChf Co"'pon
o'n "Q'OIL TIUI n..

January 22. 1911

TO: ALL STORES

Fk(XI: BOBBY REG EON & To.'- PERKINS. SEAGOVILLE BUYERS

SUBJE(;T: TOASTHASTER DIVISIO
MCCRAW-EDISON CQ."IPANY
ELGIN , ILLINOIS 60120

above company will not sell U5 at a price we would

recomend 8. beIng profitable and beneficial for your
operation. We , therefore , no longer recomend or .uthorl
rhi, line , find suggest that you discontinue the ,,,am.

plCI15C give thts your attention . and we apprec:Lllte yor
continued co-operation.

RK&TPI je

ThsTJk 

I)'/(t

. , " -

Bobby Regean -'II TOIY Perkins

~~~~'''''

",''UU(T U"CO""L H"'" au.

(155)The language of this letter was discussed with Lynn Low
Assistant to H.R. Gibson, Sr. , by its author and one of its signatories
Bobby Regeon (Regeon 6641-42).

Toastmaster s sales representative, Henry May, after CX 104 came
to his attention, made several attempts to talk to Perkins who told him
that there was no longer room for Toastmaster in the show. May was
unable to reach Gibson, Sr. when he attemptcd to do so (May 3469).
389. Toastmaster, after it received notice of CX 104 , continued to
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393. CX 104 was a request to Gibson franchised and family-owned
stores to boycott Toastmaster because it refused to pay H.R. Gibson
Sr. the three percent rebate requestcd (Findings 3849). The witb-
drawal of authorization and the recommendation by H.R. Gibson , Sr.'s

Seagovile Buyers" to discontinue the Toastmaster products resulted
in a precipitous drop in sales volume to Gibson stores by Toastmaster in
1971 (Finding 390). The request by Gibson , Sr.'s buyers to discontinue
the Toastmaster line gave rise to a combination between respondents
and a substantial number of Gibson stores to boycott Toastmaster.
(157)

B. Tucker Manufacturing Company

394. In connection with the February 1971 Gibson Trade Show

Tommy Perkins, a trade show buyer, advised Tucker Manufacturing
Company that Tucker would have to pay a volume rebate for its trade
show participation (Tocci 4548-9). When Tucker refused to make such
a payment, it was advised that it would not be al10wed to participate in
the trade show (Tocci 4549).90 Tucker did not want to pay the two

percent volume rebate demanded because of low profit margins (Tocci
4549).

395. Tucker had already, on January 4 , 1971 , sent in its deposit for
payment of booth numbers 585 and 586 for the February 1971 show. On

April 8, 1971 , it requested return of the deposit after being informed
that it would not be al10wed to participate in the show (Tocci 4549-50
4560; CX 304).
396. In the meantime, on March 11 , 1971 , Tommy Perkins had sent

the fol1owing letter: (158)

9Q The voJumc rebate in tion Wal two perent of sae! to the Gibwn store (Toed 459).
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rejected the suggestion by its brokers as wen as similar requests by
trade show officials that rebates be paid to Gibson Products Company
in the period 1969-1971 (CX 124A- , 132A- , 134A-B; Pawlik 96364).
They refused to pay the five percent rebate requested (Pawlik 974).9

405. On March 30, 1971 , Tommy Perkins, on behalf of Gibson
Products Company, wrote the following letter to "All Stores (161)

! Jeannette made no payments to it! customers has on B percnta of sa!es in the period 196-1971 (Pawlik
974).
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(162)406. Subsequently, Jeannette s sales representative92 at-
tempted to contact Tommy Perkins to get back in the show (Pawlik
975). Perkins rejected the .Jeannette lines and refused to approve them
since Jeannette had dropped oui of the show. According to Perkins

other lines had replaced Jeannette and there was no need for
92 This individual, up to June 1971, had ben Jeannette s midwest sales managr and theo went into busines for

himslf as a sales or manufacturer s representative (Pawlik 975)
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additional Jines (Pawlik 976). Perkins, moreover, refused to see
Jeannette s representatives when contacted on numerous occasions
(Pawlik 980).

407. In the period July 1971 to January 1972, Perkins did offer to
represent Jeannette to the Gibson stores for a fee of five percent.
Jeannette s representative , however, refused to enter into such an
agreement (Pawlik 1013-16).
408. Since June 1971, Jeannette s sales representative, Steve

Pawlik has made an effort to sell gJassware products to Gibson family
stores (Pawlik 982). He has made no sales to family stores since that
time because the lines were not approved (Pawlik 982 , 987-88). Since
June 1971 , Pawlik's sales in the case of the Gibson stores have been
confined to the franchised stores (Pawlik 988, 990). Pawlik has sold
Jeannette products to franchised stores on an individual basis but not
to respondents ' warehouse (Pawlik 11)11). He has also been unable to
make sales to certain franchisees such as Love of Oklahoma City and
the San Benito, Texas group (Pawlik 991-92). (163)

IV. Evidence under Count III of the Complaint

409. The Ray- Vac Division of ESB Incorporated Ray-
V ac ), of Madison , Wisconsin , is a manufacturer of dry cell batteries
and lighting products (CX 140A, 154A, 169A).

Its sales to the Gibson stores in 1975 were in excess of $2 millon
(Blake 449-50).

A. Barshell , Inc.

410. Jim Miller was a broker employed by Ray- Vac to represent
its products to the Gibson stores for approximately five years in the
period 1969 to January 1 , 1974 (Blake 4430).
411. Barshell, Inc. ("Barshell") was a distributor of health and

beauty aid products , redistributing such products to various retailers
and wholesalers throughout the Southwest (Miler 3118). Jim Miller
wholly owned the stock of this corporation which was incorporated in
1971 (Miler 3118-19).

412. Ray-O- V ac did not consider the Gibson Trade Show to be its
sales representative at the time that it was represented by Barshell
Inc. In Ray- Vac s view, the Gibson Trade Show is a service
organization which helps a manufacturer to display his wares (Blake
4436).
413. Gibson , Sr. placed an order in 1969 for some 60-70 of the so-

9J Acqllil" by Inwrnational Nickel Company (H!ake 4418).
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ca11ed family stores. This order was given to start off Ray- Vac with
the Gibson stores pursuant to a sales ca11 by Jim Miller, Ray- Vac
broker, and Frank Blake , Ray- Vac s Regional Sales Manager. The
order in question , moreover, was not a recommendation but a flat
shipment (Blake 442223 , 4479).

414. Beginning in 1971 , Barshe11 became the sales representative of
Ray- Vac (Mi1er 3119-20).9 Ray- Vac retained Barshell to repre-
sent it to the Gibson stores. Under this arrangement, Barshe11 was to
present Ray-O- V ac s sales promotions to Gibson headquarters, conduct
necessary negotiations, have Ray- Vac s products listed and attend
the Gibson Trade Show (Miller 3121 , 3126; CX 154A-F).
415. BarsheU paid Ray- Vac s booth fees for participation in the

Gibson Trade Show and was reimbursed for such payments by the
supplier (Blake 448). (164)
416. Ray-O- V ac, through its broker Barshell, Inc. , participated in

every Gibson Trade Show to the end of 1973 (Blake 442). In the period
1969-1975 , Ray- Vac, however , paid no show fee to the Gibson Trade
Show , although its representatives participated therein (Blake 44).
417. Ray-O- V ac compensated Barshe11 with a ten percent broker-

age fee (CX 154B).
418. As far as BarsheU was concerned , at the time that it sold to the

Gibson accounts, Gibson, Sr. was a very enormous and powerful
customer (Miller 3135). About eighty percent of Barshell's sales at the
time it represented Ray-O- V ac were to the Gibson stores (Miller 3139).
419. When Ray- Vae got into the Gibson Trade Show, Gibson , Sr.

approved Ray-O- V ac products for purchase by Gibson franchised and
Gibson family stores (Miller 3141).

Barshell had numerous meetings with Gibson , Sr. or his buyers after
it began representing Ray- Vac. Such meetings, concerning Ray-
Vac, occurred prior to almost every Gibson Trade Show (Mi11er 3126-
27).9

Prices were discussed at some of those meetings. On one occasion
there was a discussion concerning a nine percent discount, either in
deal form or in advertising, to Gibson or Gibson stores buying the Ray-

Vac Jine (Mi1er 3128-29).
420. On a number of occasions , H.R. Gibson , Sr. visited the office of

Jim Mi1er in connection with Ray- Vac (Miller 3132). On such visits
Gibson, Sr. negotiated deals with Mi1er and BarsheU to pay Gibson or
the Gibson Trade Show promotional allowances based on sales and the

9. Pror thereto Miller owned aTlother corpration which had represente the Ray-O-Vae acunt at that time
(Mi1er31

!1 Frnk Blake , of Ray-O- Vac, WI! prcSInt at a number of those mectin (Miller 312).
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activities Gibson performed to sell Ray-O- V ac products to the Gibson

stores (Miller 3132).

(165)The basis of such payments to Gibson, Sr. by Barshell

pertaining to Ray- Vac (Miler 3132-3), varied:

Well , it would just depend. Mr. Gibson, was never consistent with that. It would

depend on what he felt like he did for you.

If he had wrtten a general order, where he had insiste that the stores, or suggested
that the stores buy a certin quantity of merchandise, and if this order amounte to a
hundred thousand dQIlars , he would expect more from the agency than he would if you
had solicited the business yourself from those stores (Miler 3133).

421. Ray-O- V ac automatically sent commission statements to Bar-
shell (Miller 3134). The commission statements recorded all of Ray-
Vac s shipments to the individual Gibson stores , showing the dollar
volume shipped to those stores; along with the dollar volume figures
such statements showed thc commission which Barshell had earned
through those sales (Miler 3134). Gibson, Sr. checked Barshell'
commission statements received from Ray- Vac in connection with
his visits to Miler concerning Barshell's activities for that supplier
(Miller 3132-33).

422. After Gibson , Sr. had checked Ray- Vac s commission state-
ments , Barshell made payments to Gibson , Sr. , termed promotional
allowances , on the basis of Ray-O- V ac saJes recorded in such commis-

sion statements (Miler 3132-5). CX 192, a Barshell check in the
amount of $13 173.43 , dated Septcmber 23 , 1972, is one such payment
(Miler 3134-35).97 (166)

423. CX 192 is a check transmitting brokerage fees by Barshell
rcceived from Ray- Vac, to H.R. Gibson , Sr. (Miller 3132-5, 3140

3147-48)98 at a time when Gibson, Sr. was owner and operator of
(i Q. Now , when you are referrng to GilJ5on , who are you speking of?

A. Well , that would be Mr. Gib)Jn , Sr. , or Gibon Tnue Show. HecuBe it was, you know , kind of interwoven

there. We really nevt!r knew who Wt! were dealing with (Miler3132).
U1 The che(k is made out to H.R. Gibsn , and endorsd " R Gihon DBA GibBn Pruct. Company" (CX 192).

The witnes tetified:

JUDGE VO!1 BUN!): All right. WhtJre did the commision gtattment originate?
THE WITNESS: They would originatt with the Ray-O-Vac Company. They would be Btnt to UB automatically.

JUDGE von BRAND: Pro.
(A paper WI!' marked for identification as CommiMion s Exhibit No. 192.)

By Mr_ Brokshire:
Q. Mr. Miler, I hand you what hll ben marked a" CX- 192 for identification. And I ask if you can

identify that document, pleae , Bir?

A. Yel. This is a cheek drawn nn North Central State Bank on BanJhe\! lncorprate, date 9 -231972, in

theamountof$J3, I73.43.

Q. What was the purpse of that che(k?
A. This would have ben promotional sllowance given to Gibson for whatever grup of commission

statements or activity covere for a p"riod of time with Gib..on (Tr. 3134).
98 Q. Mr. Miler, refem.ng to a document which hW! ben identified , or \)n admitte into cv;dence 8. CX-l92

wert! there ever any other checks i ued under the same or similar cirumstance by Bnrhell
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various retail stores or, in short, a buyer from Ray- Vac (Findings 5
6). (168)
424. Frank Blake, the Ray-O- V ac official responsible, has not

discussed with brokers their disposition of the Ray- Vac commissions.
We pay the commissions , what he (the broker) does with them is his

business" (Blake 4484).

Al Cohen Associates , Inc.

425. Al Cohen Associates, Inc. ("AI Cohen ), of 12514 Gulf Free-
way, Houston, Texas , is a corporation formed in 1961 or 1962 (Cohen
3981-82). Al Cohen, a sales representative, is essentially a one man
business (Cohen 3980). Its only officers and shareholders arc Alpha
Meyer Cohen and his wife (Cohen 3981).
426. Al Cohen acquired the Ray-O- V ac account on December 23

1973 , to become effective on January 1 , 1974 (Cohen 3987-88 , 3992; CX
169A- C). The representation agreement provides that Al Cohen is to
represent Ray-O- V ac to:

Gibson Discount Centers , Inc. Seagovile, Texas
An Gibson franchise stores (CX 169A).

The agreement further provides , in pertinent part:

PERFORMANCE

The REPRESENTATIVE agrees to do the following:
A. To maintain continuous headquartrs contact with Gibson Discount Centers in

Seagoville Texas.
B. To secure adequatc space in any dealer shows the COMPANY desires to enter

through Gibson Discount Centers , Inc.
C. To supply adequate manpower in conjunction with the COMPANY'S manpower

to adequately man the boths at any of these dealer shows.
D. To assist COMPANY personnel to service at retail all Gibson Discount Centers

throughout the Unite States. (169)
E. To refrain from acting in any capacity as a promoter of sales of product which

compete with those listed in Paragraph #2 above, and which are not manufacture by
the COMPANY.

F. To send orders to the COMPANY promptly as they are received.

A. Yes

Q. To who?

A. To Gib!!fi. Mr. Gibson, Sr.

Q. Do you rell whether or not 8uc:h cheoks were iMued in 1971?

A. I would have to !Iumc that thf!Y WC!'. Offhand , I don t re!l. wou!d have to asume, yes, depending

upon what timc of the year that B!.hell tok over the reprentation of Ray-O-Vac.

Q. How often were thes cheok8 payable?

A. Wen , most of the time , it would depend upon when Mr. Gibsn came by and sat down to negotiate with us.

And that could be a.nywhere from, usually every other month , to thr or four month (Tr. 3140).
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COMPENSATION
In return for performance of the duties speified in Point #2 above , the COMPANY
agrees to pay the REPRESENTATIVE ten per cent (10%) of net sales biled for sales
which result from orders solicited by the REPRESENTATIVE (CX 169A-B).

427. Ray- Vac also paid commissions to AI Cohen on sales to the
Gibson stores generated by the calls of Ray- Vac s own sales staff
(Blake 4488).

428. Alpha M. Cohen contacted H.R. Gibson, Sr. after he rcceived
the Ray-O- V ac contract, and an oral agreement between these two
respondents was reached (Cohen 4007-18).99 Under that agreement
Gibson , Sr. was to increase the sales volume of Ray-O- V ac the best way
he knew how. Otherwise , Gibson , Sr.'s functions pursuant to this verbal
agreement were not spelled out (Cohen 4008). Cohen, under this
agreement, undertook to pay Gibson , Sr. ninety percent of the ten
percent commission which Al Cohen received from Ray- Vac (Cohen

4011-12). Put another way, Gibson , Sr. received a payment equivalent
to nine percent of Ray- Vac s sales to the various Gibson stores. (170)
429. Al Cohen made such payments monthly by check to Gibson , Sr.

after receipt of a commission check and statement from Ray-O- V ac

(Cohen 4012-15; CX 1212-17). Such payments commenced in 1974 and
continued up until at least March 1978 (Cohen 401&-16).

In 1974 , payments of commissions by Al Cohen to Gibson , Sr. totaled
$174 907. 10 (CX 1218).

The record shows the following commission payments by Cohen to
Gibson , Sr. in 1975:

January 15 $ 17 972.January 31 10 901.47
March 10 7 327.April 14 25 398.00April 30 31 634.June 10 10 127.July 7 12 986.47July 31 17 746.
September 4 367.

Total $150 460.93 (CX 121&-17).

430. Alpha Cohen s assertion that H.R. Gibson, Sr. is a salesman to
whom he sublet the Ray- Vac line is undercut by his recognition of
Gibson , Sr.'s buying function in behalf of the Gibson stores:

"" Ac.ord;ng to Alpha Cohen:

Mr. H.R. Gibson , Sr. agr to do the lion s share of the work in .avancing the sal(, of Ray-D-Vac pt'uclB
to the Gib.on slore through his trae show and we worked out an agrmellt where he would do the lion
share of the work and I would pay him for that work (Tr. 40).
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Q. Did Mr. Gibson ever solicit you to give a speial reduce price to the stores that
use the Gibson name?

A. I dont' t believe I understand your question, Mr. Stele.

Q. Let me take it this way; in the period 1969 through 1974 , to your recollection , did

Mr. Gibson, Herbert R. Gibson, Sr. come to you and request that you work out any
reduced prices for the Gibson stores on any line?

A. Mr. Steele , awhile ago I told you that all buyers are interested in price , everyone

of them , whether they be H.R. Gibson, Sr. or Mr. Bil Houton with Winn stores or
regardless of who it is , they are always bucking for a better price. I don t care who you

arc. (171)
To specifically say that he has bucked for a better price for the Gibson stores with the

Gibson name , it would be difficult for me to answer that either way becuse everyone of
them tried to get a better price (Cohen 4077-78). 100

431. Gibson, Sr. , although "bucking for a better price" (Finding

430), was not himself a buyer in 1974 or 1975 (Finding 25). (172)

DISCUSSION

I. The Issues

The complaint alleges that respondents, through the operation of a
trade show , violated Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and Section 2(c) of the Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson-
Patman Act. The details of the complaint have already been outlined
and need not be repeated here (See Preliminary Statement). Essential-
ly, the Section 5 charges under Count I allege that respondents have
induced and/or received from suppliers various promotional payments
and services not available on proportionally equal terms to those who
compete with them in the resale of such products. Count II alleges that
respondents have agreed , combined and engaged in an understanding
and conspiracy with all or some of the Gibson family-owned and
franchise stores to eliminate or boycott suppliers who did not grant the
special allowances charged as illegal under Count I. Count III of the
complaint charges that the Gibson respondents and certain brokers or
sales representatives have , in violation of Section 2(c) of the Robinson-
Patman Act, collected brokerage , commissions or other compensations
from se1lers of various products when , in fact, the brokers were acting
for or in behalf of the Gibson family or corporate respondents or

subject to the direct or indirect control of the Gibson respondents.
At this stage, the case presents a multiplicity of issues under all

counts of the complaint. Common to all counts arc the following
questions: (1) is the Gibson Trade Show conducted by H.R. Gibson , Sr.

100 Cohen s !'oK!ition of Gibson , Sr.'s huying- function is not vitiate by his asrtion , at Tr. 408 , that he did not

consider Gibson, Sr. to be a buyer in 1973 and 1974 beusc he then owned no stores. While tehnically corrt, it
ignores the practicalities of the situation he had regnize in his previous aIL wer. Compare also Finding 81 and note

15.
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a bona fide manufacturer s agent representing suppliers participating
therein; (2) is the Gibson Trade Show so interrelated with the various
Gibson family and corporate respondents that respondents ' franchis-

ing, trade show and retailing operations should be considered as an

integrated enterprise; (3) should the services of the trade show and
related payments be regarded as for the benefit of participating
retailers or for the benefit of participating manufacturers or both; (4)
was the Gibson Trade Show open to all retailers desiring to participate
therein; and , (5) is the Gibson Trade Show oriented to the Gibson

Discount Centers.
Under Count I, the following issues should be resolved: (1) under

Count I, must the government prove the requisite clements of a
violation under Sections 2(d) and 2(e) of the Robinson-Patman Act; (2)
is the Gibson Trade Show a promotional service furnished by respon-
dents in connection with the resale of goods or is it essentia11y a vehicle
for suppliers to make the original sale to retailers; (3) should the
legality of the (173)Gibson Trade Show fees more properly bave been
tested under the price discrimination sections of the Robinson-Patman
Act; (4) has the government sustained its burden of proof in showing
that respondents have knowingly induced suppliers to pay a110wances

not available on proportiona11y equal terms to customers competing in
the resale of such goods; (5) has the government sustained its burden
of proof in showing that a11egedly nonfavored customers were on the
same functional level and in sufficient geographic proximity to
warrant a finding that they competc with retailers operating under the
Gibson name; and , (6) has the government sustained its burden of
proof in demonstrating that Gibson stores and nonfavored customers
purchased goods of like grade and quality at contemporaneous times.

The primary questions to be resolved under Count II of the
complaint arc the following: (1) did respondents issue an invitation to
boycott by virtue of letters from trade show buyers asking 

A11 Stores
to discontinue purchases of certain suppliers , and did a boycott and/or
combination in restraint of trade resu1t from such invitations; (2) were
such letters sent or circulated to a11 the Gibson stores or a substantial
number thereof; and , (3) did trade show buyers employed by Gibson
Sr. , signing and sending such letters , have authority to request stores
operating under the Gibson name to discontinue dealing with certain
suppliers.

Count III presents the fo11owing issues: (1) under complaint counse1's
theory of the case , is it necessary to demonstrate that H.R. Gibson , Sr.

received the brokerage or commission payments in issue as a buyer.

If so , has that criterion been met; (2) in any event, are the payments in
question sanctioned by the "for services rendered" section of the
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statute; (3) is the clement of price discrimination prerL"Iuisite to a
showing of a violation of Section 2(c) of the Robinson-Patman Act;
and, (4) after October 31 , 1972, was H.R. Gibson , St. a dummy broker
agent or intcrmediary acting in behalf of the other respondents. If so
docs the theory under which the case was tried preclude the finding of
a violation on that basis. (174)

II. The Function of the Gibson Trade Show

An issue common to all counts of the complaint is the nature of the
functions performed by the Gibson Trade Show. Complaint counsel
urge that the trade show , the individual respondents and their various
corporations , including the retailing operations, should be considered a
single economic entity. Respondents, on the other hand, contend that
the trade show functions as a manufacturer s representative selling to
retailers, with no relationship to the retailing operations under the
Gibson name , whether "family" or franchised stores.

The central fact is that Gibson , Sr. , in the period 1969 to October 31
1972 , simultaneously operated the trade show as an individual proprie-
torship, controlled various retail stores and individually licensed
several hundrcd retailers , from whom he also collected a monthly
licensing fee, to use the Gibson trade names (Findings 3 , 4 , 5, 6, 44, 47
50). After Gibson , Sr. divested himself of his retail interests to his sons
on October 31 , 1972, the trade show continued to operate without

essential change from its past operations.
The Gibson Trade Show, in the period 1969-1972, was confined

essentially to retailers operating under the Gibson name (Findings 59
60-61 , 91). Trade show buyers from the "Seagovi1e Office" contacted
suppliers in connection with "all the Gibson chain stores regardless of
owner" (CX 307). Meetings of Gibson franchisees were held in
conjunction with the trade shows (Finding 72). Trade show buyers
authorized and Jisted the items which could be sold through the trade
show (Finding 75). Trade show buyers ' culled deadwood from the
suppliers lines and, in effect, preselected the items to be sold at the
show (Finding 80). Gibson Trade Show buyers negotiated for better or
competitive prices and biling terms (175)(Finding 81). 101 Show sheets

101 Respondents W!sert that evidence II to price negotiations may not be relied upon in connection with the
interr!a.tiolLhip iBBUC, viz. , the relation. hip of the Gibson Trae Show to the retailers. However . the Decmber 7, 1977

Order, on which they rely, wa. limite to Count I evidence beuse repondents ha no opportnity for thiro pay
discvery on the issue of proportional avai!ability R! it might relate to show priCe and billng te. Evdence on this

point by the general witness WII eJCpre ly permitte on "the intelT!a.tionship isue , induding the function which
Respondents' trae show officials perlonn " (Tr. 3773). In connection with this roling, it WiW note that ifUfar WI the

generJ witncS! tetified as to the methodology of ncgotiatinK and approving show pricellJld biUing tc, no third
party dllvery was ry (Tr. 3765-6, 3777. Se 1I!00 Tt. 357- 35). Whcre the evidence ill limite to thc
function perfonned by tre ahow employee Itnd proportional availabilty ill not involved , repondents nee no
di8tvcry from nonpariea. For exampl.., repondents clearly did not nee nonpay disvcry as to Gibon, Sr.'11

(Qminued)
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order forms and price lists , which were an integral part of the
trade show operation , were preprinted with only the Gibson Products
name on that section of the form identifying the retailer giving the
order (Finding 91). Respondents ' show sheets instructed manufactur-
ers not to ship at prices higher than those listed thereon and to contact
respondents

' "

Seagoville, Texas offices" for price approval (Finding
93). At the shows , the trade show buyers or merchandise managers
could do little more than introduce retailers to the supplier s sales

representatives. The trade show buyers , because of the number of lines
that they represented, had to leave the actual selling at the shows to
the "factory" (Finding 87). The Gibson Trade Show simultaneously
handled (176)competing suppliers (Finding 86). Gibson, Sr., while
simultaneously owning and operating certain Gibson stores, franchis-
ing others and conducting his trade show, requested suppliers to

participate in newspaper advertising promoting merchandise in the
Gibson stores to the consumer (Findings 113-16). There was extensive
overlap in the directors and officers of the respondent corporations and
certai!1 nonrespondent corporations operating Gibson stores by virtue
of the offices held by the individual respondents , including Gibson , Sr.
in the period 1969-1972 (Finding 12; Appendix A). The four individual
respondents , through publication of store directories in 1970-1971
made or were responsible for making representations creating the net
impression that the businesses of the four individual respondents and
the corporate respondents were an integrated operation (Findings 39-
41). Finally, trade show buyers suggested that the Gibson retailers stop
buying from certain suppliers because "They wil not sell us at a price
we would recommend as being profitable and beneficial for your
operation" (CX 104 , 136, 303).

In the period 1969-0etober 31 , 1972, Gibson, Sr. , while he operated
the trade show, had a direct financial interest in the stores he operated
as well as in the financial health of the franchised stores from whom he
derived franchise fees (F' indings 6 , 47 , 49). The Gibson Trade Show, as
already noted , benefited the retailers operating under the Gibson name
in various ways. At the same time, the trade show , whose revenues
Gibson , Sr. pocketed , depended on the attendance of the Gibson stores
to attract the participation of suppliers. The Gibson family-owned
retail operation , the franchising business and the trade show, as well as

tetimony thllt he sought a. competitive price so tha.t the Gibsn store, in making II purehll

, "

wouldn t gel stuck on
it" (Finding 81 ard note 15). There is no nee to find II price discrimination to define the Gibsn Tre Show s role. The
benefit to the Gib:n rewileN from Gibsn , Sr.'s concern on thia point is plain as is the role played by the tre show
onbehalfaftheretai!er.

On this point, se alEi Order Pertining to Genera! Witnes ' Te.timony Concerning Show Prce and Biling Tcnn
date Mareh 14, 1978.
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ancillary operations such as Ideal Travel , were mutually interdepen-
dent.

The trade show or Gibson , Sr. , in dealing with suppliers, accordingly
acted on behalf of retailers operating under the Gibson name, and
payments to the Gibson Trade Show were for the benefit of participat-
ing retai1ers. In the period 1969 to October 31, 1972, Gibson , Sr. was
also a "buyer" (Findings 5-6). The Gibson Trade Show cannot be
considered a manufacturer s representative. To the extent that he
represented" manufacturers, the loyalties of Gibson, Sr. or his trade

show must be considered divided between suppliers and retailers.
The pattern of the various enterprises, as a whole, conducted by the

Gibson respondents and the respondents' mutual interdependence
compels the finding that the Gibson respondents in the period 1969-

1972 operated as an integrated enterprise. (177)

III. The Count I Charges

The complaint charges that respondents violated Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act by inducing suppliers to violate
Sections 2(d) and 2(e) of the Robinson-Patman Act. Complaint counsel
have tried the Count I allegations under the theory that respondents'

acts are per Be illegal (Tr. 39; CPF p. 153). Under the circumstances
they have the burden of proving in this Section 5 proceeding that the
statutory elements of Sections 2(d) and 2(e) have been met. There is a
general assimilation of Robinson-Patman standards of liability and

proof" in these cases. Fred Meyer, Inc. v. FTC 359 F.2d 351 , 365 (9th
Cir. 1966), rev d and remanded on other gmund 390 U.S. 341 (1968).
See also J. Weingartn, Inc. 62 F. C. 1521 , 152425 (1963). In short
the Count I charges , although under Section 5, arc not being tried
under an incipiency standard.

Under Count I , the Commission must prove the following basic
factual elements to demonstrate that respondents have engaged in
unfair methods of competition by inducing discriminatory payments
violative of the Clayton Act:

(1) that a respondent in commerce knowingly solicited or induced
and received from a supplier promotional allowances, services

, ,

'or
facilities;

(2) that the solicited promotional considerations were received in
connection with the resale of the supplier s product;

(3) that respondents had competitors at the same functional level;
and

(4) that respondents knew or should have known that its competitors
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were not offered t.he promotional
proportionally equal terms.

considerations in question on

Altermn Foods, Inc. v. FTC 497 F.2d 993, 997 (5th Cir. 1974).
Respondents contend that neither Gibson , Sr. nor his t.rade show arc

customers" of suppliers participat.ing in the trade show within the
meaning of the Robinson-Patman Act. As a result, they argue that no
discrimination cognizable under Sections 2(d) and 2(e) of the Robinson-
Patman Act has been shown. Respondents urge that a finding that a
supplier s "customer" has received the allegedly discriminatory allow-
ance or services is prerequisit.e to a finding of violation. (178)

The argument misses the mark on two grounds. First , Section 2( d) is
not limited to payments " " a customer. It covers also payments "for
the benefit of a customer." See Swanee Paper Cor. v. FTC 291 F.
833 836 (2nd Cir. 1961), cert. denied 368 U.S. 987 (1962). In short, there
is no need to make a finding that the payments in question were made
directly to a buyer. Laying aside, for the moment, the question of
whether the trade show constituted a promotional service in connec-
tion with the resale, it is clear that the trade show benefited the Gibson
retailers as a group. As a result, payments to the trade show in the
person of H.R. Gibson , Sr. were , at minimum , payments for the benefit
of such customers.

Relying on precedents holding t.hat the corporate entity should not
be disregarded , respondents assert that Gibson , Sr. cannot be regarded
as a customer since the retail operations in which he had a financial
interest, in the period 1969-0ct.ober 31 , 1972, were incorporated. They
contend that "(tJhe crystal clear fact is that H.R. Gibson, Sr. never had
anything to do with the operation of any retailers in this case" (RPF
SR p. 236). Gibson , Sr.'s own testimony makes it clear that he played an
active role at least in those corporations operating retail stores in

which he was a majority stockholder. He hired the key employees, the
store managers , and actively reviewed store financial records. And
Anytime they didn t make money, I had to do something about it.

Might get a new manager real quick. I would try to get the store to
making money" (Tr. 5573; Finding 6). Gibson , Sr. had the authority to
make managerial decisions in those areas that counted and did not
hesitate to exercise it. The individual who reviews the performance of
key corporate employees and fires them for inadequate performance
as a practical matter, runs that corporation. Gibson, Sr. clearly
controlled the retail corporations wherein he had a majority interest in
t.he period 1969 to October 31 , 1972.

This testimony and the showing in the record that the trade show
operated for the benefit of the Gibson retailers as a group compels the
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finding that Gibson Sr. , in1969 1972. combined the function of kade
show operator and buyer from the participating suppliers. Trade show
payments to Gibson . Sr., in the. period 1969-0ctober 31, 1972, were
payments to a buyer and for the benefit of retailers operating under
the Gibson name. Subsequent to October 31 , 1972, they were for the
benefit of such retailers. (179)

AcruciaJ point is that the Gibson Trade Show was oriented to the
retailers operating under the Gibson name.'02 Accordingly, trade sh()w
payments necessarily were for the benefit of the Gibson stores
irrespective of whether Gibson, Sr. had an ownership interest therein
or whether the trade show fee payments were passed ()n. The cases
cited by respondents for interposing the corporate veil between Gibson
Sr. and the retail corporations do not apply.

A. Payments or Services Chal1enged under Sections 2(d) and 2(e)
Must Be in Connectioh with the Promotion of the Goods for Resale

Sections 2(d) and 2(e) impose a more rigid standard than the flexible
criteria of the pricing provisions ofthe statute. As a result, the first
essential stepin.the legal analysis is to ascertain whether the price or
promotional. provisions of the Act apply. Rowe Pre Discriminatio
Under the Robinson-Patman Act Litte Brown & Company, 372 (1962).
Under Section 2(a) of the Act, price discriminations are lawful unless
the prescrbed adverse effect on competition is shown and unless such
discrimination cannot be justified under one of the defenses provided
by the statute. Sections 2(d) and 2(e), on the contrary, have" perse
standard of ilegality irrspective of the competitive impact, and the
opportunity to defend on the basis of the statutory defenses is sharply
circumscribed. Ib. As a result

, "

the stricter sanctions of these

provisions (Sections 2(d) and2(e)J create a legal premium for the FTC
or other plaintiffs to ease their evidentiary burdens by classifying-
trade practices undel' . Sections 2(d) and 2(e) rather than the price
provisions in Section 2(a) (or 2(f)J." Ib.

Payments, al1owances . or discounts in connection with the seller
orginal sale to the buycr are not within the scope of Scction 

2(d). New
England (Jonfectionary Co. 46 F. C. 1041, 1059 (1948);103 Rutledge 

11Y COriider, for example ker lI8gmentwith Gibsn Proucts Company to pay the 10% show feeori
purcha by the Gibson Bf.re in coriidertion for "the Esting of our approved proucts to your stre.ad allowingu8
to display ow" BpproVed proucts in your pnvate treahow" (Finding 127. Morever , supplier saea in the relevant
period thrugh the Gibsn Trae Show WCff oonfined to GibSn SWn)B (Finding 371).

103 The "(mJere acptance bya purchasr of 8 promotional offer inteiidedto faclitate the 
ornal side, dOe not

COtltitutc therenderirig of a:;rvoo or fai1Jty . by tllepurcba.r within the meaning of SCtiona:d). New FJ!and
Omfectiury . Co., 4. F. at 105 (empbass added). That decion dismiso alJegtiolU cbarng as illti! under
seim 2(d) tbe payment of rebate or discunts eqU/iJu. the savingl and cotS attrbuted to different prOur
followed in p8king, seJlng iJ delivering ib prOucts where repondent oompellte the favorectltOmetS for such
servces or faclitIes pCoried by them. Such paynEmts, tbe Commission held; were made in connection with the
original Sale to the favore customern Rnd not in connection with tberele.
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Rutl.dge v. Electri Hose Rubber Company, 511 F.2d at 678
(emphasis added).

Payments by a supplier to customers or their intermediaries for
services performed by the customer or intermediaries of the customer
in connection with the ",ginal sal. to such customers , as, for example
sending bulletins to encourage such retailers to make ptlchases, ate
not promotiolll1payments within the scope of Section 2( d)of the Act.
Carpel F'rostedF'oods, !m. 48 F. C. at 602. Payments for advertising
and promotional services in order to stimulate the resale of the
supplier s products aftr the product reaches the store are within the

purview of this section, II.
The Gibson Trade Show served as a vehicle to faciltate the original

sale by suppliers to Gibson family and franchise stores attending such
shows. As a practical matter, it enabled participating suppliers to make
a sales pitch to Gibson retailers attending the show. The show did not
admit conS\lmers and the services performed by respondents for which
they were compensated by suppliers were services facilitating the
suppliers ' sales to the retailers , analogous to the DGS bulletins aiding
supplier sales to members of that cooperative in Carpl. The Gibson

Trade Show, facilitating the vendors ' otiginal sales to the retailers , is

not a case like Macy where the buyer "used the payments for
institutional advertising and promotions to get more people into its
store to buy the goods of all its vendors." H. Macy Co. , !m, v. FTC
326 F.2d 445 450 (2nd Cir. 1964).

The services for which the show fees were paid included authoriza-
tion to display and sell certain merchandise, listing on the show sheets
introduction to retailers at the show, etc. (182)The booth fees

permitted suppliers to display their wares and sell. to the Gibson
retailers. Supplier advertising in the store directories and buyers
guides , circulated to persons attcnding the show but not to consumers
again related only to the manufacturer s sale to the retailers (Finding
293). The show fees, booth fees and advertising in store directories and
buyers guides were compensation for. services furnished. in connection
with the original sale to the retailers. Services such as the staffing and
decorating of booths were similarly related to the original sale (See
generally Findings 373-75).

Credit arrangements, such as biling terms, are not within the scope
of the promotional provisions of the statute since they are connected
only with the original sale of the product and not with its further
handling or resale. Secatme , !m. v. Esso Standrd Oil Company, 171
F. Supp. 665, 668 (D. Mass. 1959). As another court has recently stated
credit terms are not a cause of action under Sections 2(d) or 2( e);
rather, they may state a cause of action under Section 2(a). Robmns
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of the necessary rough guides for separating out those commercial

transactions insufficiently comparable for price regulation by the
statute." Repot of tfw Attorny General's Committee to Study tfw
Antitrust Laws 157 (1955); Moog Indust-rs, Inc. v. FTC 238 F.2d 43
49-50 (8th Cir. 1956), aftd 355 U.S. 411 (1958). Although Sections 2(d)
and 2(e) of thc Robinson-Patman Act do not explicitly refer to the like
grade and quality concept contained in thc pricing provision of the
statute , they are, nevertheless, governed by that lim1tation. Atalanta
Trading C(fp. V. FTC 258 F.2d 365 , 368-69 (2d Cir. 1958). See also
Shulton, Inc. 59 F. C. 106, III (1961). Under the Robinson-Patman
Act, unlike the older Clayton Act, the burden is on the plaintiff, here
the governmcnt, to prove that the goods involved in the allegedly
discriminatory transactions are of like grade and quality.'o9 the
standard of proof which must be met in demonstrating that favored
and non favored customers compete in the sale of goods of like grade
and quality bas been formulated as follows:

. . .

Antitrust cases and, in particular, Robinson-Patman ca'es require a meticulous
attention to minute details. When dealing with prices, allowances and goo of like grade
and quality, the Commission may not indulge in assumptions or presumptions, for these
matters are susceptible of exact prof and this is the typ of showing which must be
made. . . .

J. Weingarten 62 F. C. 1527-28.
(186)The question of whether products are of like grade and quality

is to be determined by the characteristics of the products themselves.
FTC v. B(fden Co. 383 U.S. 637 , 641 (1966). Physical differences in
products are onc of thc prime determinants in deciding whether or not
the like grade and quality criteria are met. Bona fi physical
differences affccting marketability preclude a finding of like grade
and quality even though the differences arc small and have no effect
on the seller s cost. Ant.itrust Law Develop1'mts ABA, 115 (1975).

Universal-Rundle Corp. 65 F. C. 924, 955 (1964), (fder set asid, 352
2d 831 (7th Cir. 1965), rev d and remanded 387 U. S. 24 (1967); Tfw

Quker Oats Co. 66 C. 1131 , 1192 (1964); Central Ice Cream Co. 

Golden Rod Ice Cream Co. 184 F. Supp. 312, 314 (N. D. Il 1960), afl'd
287 F.2d 265 (7th Cir. 1961), cert. denied 368 U.S. 829 (1961). Price
differcnces demonstrating cross-inclasticity and the nonsubstitutabili-
ty of items also militate against a finding of like grade and quality.
Willow Run Garden Shop, Inc. v. Mr. Christmas, Inc. 1973-2 Trade

Cases 816 (D. J. 1973).

,"" Rowe IfUpr at 64. Under the Clayton Act proviaioll , preceing the Robinsn-Patman Act, a se!ler might
defend by relating pricing val"ationa t; the gre or quality of the different prouct:. Ib.

"0 COf\sider, for exampt.. , Pa.ker Pen s "midline" and its "prime Une " involving 50 to 100 different price pens
(Flndlf\g165)
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Complaint counsel urge that since the show fees are baSed ona
percentage of all sales to Gibson stores durng the coUrse of a year, th
Weingartn criteria need not beIlet in this instance. Relying Qncaes
such as Moog In,dustrks, Inc., supra, they contend that an ij;m-by-ij;m
analysis of purchases by ravored and nonravored customers is unneces-
sary. Cases such as Moog, Day ton Rubber ComparlY, 66 F'.T.C. 42, 466
(1964), rev d in parton other grounds 362 Y.2d 180 (6th Cir. 1966), and
JosephA. Kaplan Sons,1nc. 63 C, 1308, 134 (1963), moified on

other grounds 347 F.2d 785 (D.C. Cir. 1965), held tha.t where a supplier
sells or promotes merchandise as a line and the rebates are granted on
the line, there is no need to show that favored and nonfavored
customers purchased identical items.11 Those cases are not controlling
here. For, although (187)these precedents do not require a showing
that all items in the line are identical , at least a minimal showing must
be made that the items comprising a "line . are of one grade and
quality. There is no basis for the contention that the extraction by a
customer of a uniform discount or allowance on all items pllrchased
converts all products that a supplier sells into a "line" within the scope
of Moog, Dayton Rubber ()r Joseph Kaplan. To the contrary, those
cases involved a fact situation where it was the supplier s determina-
tion that goods were to be sold as a "line." Furthermore the records in

those proceedings showed that the items within such lines were of the
same grade and quality. In Moog, the respondent conceded that its
products "'may all be of one grade and quality.' " Moo, 23 2d at 49.
In Dayton Rubber the Commission found that the rec(rd affirmatively
showed that "(r)espondent's line was composed of products of only one
grade and quality." 66 F. C. at 466. In Joseph Kaplan and Son

C. at 1348, the Commission found

, "

(wJe have here a line or
products promoted as a line,. that is , the shO'"er curtain line , and all of
the items in the line are used for the same purpse. The fact that this
case deals with such. a unified line of goods clearly distinguishes the
case from Atalanta. In addition, the Commission, in holding that

111 The cour inMooheJd in pertinent pa:

:while lea eprings;ooilliprngs. or piston rings may not be interchangeble and Usble in 811 nies, YneiB
and ag of automobiles, we be!ieve that when sllch items an sold to oompetitom in Jill !I; I! petitioner ba 1I1d
them, and when, fI here, 8 disminawry rebutCis paid l1ponaJJ jteir in a line, the CoIlcin may prpely
rmdthat BUch item3&r 'sufficiently oomptble for price regulation by the statut;' 

The rel and subatantive aiwcr is that, while lea springs, ooi111tion pa or piston ring fot aFonl Iin
of 1947 may besuffcientJy difenirit from tho for a Chev-let cOb of 195 that the fomwr could lawfully
be sold for unifor higher or lower pricetbanthe latter, the question here il not reJateto uniform difernt
priec for different items, nor, hence to the like gre and quaity concept, beUs thepriceifmiationa
here did not .i fromurufonn differeritprice fot pacuill items, but, rather, they 8r1l1 ly from the
cumulative annuaJ rebate plan, which appJied io the a.tedollarvolume of al flJes ma paiCular line to a

pacular purhllrin the pniingyea, and , therefore, rieoly IDscri:mhiate in prce as 1O al1 itemi
the line, whether exatly alike and intehangeb!e or not.

Moo; 23 F.2d at50.
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different patterns in shower curtains did not prcclude a finding of like
grade and quality, also found that some of the products involved in the
discrimination "were apparently the same in everything except
pattern." 63 F. C. at 1348. (188)

In this case, for most of the suppliers involved , there is little
evidence that the goods sold were sold as "lines" by the supplier. More
significantly, thcre appears to be no affirmative evidence with respect
to most of the suppliers involved herein that an the items marketed by
such suppliers were of the samc grade and quality as was shown in the
case of certain lines sold by the manufacturers in Moog. Rather, with
respect to many of the suppliers involved in this proceeding, the record
shows substantial differences in price and in the physical qualities of
the products which they marketed to their customers. Variation of
merchandise within a line precludes the facile assumption that

different customers each purchased an identical or even a similar cross
section of merchandise within each line. Willow Run Garden Slwp, Inc.
v. Mr. Christmas, Inc. , supm. The meaningful way to compare

commodities between two competing retailers is on an "' individual
item '" basis , not on a I" line item '" basis. Id.

In summary, insofar as most of the suppliers herein are concerned
there is litte affirmative evidence that all of the items upon which the
trade show fees were paid were of the same grade and quality. Under
the circumstances , the Commission cannot rely on the auto parts cases
or Joseph Kaplan for the proposition that an across-the-board discount
over the period of a year, in and of itself, obviates the need for analysis
of the products purchased by favored and nonfavored customers.

In the case of payments for tabloid advertising, complaint counsel
could not prevail even under their interpretation of Moo. Complaint
counsel recognize that where the payment is for the promotion of a
particular item or limited number of items , they have the burden of
showing competition in the resale of those items between favored and
nonfavored customersI12 (CPF p. 134). Suppliers are not obliged to give
advertising allowances on an of their products if they choose to accord
them on only some of their products. Sunocam Cmporatio 67 F.

, 55 (1965); Atalanta Trading Corp. (189)258 F.2d at 369. In short
where a specific item is promoted , a showing must be made that

". 

SeSh..to 59 C. 81111- , holding:

In furthercxceptingtothcorder respondenlha. interpret.sucb order to reuire lha.tif it c!ects to act'
advertising or promotional alJowances on any prouct within a prouct line, ::llch WI toilctreI, Bl!ch allowance
mllst be grnte on all other proucts within that line, inclllding ther which ar not of like gre and quality.
Setion 2(d), of cours , doe not impo 3uch a reuirement , but neither, however, doe the order to ce a.nd
desist. Although thc ordcr covers all proucts which repondent sells, repondent wi! be reuire therby to
extend allowance ,gnte in connection with a particular prouct only to thos custmncrn competing in the
distribution or rclc of that prouct or product. of like gfo1dc and quality purcha. from repondent.
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favored andnonfavored customerscoinpeted in the resale (jfthat
particular product at " time contemporaneous with the challenged
promotion.

The tabloids generally did not involve across the board promotions;
rather, as the Gibson Tabloid Authorization forms showed, they related

to particular items , as for example in the caSe of Parker (Finding 164).
With respect to the tabloid advertising shown in this record, the
Section2(d) criteria have not been met. There has been no showing
that specific items promoted in the tabloids were resold by favored and
nonfavored customel" contemporaneously with the promotional
event. Thus, no finding of violation can be based thereon.

An additional factor precluding a finding of discrimination or the
knowing inducement thereof with . respect to. tabloid payrents in the
case of some suppliers, such as Regaland Wagner, is the fact that the
payments were within the suppliers standard advertising or promo-
tional programs (Findings 220-22, 273-74).

The parties also disagree as to proof of geographic proximity

prerequisite to a finding of competition between favored and nonfa-
vored customers. Under Sunbeam Cororatio 67 F. C. at 55, and
Viviano MOEaroni Co. 73 F. C. 313, 341 affd 411 F.2d 255 (3d Cir.
1969), there isa rebuttable presumption that competition exists
between customers operating at the same functional level so long as
they are located in the same trade area. Similarly, there is no need to
trace goods to the shelves of competing outlets, where the direct
customers of II supplier operate only at one functionalleyel. Then, it is
sufficient to prove: (190)

. .

that one haS outlets . in . such geographical proximity to those of the other as to
establish that the two customers are in general competition; and that the two customers

purchasd go of the saine grade and quality from the seller within approximately the
same period of time. Actual competition in the sale of the seHer s goo may then 
inferred even though one or both afthe customers have other outlets which are not in

geographical proximity to outlets of the otherctistomer:

Tri- Valley POEking Associatio v. FTC 329 F.2d 694, 708 (9th Cir;
1964).

In order to meet the requirement of contemporaneous sales of goods
of like grade and quality to. favored and nonfavored customers
competing in the resale of the goods involved in the alleged discrimina-
tions, complaint counseJ introduced tabulations of invoices for certin
of the suppliers. l4 In the case of other suppliers, invoices were

1'" Al mpond nts note, RRB Sr. p. 77 D. 30, complaint COIJJI! havepropo no finding from which a
determination eun be m ukon thif poinl In the ca of Farber, forexampJe th would have ben har to do. The
dOcumenta eVidence pErtining to Farbcr w.bJoid paricipationpernill to 1970, while the tihula.tioll of pureha
by Gioonstore &/d Farber s other customers oover the period 1972-,1975 (Finditig29).

114 Respondents ur that thesdoeuments cou1d not be so us becaU3 of complaint counsl' s explanations of

(Coinue)
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provided for the same purpose. For some of the suppliers, there are
neither tabulations nor invoices , thus making a finding of contempora-
neous sales of goods of like grade and quality to customers competing
with Gibson retailers impossible as to such suppliers. Significantly, the
tabulations were preparcd with no attempt to determine whether the
customers listed were wholesalers or retailers (Underwood 4529).

Nor was there an attempt made in the preparation of such tabulations
to record the individual model or item numbers of the particular
products that appeared on the underlying invoices (Underwood 452&
29). As a result, where tbe record shows that a supplier has a widely
differentiated product line, the tabulations are of little help in
establishing competition between the Gibson retailers and others in the
resale of such merchandise. Other problems of proof also (191)exist.
Without going into an exhaustive recitation , a number of examples
will be noted.

There was insufficient documentary proof of sales to Gibson stores
and their competitors with respect to Tucker Manufacturing Corp.
Armstrong F nvironmental Industries and Beagle Manufacturing
Company (Findings 168 316 368 369 n. 78).

In the case of Waltham Watcb Company, as with a number of other
suppliers, the record does not define with sufficient precision the
products involved in the alleged discrimination. The Waltham tabula-
tions describe thc products sold only as "watches." The record
however, shows that Waltham s watches differ significantly in quality,
style and price , among othcr factors (Findings 255-6 , 259).

With regard to the Parker tabulation, there was no adequate

showing that the allegedly nonfavored customers functioned at the

retail level of operations and , thus , competed with Gibson stores in the
resale of Parker products (Finding 166). Similarly, the record is devoid
of proof of the functional level of the allegedly nonfavorL'I customers
of Comfort (Finding 352). With respect to Waltham , the showing on
this point was also weak (Finding 259).

In the case of Unitron , the only documentary evidence concerning
sales to Gibson retailers and their allegedly nonfavored competitors is
CX 855. This tabulation covers the pcriod 1970 to 1971. But, for that

their pUI"6e during pretrial. That objedion was oveITuled on March 16, 1978, when the documents were reived (Tr
4533). Moreover, eadier in the trin! , 011 Decmber 7 , 1977 , re8pondenl- rcwi:w that thes were " tabulationlsJ of
disfavore competitorn" (Tr. 278). By definition a "di8favo oompetitor" ;s one who is operating at the Mme
functional leve! a: the favored customer and wholl pun:ha.'1 are of like grade and quality 85 thos bought by a
favored customer. Thus , the purpe fur which the t.bul..tioM were to be u80 W!. cleM at the benning of the tral.

"5 In many instancc, thatga.p was not filed by other evidence.
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commissions by GibsoIl, Sr. froII two brok!,rs representing the Ray-
V acCompany, Barshell, Inc and Al Coheil Associates, Inc. 'lhe status
of GibsoIl, Sr. as a buyer is critical in resolvirig the Section 2(c) charges
in each of the two instanCes. (197)

The record shows that Jim Miler doing business as Barshell , Inc. , a
corporation which he wholly owned, had been appointed as a seller
broker by Ray- V ac. Miler, who was appointe to represent Ray-
Vac products to the Gibson stores, held t4e position for approximately
five years in the period 1969-Jamiary 1 , 1974 (Findings 410, 411 414),
Miler or Barshell split the Ray- Vacc6mmission with R. Gibson

Sr. (Findings 419-23). Orie such payment was received in September
1972 (Findings 422-23).

Gibson, Sr. checked Ray-O- Vac s commission statements furnished to

Miler in connection with his receipt from Barshell of split commissions
based Oil Ray- Vac s sales (Findings 421-22). Gibson, Sr.'s review of
Ray-O- V ac s commission statements to Miller, ostensibly a seller
broker, to determine how much brokerage he . should receive demon-
strates respondent's control of the latter.

From his review of the commission statements in connection with his
demand for rebates, Gibson , Sr. knew or should have known that he
was requiring Miler to pass on part of his brokerage fee received from
Ray- Vac. Knowledge by the buyer that he is receiving brokerage
from the seller s broker is not a statutory element of the violation.
Nevertheless, it may (198)under certin circumstances be material to
determining the nature of the payment. See Rne, supra at 346. Here
Gibson, Sr.'s knowledge of the nature of the payment effectively
negatcs any contention that these gratuities were not, in fact
brokcrage passed on by the seller s broker to Gibson, Sr.

The record shows one such payment, on September 23, 1972.120

that time, Gibson , Sr. was owner and operator of various retail stores
while simultaneously conducting his trade show (Findings 3, 5 6). This
payment to Gibson , Sr. , a buyer, was within the absolute prohibition of

isues on the bais of wtrch the ca Will be tred and decdoo. Complaint oounselstate "wed': not intend to
prove Gibsn, Sr. is a dummy brokcl". ltil denT tJt coplimro_l dO 1Wt iTind to pr u1! Cont 11/th Gi Sr. WWan intiary orreprnti1! " actingfarUrIm /JW! of thotlrerq.
Rather, they intend to. prove that " R. Gibsn, Sr. and Belva Gibon ar a pa iwd pal of the Gibsn
oJ:cmiZition which reivl\ the payments and that for example. ropondent A! Coben shan his commiion
with H,n, Gibsoii, Sr." The agncy, thrughoomplaint oou-il, in thi instance ha given ita sttement of the
theory on which the Ca moo be tred. Under the circumstanoo, iherionojustifcstionfor the relief aoght
(emphasis added).

Under the ciunist8nce, for the pll of the transactionarolevant to Count II , a finding that Gibsn, Sr. is a
buyer is deemed prel"uisite to the determination that a law violation haa ben proven uooer th06 allegations.

IroThere isa confict between the tetimonyof Miner and one of repondent's tre show buyen 8110 whether
ex 192 reprents asp!itofthe Ray.. Vaceommi9sion ootweenBahe1J and Gibsn, Sr. The tetimony that ex 192
roprenbla thre pewmt ahow fee es of health and bCutyaid prouebl owned and w8ioUB by Miler ha
beIi reviewed. Se, Tr. 75:'12 , 754. The teStimony of Mileris relied upon in maing the findng.
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respondents here performed a service entit1ing them to a functional
discount which should be evaluated under the pricing provision of the
statute irrespective of the form of the payment. In making that
determination , the central question is what was the purpose and reason
for the concession. Empire Rayon Yarn Co. 354 F.2d at 189. There is
no showing that, in connection with the split commissions he reccived
from Barshel1 , Gibson , Sr. assumed the credit risk , serviced small unit
purchases or maintained and operated a warehouse storing Ray-

Vac s products. Cf. lIruby, 61 F. C. at 1446; Empire Rayon Yarn Co.

364 F.2d at 492. Moreover, at Gibson , Sr.'s trade show , participating
suppliers had to depend largely on their own personnel or that of their
brokers to do the sellng (Finding 87). In addition, there is no showing
that Gibson , Sr. , who operatcd retail stores in 1969-0ctober 31 , 1972
operated at a different functional level which would justify the pricing
variations,12 Further, unlike the (200)customers in Hruby and Empire
Rayon Gibson, Sr. was regarded as a powerful buyer by the broker
who split his commission with him (Finding 418). In light of the
foregoing, there is no showing here that Gibson, Sr. pcrformed a
distributional service entitling him to a functional discount which
should be evaluated under Section 2(a).

Gibson, Sr. pocketed the split commission based on the purchases of
all Gibson stores. No finding can therefore be made that the payments
were immune from Section 2(c) because they were part of a "worthy
effort" on behalf of retailers " to reduce the ultimate sales prices to the
consumer" by entering into arrangements making them stronger 
their competition with large chain stores. Cf. Central Retailer-Owned
Grocers Inc v. FTC 319 F.2d 410, 415 (7th Cir. 1963). There is no
evidence that the split commissions received by Gibson , Sr. strength-
ened the competitive position of the nonfamily franchised stores in any
way.

Applying the "purpose and effect" test to the payment l23 it is

significant that Ray- Vac did not discuss with its brokers their
passing on of brokerage to Gibson , Sr. (Finding 424). Accordingly, Ray-

Vac s broker chose to split his commission with Gibson, Sr. in

transactions which may not have been known to the broker s principal
the supplier. This militates against any finding that the split brokerage

122 Cf. Hru, 61 F. C. at 1446:

In it.Sedion 2(a) price diocriminlltion ca the Comm;SIion hfL long recoim the legality of price
difference bas upon difference3 in the levcl of distrbution of the cU.'tomers who ar char dispate
prir.cs- The JllwfulneRS of such functional price differenccq derives from the fact that they reult in nO advers
ernomic effects upon particular competitors or competition in general. Thus, since Hruby opernte at II higher
competitive or !unctionallevel than wholesalers, thc grnting to Hruby or reipt by him of II lower price thRT!
afforded to wholesalcrs would ordina.rily not be queationed. Hut the man-er ",nd form in whieh Hruby reived
bis lower prices creak'! the doubL concerning their validity which led to this complaint.

'23 Se Empire Ray," Yarn Co. 35 F.2d at 189.
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constituted a functional discount for distributional services. Rather
this is precisely the kind of transaction which Section 2(c) was designed
to reach in order to force hidden price discriminations into the open.

(201)
In summary, developments under Section 2(c) since Broch do not

warrant an exception to the rule of Southgate in this proceeding.
Even if the "except for services rendered1! proviso were available

under these circumstances, the burden would stil be on respondents to
establish it. The provision would become a sham unless those seeking to
take advantage of it established the value in concrete terms of the
services rendered in relation to the commission payments received. 

addition to a claim that brokerage was paid for services rendered
there must be a showing that the distribution costs saved justified the
amount of the allowance. No such showing has been made here and
respondents ' reliance on the provision is rejected. 124

(202)The Supreme Court' Broch decision does not stand for the

proposition that price discrimination is prerequisite to a finding of

violation in each Section 2( c) case. The prior Supreme Court decision in
FTC v. Simpticity Pattern Co. 360 U.S. 55 (1959), distinguishing
Sections 2(c), (d) and (e) from the pricing provisions of the Act
indicates that Broch imposed no universal requirement that price
discrimination must be proven in each 2(c) case. As the Court stated
while holding Section 2(b) inapplicable in a 2(e) proceeding:

Subsectwns (c), (d), and (e), on the other hand, unqlifidly make unlawful certin
buness prtices other than pre discriminatio. .. .. In terms , the proscriptions of
these three subsections are absolute. Unlike 2(a), none of them reuires, as proof of a
prima facie violation, a showing that the illcit practice has had an injurious or
destructive effect on competition (emphasis added).

360 U.S. at 65.
Neither the text of Section 2(c) nor the statutory context of that

section requires that it be limited to instances of price discrimination.

Rangen Inc. 351 F. 2d at 856. In light of Broch the element of price

' Implicit in the Brok dicta concerning the "except for services rendere" proviso re 8. reuirement tha.t the
pa.rty asrting the defense demonstrate that the servce in qUe:tion gave rise to sufficient cot saving! to warnmt
the reuction in brokerage. In this connection , the Court tate in pertinent part:

We are asked to distinguish thes preedents on the ground that there is no e1airn by the presnt buyer that

the price reduction conceedly bas in parton a saviug to the seller of pa of hiB regular brokerae C0t on
the paricular :JIl' , WWJ justified by the elimination of ser-icc normally performed by the seHer or hiB broker.

Then i8 1.0 ownce tha th Imyer rerW'rW any servs to tk seller or to th respnt 1W tht anyting in
its rrOwd of dea.i'n jWJtifWd its getting II dismi'IWr e by ans of a reducd brkera charye. 

would have quite a different if there were such evidence and we nee not explore the applicnbiltyof 2((')

to slJch cin:lJrrtam:es. On thing i: clear th" absnce of I:h evnc and th absenc of a claim th tlu
renditio of serves or /lmngs in distritWn costs jutifid th al/Qnce dos not mpp th vi that 2(c)

M." not IJAJn vi!.f.e (emphasis added).

363 U.S. at 173-74.
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discrimination may be helpful under certain circumstances in deter-
mining whether a payment was made in " lieu of brokerage." However
the holding on this point does not apply to cases, such as the instant
proceeding, involving the outright payments of unearned brokerage by
a seller s broker to a buyer. As the Ninth Circuit held in Rangen:

There has been some speculation that the Broch cae may have superimposed a
requirement of price discrimination on section 2(c). Rowe, Prce Discrimination Under
the Robinson-Patman Act 34 (1962); Federal Trade Comm n v. Henr Broch & Co.
363 U-S. 166, 189 , 80 S. Ct. 1158 (dissenting opinion). However, discrimination was use in
Broeh to determine if the price arrangement was an " in lieu" of brokerage transaction;
and, although discrimination would appear now to be relevant in rcduced-eommission

caes , it doe not follow that it is now an essential element in caes involving the outright
payment of unearned brokerage.

351 F.2d at 858.
The Count III allegations against H.R. Gibson, Jr. and Gerald Gibson

have not been sustained. Complaint counsel apparently intended to tie
these rcspondents to the receipt of illegal brokerage by showing that
they had stock ownership in a manufacturer s representative, Jim
Miler Sales Company, (203)another firm owned by Jim Miller (Tr.
3629-31).'25 Two of complaint counsel' s nonrespondent witnesses
should have had firsthand knowledge of such transactions, if they took
place. One was Orner Nix , the other was Jim Miler. Complaint counsel
struck Omer Nix from their witness list after he had declined to
respond to two subpoenas during the course of trial and failed to
appear for a deposition scheduled for the pretrial. Jim Miller appeared
and testified but was asked no questions concerning this matter. The
record gives no indication why Miler was not questioned on this
subject. Under the circumstances , these respondents arc entitled to the
application of the advcrse inference rule, for:

The production of weak evidence when strong is available can lea only to the
conclusion that the strong would have been adverse. Clifton v. Unite State , 4 How. 242
247. Silence then becomes evidence of the most convincing character. Runkle v,
Burnham , 153 U.S. 216 , 22; Kirby v. Tallmadge , 160 U.s. 379, 383; Bilokumsky v. Tad
263 U. S. 149, 153 , 154; Vajtauer v. Commissioner of Immigration , 273 U. S. 103, 111 , 112;
Mammoth Oil Co. v. United States, 275 U.S. 13 52; Lol 167 v. Unite States, 291 U.
293 , 298.

Interstate CiTCuit v. 306 U. S. 208 , 226 (1939). The Count 
allegations as to H.R. Gibson , Jr. and Gerald Gibson wil be dismissed.
Similarly, the allegations under this count should also be dismissed as

125 Complaint counsl expete to prove that H.R. Gibsn, Sr. owned fifty perent of the tok in Jim Miler Saes
Company, a manufacturer s reprentative , which he sub5uently gave to his 8OTI, Gerald and Herbert, Jr. (T\. 36).
Jerr Moland tetified that Gerald Gibsn , in 1967 or 196, had admitte 9uch facts to him (T\. 363). Complaint
coUilSel apparntly relied on Orner Nix to tetify that this trlttion continued in the relevant period 1961975 (Tr.
36290).
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to the other respondents, with the exccption of Gibson , Sr. , since thc
evidence fails to link them with these practices.

V. The Boycott Allegations

The purpose of the Gibson Trade Show was to make money
(Leverett 3800), and suppliers who refused to pay a show fee were not
permitted to participate therein (Leverett 3792 3812).

In at least three instances , suppliers who refused to make the trade
show payments that had been demanded of them were excluded from
further participation in the shows. Subsequent to such exclusions
letters were sent out by trade show or "Seagoville" buyers to "All
Stores" stating that the company would not "sell us at a price we
would recommend as being profitable and beneficial for your opera-
tion." The letters (204)continued that such lines were no longer
recommended or authorized and suggested that the stores discontinue
them. They concluded with the request that this be given attention
coupled with an expression of appreciation for thc stores ' continued
cooperation. These letters, dealing with the Toastmaster Division of
the McGraw-Edison Company, Tucker Manufacturing Corporation and
Jeannette Glass Company, were sent out in January and March 1971
(CX 104 , 136 303).

The Jetter by two Seagovi1e Buyers, Tommy Perkins and Bobby
Regeon , requesting thc Gibson stores to discontinue Toastmaster
purchases , was sent in January 1971. The record shows that Toastmas-
ter s sales volume to the various Gibson stores in 1970 amounted to
$953 656. , and dropped to $296 778.33 in 1971. Corresponding salcs
figures for the territories of individual sales personnel showed similar
declines (Finding 390; CX 116A , 117A-D).

CX 104 was written and mailed out (Findings 388 , 389, notc 129
infra). The parties disagree as to the motive for the letter, the extent
of its dissemination and whether it was acted upon. One of the
signatories to CX 104 explained that the letter was written so that the
trade show would not be blamed by its customers for problcms they
were experiencing with Toastmaster (Regeon 6639, 66).1 The
testimony is not persuasive. The expJanation is inconsistent with the
plain meaning of the contemporaneous document. Moreover, the

125 The witnes explained the djffculties he had experience with To!\tmaster, which impeHed the writing of thia
!ett.r asfollow5:

We ha II lot of problems in getting merchandis shippe, eapedaUy into the mctrfKlitan an around
Chrstmas time, as they jU9t wouldn t ship the mcrchllndi&! in. They just wouldn t get it in there. Of cours I
know that they had some distributors in the area , and maybe they wante 1. protet their distrbutors. But I
know that we could nol get merchandise, and numerous customers called in complaining about it, and that'
the renon I put the letter out, beuse I didn t want the trde show to be blamed for the probJeml that were
happening with Toastmaster (Rcgwn 669. Se aJ60 Low 7735.37, 7552-7).
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witness claimed that CX 104 arose out of "a very unusual situation
(Tr. 6639). However, the letters in question, sent out by the trade show
also use essentially the same boilerplatc language in the case of
Jeannette and Tucker. It is inherently unlikely that CX 104 was
written because of problems unique to Toastmaster when identical
letters were employed in the case of two other manufacturers who
similarly refused to make show fee payments. The logical inference is
that in all three (205)instances trade show personnel requested the
Gibson stores to discontinue purchases because of a failure or refusal to
pay the trade show fees.

There is also the testimony by one of the signatories to CX 104 that
after sending the letter, he did not expect or anticipate that
franchisees would drop the Toastmaster line (Regeon 664). This
testimony also conflicts with the plain meaning of the contcmpora-
neous document whicb is studded with phrases such as that Toastmas-
ter would not sell at a price "We would recommend as being profitable
and beneficial for your operation" and that the buyers no longer

recommend" or "authorize" the line and "suggest that you discontin-
ue the same." The stores are asked to give this matter their j' attention
and arc assured that "We appreciate your continued cooperation." The
suggestion that stores discontinue purchases , coupled with the request
that the stores give this matter their attention and cooperation can be
construed only one way. The authors of the letter wrote it with the
expectation that the recipients would discontinue purchasing from
Toastmaster.

Similarly, testimony by respondents' employees that the letter was
only sent to a limited class of Gibson retailers is unconvincing. There
are conflicts in the testimony on this point. See notc 129 infra.
Moreover, it is unlikely that CX 104 was sent only to those Gibson
stores complaining about Toastmaster since the letter employed

language essentially identical to the letters sent in the case of

Jeannette Glass Company and Tucker Manufacturing Company. The
record , as a whole , compels the finding that "All Stores" on CX 104
means all stores operating under the Gibson name. !2S

(206)Respondents' explanation that retailer dissatisfaction with
Toastmaster shipments gave rise to the writing of CX 104 must be

," M one of repondent ll employee , Bobby Rcgcn , state, the "Number DOC" ren for wrting ex 104 WII
that Toastmaster would not pay its show fee (1'. 67(6):

Q. If you were having thes probJems with-the Toastmaster line, why did you !lnd the letter out when they
were no longer in the show? Why did you wait until Januar to do that?

A. Number one, they wouldn t pay their tre show fee; number two, we ha probleII, and I did not want
the Gibsn Trae Show to be blamed for the probleff.

128 In tbiB conneetion, se ex a letter date July 31 , 1972 from H.R Gibon, Sr. tl " R GIBSON STORES

(iIiBO for infonnation of aU Btore Tms letter demonBtrt. that "all stlre" meall whlt it !lYs; if limite
distrbution of such a letter were intended , it would be indiC3te on thc fac of the Jetter.
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rejected for the reasons stated. The record, accordingly, does not
support a finding that Toastmaster s drastie decline in sales to the

Gibson stores in 1971 resulted from business reasons , such as customer
dissatisfaction, independent of the appeal to boycott in CX 104.

Certain franchisees testified that they had not received CX 104 or
similar letters from the trade show. l29 However, on the facts of this
case , there is no need to show that specific retailers stopped or
diminished their purchases from Toastmaster in response to CX 104.

The precipitous sales drop of Toastmaster to the Gibson stores, from
$953 656 in 1970 to $296 778 in 1971, (207)compels the inference that

the letter requesting the Gibson stores to boycott Toastmaster was
received and acted upon by a substantial number of stores.130

In summary, CX 104 was a request by respondents that the Gibson
stores boycott Toastmaster. The lettcr to "All Stores" requesting their
attention7! and "cooperation" clearly contemplated concerted action

by the recipients and must have been so construed by them. The extent
of the drop in Toastmaster s sales in 1971 to the Gibson stores
demonstrates that a substantial number of stores participated in the
combination. The necessary consequences of such a combination are to
diminish the suppliers ' freedom to sell to retailers and to curtail the
retailers ' choice of the suppliers with whom they may deal.

The allegations under Count II of the complaint have been sustained.
1"" The tetimony doe not prelude II finding of II combination in l"t.nl of tre. Significantly, one of

respondents' frsn hia witneM waa unable to rel whether or not he reved ex 104, 136 and 30 (McCre 
29). Morever, one of respondenta' emploYe! conceed that the letter' were mailed to " HRG" HWl', while the other
signatory to ex 104 admitte that the !etter ha ben !lnt to cU1jwmer in the metrpolitan ar making complaintB
about Toaatmaster (Perkill 33; Regen 671G-1I). Rcgon s admiBion that, before tang the stand, he ha atate

complaint cournl that the letter had ben !lnt to the trae show cuatomera generally detr frorn the weight of
his tetimony that the distrbution Waf limite:

Q. Do you n:U 1 afked you reg1ing "an store ? And do you remember when 1 afked you what "allstorc
referr to in rega to this letter, you indicata that it referr to all Gibsn Trae Show cUltomera1

fQuestionrebyreportr)
A. Yes, I did.

Q. When I W!ked you wbat you meant by that, do you ! saying "all retal storn attending the tre
show

A. 1 believe t said "all Gibsn 1'rae Show customel".
Q. And that would be ali of the retail store attending the Gibsn Tre Show would be the cUltomel" of the

Gibsn Trae Show?

A. Any customer of the Gibsn Tre Show, whether he W/l a Gibsn sto or otherwse (Ren 6711-12).
13' This alone is sufficient to support a finding of unlawful combination. That finding is furher 

colTborate by
the tetimony of Henry May, a T08lroter I1les reprentative. May, after ToatmWlter J:ived notice of CX 104
WWI informed by Roy Love, an Oklahoma City franchise who WIL also Gibon Sr.'s brother- in-law, that if he wante
to keep the Gibsn sign, Love had to go by what Scvile told him to do. Love had reived ex 104 (Tr. 3466; Finding
389). And , in Januar or Februar 1971, May S!W CX 104 in a Fort Worth Gibsn store (Finding 88). The finding
conccming the Fort Worth store is made taing into coflideration the confict with another witneon this point (Se
Tr. 730-0). The May tetimony is further corrborate by the contemporaneoUI memorandum of another IIlesman
in Februar 1971 , concerning a Columhia, Mo. Gibsn store, stating that he had ben informed by one &I Drewe! of
this store " that they were going along with Gibsn Hqa. instructioDB not to purhas Toutmast." (Finding 38).
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The Commission need not establish an express agreement to boycott. A
combination or conspiracy may be found in a course of dealing or other
circumstances; a formal agreement or exchange of words is not
necessary. For Howard Paper Co. v. FTC 156 F.2d 899 , 905 (7th Cir.
1946), cert. denwd 329 U. S. 795 (1946); Amerian Tobacco Co. v. U.S.
328 U.S. 781 , 809-10 (1946). Business behavior is admissible circumstan-
tial evidence from which agreement may be inferred. See Interstate
Circuit v. U.S. 306 U.S. 208 (1939). And , an agreement may be implied
from a contemplated pattern of conduct. It is enough that concerted
action is contemplated and that those invited to do so give their

adherence to the scheme and participate therein. Id. at 226. Further, an
unlawful conspiracy may be formed without simultaneous action or
agreement by the conspirators. Id. at 227. (208) 

Respondents assert that they were concerned that shipment prob-

lems with Toastmaster stemmed from the supplier s desire to protect
certain of its distributor customers from price competition with the
Gibson stores. Even if these contentions were accepted for the sake of
argument, they would not constitute a defense to the group boycott
initiated by CX 104. Group boycotts and concerted refusals to deal are
per Be ilegal. Allegations that they were reasonable in specific
circumstances is no defense. Nor arc they saved by a failurc to show
adverse economic affect or actual restraint on competition. Klor
Broaway-Hale Sfores 359 U.S. 207, 212 (1959); Fashion Originatos
Gu.ild v. FTC 312 U. S. 457, 468 (1941).

The fact that not all stores may have participated in the boycott and
that some stores continued to purchase from Toastmaster is immateri-
al. A combination is unlawful even though it may not as yet have
resulted in a restraint. And , an agreement to follow a course of action
w hieh would necessarily restrain or monopolize a part of commerce
violates the Sherman Act whether ''' wholly nascent or abortive on the
one hand , or successful on the other.''' Associated Press v. , 326

S. 1 , 12 (1945). Moreover, it is the object of the Federal Trade
Commission Act to reach in their incipiency combinations which could
lead to trade restraints or other unfair practices. Fashion Originatos
Guild 312 U.S. at 466. The Commission under Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act has the power to arrest trade restraints in their
incipiency without proof that they amount to an outright violation of
the provisions of other antitrust laws. FTCv. Brown Shoe Co. , Inc. 384

S. 316, 322 (1966).
The interrelationship of the respondents herein and their various

affiliates does not preclude a finding of conspiracy. Parties closely
affiliated with each other such as parent companies , their affi1iates, as
well as their officers and directors , are not immune from conspiracy
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charges merely by virtue of their relationship. Schine Theatres v. U.S.

334 U. S. 1l0, 116 (1948); U.S. v. Yellow Cab Co. 332 U.S. 218, 227

(1947); U.S. v. Crescent Amusement Co. 323 U.S. 173, 189 (1944);

Timken Co. v. 341 U.S. 593 , 598 (1951).

Finally, coming to the question of remedy, it is immaterial whether
or not the individual respondents sucb as Gibson, Sr. gave the trade
show buyers express authority to write letters such as CX 104. In this
case, the record shows that the trade show buyers had broad authority
to deal with suppliers and Gibson retailers in connection with their
trade show functions. The writing of CX 104 was directly related to
their principals ' business. Accordingly, the principals , such as Gibson

Sr., are bound by their employees ' or agents ' unlawful acts in (209)

instigating combinations or agreemcnts to boycott. See Continental
Baking Company v. U.S. 281 F.2d 137, 149-50 (6th Cir. 1960). Under
such circumstances , the principals must stand or fall with those they
select to act for them. The failure of the principals , in such a case , to
prevent the ilegal acts of their agents constitutcs the nonperformance
of a nondelegable duty. Id. at 150; S. v. Armr Co. 168 F.2d 342

344 (3d Cir. 1948).

In the period 1970-1971, respondents Gibson, Sr., Belva Gibson

Herbert Gibson, Jr. and Gerald Gibsonrepresentcd through the Store
Directories that they were , respectively, Chairman of the Board
Secretary, President and Executive Vice President of Gibson Products
Company, 519 Gibson Street, Seagovile, Texas , and that the individu-
als listed as "Home Office" personnel or as "Buyers" were under their
control and actcd on their behalf (Findings 39-41). CX 104, under the
Gibson Products Company letterhead, was within the scope of the

apparent authority conferred by the individual respondents. Accord-

ingly, all are liable for the buyers ' acts in that period even though no
express authority had been conferred and regardless of whether their
own stores continued to buy from Toastmaster or not. In the case of
Gibson , Sr. , moreover, liability by way of apparent authority for the
ilegal acts may bc found from the employment relationship alone.

An order to prohibit the practice wil issue.

REMEDY

The violations found under Counts II and III of the complaint

occurred prior to Gibson , Sr.'s divestiture of his retail assets to his sons
on October 31 , 1972. As respondents assert, after the divestiture of
such assets, there is litte or no evidence of control by Gibson , Sr. over

Gibsons Inc. or its subsidiaries, including the retail operations.
Nevertheless , the Gibson Trade Show continued to be oriented to those
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retailers operating under the Gibson name. No finding can be made
that the tie was completely broken.

In any event , there is no assurance that the practices in question
have been surely stopped. In connection with the Section 2(c) violation
tbe payments received from Al Cohen were not within the scope of the
theory of the case as it was tried. However, the payments by Cohen in
1974 and 1975 bore a distinct resemblance to the Section 2(c) violations
found in connection with Barshel1. In the case of the boycott violations
it is significant that the 1icensing agreement in effect since
(210)October 31, 1972, under which Gibson Discount Centers, Inc.

licensed various franchisees , continued to contain provisions whereun-
der the licensor promised merchandising advice to the 1icensees and
reserved the right in his sole discretion to detcrmine whether the goods
and services of the licensed stores were of acceptable quality (Findings
51-54). Whether or not the powers conferred by those provisions have
in fact, been exercised, respondents' latent power to control the

purchasing decisions of the franchisees continues. An order will issue
to preclude both further violation of Section 2(c) of the Robinson-
Patman Act and group boycotts by the respondents.

Although the evidence may be old , this does not per se mean that an
order based upon it is vitiated. Where a law violation has been proven
against an enterprise and is capable of being perpetuated or resumed
it may be presumed that it has continued. An order may issue to
prevent it even upon a showing of discontinuance or abandonment.

P.F. Collier Son Cor. v. FTC 427 F.2d 261 , 275 (6th Cir. 1970), cert.
denied 400 U.S. 926 (1970).

The mutual interdependence of the respondents, at least in the
period 1969-0ctober 31, 1972, compels the finding that the Gibson

individual and corporate respondents operated an integratcd business
(pp. 174-76 supra). Under the circumstances, to prevent circumvention
an order may issue against all whether or not each engaged in the
prohibited conduct. Sunshirw Art Stwlio Inc. v. FTC 481 F.2d 1171
1175 (1st Cir. 1973); Delaware Watch Company v. FTC 332 F.2d 745
(2nd Cir. 1964). Accordingly, the provisions of the order dea1ing with
the boycott violation will run against all the Gibson respondents. The
exception is Gibsons Inc. , which was not in existence at the time that
the boycott violations took place in 1970-1971.

The order, in addition to prohibiting the boycott violations found
will also prohibit future use of licensing or franchising agreements
which contain provisions for giving merchandising advice to franchi-
sees or permit respondents to control the qua1ity of merchandise sold

and the services rendered by the licensees. CX 104 , the letter giving
rise to the illegal combination, on its face constituted merchandising
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advice. This prohibition wil prevent respondents from indirectly
achieving the result prohibited by the order provision against boycotts.

The Commission may prohibit practices which are related to the
unlawful practices found to exist so as to make the order effective.
Jacob Siegel v. FTC 327 U. S. 608 (1946); FTC v. National Lead Co. , 352

S. 419, 428 (1957). For, it is obliged "not only to suppress the
unlawful practice but to take such reasonable action as is calculated to
preclude the revival of the illegal practices." ld. at 430. (211)In view of
respondents ' insistence that those provisions in the agreement have not
been exercised, the imposition of such a provision in the order deprives
them of no valuable right.

Respondents ' operation as an integrated enterprise , at least in the
period 1969-0ctober 31 , 1972, does not, in the case of the Section 2(c)
violation, justify the imposition of an order against all respondents. In
this respect, complaint counsel's failure to question the broker, Jim
Miller, concerning the respondents other than Gibson , Sr. compel1ed
the inference that such evidence would have been adverse (see pp. 202-
03 supra). The provisions in the order dealing with the receipt of
brokerage will be limited to Gibson , Sr.

Complaint counsel also ask for restrictions on the Gibson Trade
Show , such as a five year moratorium on its operations and a ban on
trade show profits when it is resumed. These provisions cannot be
justified since the allegations under Count I alleging the discriminato-
ry receipt of promotional al10wances have not been sustained.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter in this proceeding and of the respondents:

H.R. Gibson , Sr.
H.R. Gibson , Jr.
Belva Gibson
Gerald Gibson
Gibsons Inc.
Gibson Discount Centers, Inc.
Ideal Travel Agency, Inc.
Gibson Warehouse , Inc.
Gibson Products Co. , Inc.
Al Cohen Associates, Inc.

2. This proceeding is in the public interest.
3. The allegations under Count I of the complaint have not been

sustained.
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4. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents as herein
found under Count II of the complaint were and are to the prejudice
and injury ofthe public and constituted and n(jweonstitute unfair acts

and practices "nd unflir methods of competition in and affecting
commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade

Commission Act.
. 5. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent H.R. Gibson, Sr.

as herein found under Count II of the complaint were and are to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constitute violations of Section
2(c) of the Robinson-Patman Act. (212)

ORDER

It is ordered That respondents Herbert R. Gibson, Sr., Belva Gibson

Herbert.R. Gibson , Jr. , Gerald Gibson, Gibson s Discount Centers, Inc.

Ideal TraveIAgency, Inc. , Gibson Warehouse, Inc. and Gibson Products

Co., Ine. their ' successors and assigns officers, directors, agents
representatives and employees, directly or through any corporation
subsidiary, division or other device in connection with the Operation of
a trade show, the operation of any retailing business, or the ope ation
of any business related to retailing in or affecting commerce as
commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act do

forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Combining, agreeing, engaging in an unde",tanding, or conspire

ing with any of said other respondents , or any other person , partner-
ship or corporation , to boycott or eliminate any supplier in order to
prevent or hinder the supplier s sales to or business dealings with any
of the respondents or any other person, partnership, or corpration.

2. Coercing or intimidating any supplier in any manner to prevent
such supplier from competing. for the sale of any products to any

retailer or any person, partnership or corporation.
3. Representing directly or indirectly or implying to any supplier

that the supplier may not compete for the sale of any products to any
retailer, or any person, partnership or corporation
4. Taking any individual action to eliminate a supplier or to

prevent or hinder the supplier s sales to or business dealings with any
other person , partnership or corporation when such supplier does not
utilize the services of the Gihson Trade Show or appear in shows
conducted by the Gibson Trade Show.

5. Utilizing franchising or licensing agreements containing (a)
provisions whereunder respondents undertake to give merchandising
advice to the licensees or franchisees and (b) provisions whereunder
respondents retain the right of quality controJ over the products sold
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and services rendered by sucb licensees or franchisees. Provd
haever that this provision shall not apply to those retail operations

wholly owned by respondent Gibson s Discount Centers, Inc. (213)

It is further ordered That H.R. Gibson, Sr. , individual1y, and his
officers, agents , representatives and employees, directly or through
any corporate or other device in connection with the purchase of

merchandise in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Clayton
Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Receiving or accepting directly or indirectly from any sel1er
anything of value as a commission, brokerage , or other compensation
or any allowance or discount in lieu thereof upon any purchase for the
account of any retailer using or licensed to use one of respondents'
trade names such as "Gibson Discount Center.
2. Assuming control of or influencing any seller s broker to induce

such broker to pay him anything of value as a commission, brokerage
or other compensation or any al10wance or discount in lieu thereof
upon any purchase for the account of any retailer using or licensed to
use one of respondents ' trade names such as " Gibson Discount Center.

It is further ordered That Count I of the complaint be, and it hereby
, dismissed.

It is further ordered That Count III of the complaint be, and it
hereby is , dismissed as to respondents Belva Gibson , Herbert R. Gibson
Jr. , Gerald Gibson , Gibsons Inc. , Gibson s Discount Centers, Inc. , Ideal
Travel Agency, Inc. , Gibson Warehouse, Inc. , Gibson Products Co. , Inc.
and Al Cohen Associates, Inc.

It is further ordered That, for a period of 10 years from the date of
service of this order, each individual respondent named herein shall
promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his or her

present business or employment and of each affiiation with a new
business or employment. Each such notice shall include the individual
respondent's new business address and a statement of the nature of the
business or employment in which the respondent is newly engaged as
well as a description of respondent's duties and responsibilities in
connection with the business or employment. The expiration of the
notice provision of this paragraph shall not affect any other obligation
arising under this order. (214)

It is further ordered That respondents shall notify the Commission
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondents such as dissolution , assignment, or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or ilssolution of
which may affect compliance obligations arising out of the order.
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It is further ordered That respondents herein shall within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order file with the Commission a
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
they have complied with this order.

Gibsn Disunt ('..nters Inc.
Thl. Incornrators of

the (',ororatiotl
on or ahout Scntember 17 196

R. Gibsn, Sr.
R. Gibsn, Jr.

Gerald Gibsn (CX 2L) ruJ

Gihmn Oiscunt Center! Ine

On September 17, 196, the names and ad
of the first Board of Diretors of repondent Gib-
son s Di1unt Centers, Inc. were;

519 Gibsn Strt
Scgoville, Texa5

519 Gibsn Stret
Segoville, Texas

519 Gibsn Strt
Segoville, TeJl!1

Herbert R. Gibsn , Sr.

Mrs. H.R Gibsn, Sr.

Herbert R. Gibson, Jr.

Gerald Gibson 6814 Alexander Drive

Dallas, Texa.

2100 South Mohberly

Longview, Texas
Richar Gibsn

(CX 2, p. 9)

Electe at the annual mectiog of the BhlUholdcrn
on ApriJ7, Ht71:

H.R. Gibon , Sr.
R.R. Gibsn, Jr.
Belva G. Gibsn
Richar Gibsn
Gerald Gibson

Electe at the annual meeting of the Bo of Dire
torsuIIApri17 l971;

R. Gib6n , 8r.
R. Gibon , Jr.

Belva G. Gibsn
Richar Gibsn
Gerald Giban

(CX 1277A)(CX 124)

Electe at thc annual meeting of the shareho!den
on April 3 1972:

Chirin of the Boar
Prident
Vice Prident
Vice Prident
Scret.-Trurer

EIC(t. at the annual meeting of the Boar of Dire
WI' on Aprii 3 , 1972:

Herbert R. Gibson, Sr.
Her rt R. Gibson, Jr.
Be!va G. Gibsn

har Gibon
Gerald Gibson

R. Gibsn, Sr.
H.R. Gibsn, Jr.
Be!va G. Gibsn

hard Gibson

Gerald Gibsn

(CX 12) (iI)(CX 125)

EIC(te at the annual meeting of the sharho!denl
on ApriI9 1978:

Chairmn of the Boar
Prident
Vice Prident
Vice Prident
Sereta-Treurer

E!ed.ed at the annual meeting of the Boar of Dire
tol'onApril 9 , 1978:

R. Gibsn, Jr
Gerald P. Gibsn
B.R. Mercr

H.R. Gibon, Jr.
Gerald P. Gibsn
B.R. Mercr
Robert E. Raer

J,.(CX 1276A)

(CX 129)

Prident
ViooPrident
Sereta-Treurr
ABt. Seta
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The inithi.

R Gib:n
bo of dirrs on or about ApriJ19, 196:

6814 AlCJ1a,nde) Drive

Belva Gl'.Gibsn
e. Grer

6814 Alcxander Drive

519 GibSn Strt

Da1Jw., Texas

Da.Ja8, Texas

Sevile, Texas (Vi)

(CX 3C)

*At that time Gibsn Trove! Sece.

Ideal Trvel Al7nr.v 1m:

te at the arinualmeeting of the Bharholderi
on April15, 1970:

te at the li'maJm ting of the Boof Dire
tom on April 15, 1970:

H.R.GibBn Sr.
Roy R. LOve
Belva Gibsn

. Gib6n, Sr.
Roy. R. Love
BeJv8 Gibwn

Prident
VicePridentSe-Treurr

(CX 12) (CX 1287)

L1ecte at theaimua1 meeting of the sharholder
on Apri! 15 1971:

Ejecte at the 8Dnuw meetirig of the 8o of Di
tvrnon April 15, 1971:

. Gibsn . Sr.
Roy. R. Love
Belva Gibsn

R. 6iOOo, Sr.
ROy R. Love

BeJva Gibon

Prident
ViceI'identSeta-Treurl:

(CX 12) (CX 12)

Electe at the annuaJ meeting of the IlhahoJden
on Apri114, 1972:

R. Gib6n , Sr.
Be1va GibSn

R: GibSn , Jr.

Electe at the annuaJ meeting of the Bo af 

Wrs on April 14 197:

R. Gibsn Sr.
Belva Gibsn

R. Gibsn, Jr.
BiIR: Merc

Prident
Vicel"idi.mtSeta-Treum
Aat; Seta Trurr

(CX 12)
(CX 12)

Ejecte at thespeiaJ meeting of the sharholders
on November I, 197:

Ejecte lit the speal mectingaf the Boof Di
001' on Novembe 1, 197:

H.R.. Gibsn, Jr.
GeraJd Gibsn
BiJ Mercr

Gibsn, Jr.
GerBd' Gibsn
Bi! Mer-r

l"iaent
Vicel"ident
Seta-Treurr

(CX 12) (CX12A)- (viJ

- Belva Gibsn and H.R.. Gib6n, Sr. reigned Mofficei'
and diwrs of the corpration on Ocbe 31 197 (CX

12E).
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Gibson Proucts Coronanv

Eleded st the annual meeting of the sharholder.
on Decmber 1, 1970:

R. Gibon, Sr.
Belva Gibon
Betty Roger!

(CX 180, 1411A)

Electe at the annua! meeting of the aharholders
on Decmber 8, 1971:

R. Gibsn, Sr.
Belva Gibon
H.R. Gibsn, Jr.

(CX 130)

Electe at the speial meeting of the sharholdcl1
on November 1, 192:

RR.Gibal' Jr.
Gerald Gibsn
Bi! Mcrer
(CX 1310)

Electe at the a.nual ml)ting of the sharholders
on Decmber19 1972:

R. Gibsn, Jr.
Gerald Gib&ll'

Bil R. Mercr
(CX 1311)

Electe at the annual meeting of the Bo of Dire
tora on Dember 1 , 1970:

a. Giben, Sr.
Betty Rors
Belva Gibsn
Gerad P. Giban

(CX 1313)

Prident
VicePridentSeta-TJ"Utr
Ait. Seta

Elec at the annual meeting of the Boar of Dir
ton on Dembe 8, 1971:

R. Gibol', Sr.
Belva Gibon

R. Gibsn, Jr.
Bil R. Mercr

(CX 1314)

Prident
VicePridentSeta-Treurr
Alt. Sereta-Trur

E!cote at the speal meeting of the Boar of Dire
ton on November 1 1972:

N. Giban, Sr.
Gerad Gibon
BiU Mercr

(CX 1315A)-

PTidcnt
VirePridentSeta-Treur

Electe at the annual meeting of the Bo of 
ton on Dombe 19 1972;

R. Gibsn, Jr.
Gerad GibBn
BiI R Meter
(CX 1316) (bl

Prident
VirePridentSeta-Treurr

. R.R. Gibsn , Sr. and Belva Gibsn reigned as offiocnl
and dirlors of the company Oil Oclober 31, 1972 (CX
1315B 18150).

Gibsn Prorluct.! C.omnllnv

Jilect. at the annua! mectingofthesharholden
On Domber 4, 197:

R. Gib6n, Jr.
Gerald Gib!!lI

&. Mercr
(eX 1312) (xJ

GihMn Pructs (',onnlanv of San Antonio Inc

Electe at the annual meeting of the sharholdel"
onJune2, 1970;

R. Gibsn , Jr.
Belva Gibsn
Sarnh Wheat

(CX 1349)

Jo:leete at the annual meeting of the Boar of 
Wr. on June 2 1970;

R. Gibsn, Jr.
&rh Wheat
Belva Gibsn

(CX 135)

Prident
VirePridentSeta-Treurer
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Electe at the annual m.ooting of the .marhoJders
on June 2, 19'1:

H.R.Gibon Jr.
Belva Gib6n
Sah Wheat

(CX 134)

Electe at the annual meeting of the sharholdcl"
on June 12 1972:

H.R. Gibsn , Jr.
&!vaGib8n
Gerald Gibson

(CX l3)

Electe at thespeial meeting of the sharholdern
on November 1 , 1972:

R. GiboTl, Jr.
Gerald Gibson

Bil Merer
(CX 134)

Initial Decision

Electe at the annual meeting of the Bo of 
tornonJune2 1971:

R. Gibsn , Jr.
Sah Wheat
BeJva GibBn

(CX 1347)

Prident
VicePrident

t.-Treurer

Electe at the annual meeting of the BoII of Dire
to on June 12 , 1972:

HJt Gibsn, Jr.
Gerald P. Gibsn
Btlva Gibsn
DiU R. Merc

(CX 134)

Prident
VicePrdentSeta-Treurer
Ast. Seta-Trurer

Electe at the special meeting of the Bo of Dire
tors on November 1, 197:

R. Gibsn , Jr.
Gerad Gibsn
Bi! MtJrcr

(CX 134B). (xi)

Prident
VicePridentSeta-Treurer

. Belva Gibsn reigned l1 an officer and dil"tor of the
oorpration on Ocber 31 , 1972 (CX 134C).

Dirtors

GihMn Pruct! Comnanv Inc of Garlaml

Electe at the annual meetingoi theshareholrlers
on Fehruar 10 1971:

H.R. Gibon , Sr.
Gerald Gibsn

R. Gibon, Jr
(CX 1365)

Electe at the speal meeting of the sharholders

on November 8, 1972:

R. Gihsn
Gerald Gibsn
B.R. Meror

(CX 1359)

Electe a.t the annual meeting of the Boar of Dire
torn on Februar 10 1971:

R. Gibsn, Sr.
Gerald P. Gibsn

R. Gibon, Jr.
(CX 13MA)

Prident
Vice ident
Sereta-Treurr

Electe at the annual meeting of the Bo of Dire
torn on Februar 14 1972:

R. Gibon , Sr.
Gerad P. Gibon

R. Gibon , Jr.
Bil R. Meror
(CX 1363)

Prident
Vice identSe-Trurr
A.'!t. Sereta-Trurr

Electe at the speal meeting of the Bo of 
torn on November 8, 197:

R. Gibsn , Jr.
Gera!d Gibsn
Bil Mernr
(CX 136). (xiI

Prident
VicePridentSeta-Treurer

. H.R. Gibsn , Sr. tedere hi& regntion aa Pride,
and Diltor of the Corpration on Octobe 81 , 197 (C
1361).
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GiMon PTuct Comnanv Inc. of Ri harn

Eleded at the annual meeting of the sharholder
on Februar3, 1970:

R Giban , Jr.
R. Gibsn, Sr.
H. Acklin

(CX 13&W

Electe at the annual meeting of the shaholders
on Februar3, l971:

R Gibtn, Jr.
R. Gibtn, Sr.

H. Acklin

(CX 138)

r.:ecte Ilt the annual meeting of the sharholder
onFebruar8, 1972:

R. Gibtn, Jr.
H. Acklin

R. Gibtn , Sr.

(CX 138)

Electe at the speial meeting of the shaholder
on November 8, 1972:

R Gib8n , Jr.
H. Acklin

Bil Mercr
(CX 137W.

. One of the sharholdern oonstituting the quorum
at this meeting was Belva G. Gibsn (CX 138).

.. On Ocber 31 , 1972, H.R. Gibsn , Sr. tendere
his reignation !l offioer and diretor of the oorpra-
tion(CXI377).

Electe at the annual meeting of the Bo of 
tors on Februar 3, 1970:

H.R. Gibsn , Jr.
H. Acklin

M.R. Gibsn , Sr.

(CX 138)

Prident
VicePridentSe-Treure

Electe at the annual meeting of the Bo of 
tors on Februar 3, 1971:

R. GibBn, Jr.
H Acklin
R. GibBn, Sr.

(CX 1381)

Prident
VicePridentSeta-Treor

Elae at the annual meeting of the Bo of Dire
tors on Februar 8, 1972:

B.R. Gibon, Jr.
H. Acklin

H.R G;bBn , Sr.
BiU R. Mero
(CX 1379)

Prident
VicePridentSeta-Treurr
AMt. Seta-Trure

Electe at the spe meeting of the Bo of 
tors on November 8, 197:

R. GibBn, Jr.
H. Acklin

Bil Meror
(CX 1375) (xiiJ

Gibsn Proo:lIr.t. (",omnanv of hreveoort Inc.

Electe at the annual meeting of the sharholder
nOctober5, 1970:

R. Gib6n, Sr.
U"bar GibBn
.rId Gibsn

(13
lected at the annual meeting of the shaholder
'ctober5, 1971:

Gihon, Sr.
ua Gibsn
d Gibson

"")

Prident
VicePridentSeta-Treurr

Electe at the annuli meeting of the Bo of 
tors on Octobe5 1970:

Gerald Gibsn
R. Gib6n, Sr.

Baba Gibsn
R. GibBn, Jr.

(CX 139)

Prident
VicePridentSeta-Trurr
Ast. Seta-Trur

Electe at the annuli meeting of th Bo of 
tors on Octobe 5, 1971:

Gerald Gibon
R. Gibtn, Sr.

Baba Gibon
R. GibBn, Jr.

(CX 139)

Prident
VicePmidentSeta-Trur
Ast. Seta"Trurr
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te at the annual meeting of the aharholders
on October 3, 1972:

Ba Gibsn
RH. Gibsn, Jr.
Gerald Gih80n

(CX 1393)
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Elec at the annuBl meeting of the Boar of Diro
torn on October S, 197:

Gerad Gibon
Barba Gibs

R. Gibsn , Jr.
Bil R. Mercr

Gibsn PructJ Comnanv Ioe of Piano

(CX 1392) (xiv)

Electe attheannua! meetingoftheshareholdel"
on April 28, 1971:

R. Giban, Sr.

R. Gibsn , Jr.
Belva Gibsn

(CX 1410)

Electe at the annual meeting of the sharholdern
onOetober26 1971:

R. Gibsn, Jr.
Gerald Gih,"m

Belva Gibsn

(CX 140)

E!ecte atthc speial meetingofthe8harholdel"
on Novcmberl I972:

R. Gibsn, Jr.
Gerald Gibson

BiU Meror

(CX 140B)

Prident
VicePridentSeta-Tru:r
Ast. Seta- Trurer

Electe at the annus. meeting of the Bo of 
torn on April 28, 1971:

R. Gibsn , 8r.
H. Gib6n, Jr.

Belva Giban

(CX 14()

Prident
VioePridentSeta-Treurr

EJecte at the annual meeting of the Bo of Dire
t.ta on Octooor 26, 1971:

R. Gibsn, Jr.
GenUd Gibsn
JlJk Weinblatl

Belva Gibsn
Bil R. Mercr
(CX 14()

Prident
VicePrident
VicePridentSeta-Treurr
Ast. ret.-Trurr

Ejecte at the speia! meeting of the Bo of Dire
totaon Novembe 1, 1972:

R. Gibsn , Jr.
Gerald Gib5n
Jack WeinblaU
BiI Men:r

(CX 14O)"

Prident
VicePrident
VicePridentSeta"Treurer

" On O tober 13, 1972, Belva Gibsn lIubmitte her
resignation alan offcer and dirtoofthia corpration
(CX l40).
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SEAGQVILLE EXECUTIVES

H. R. GIBSON . SR.
CH4IRMAN OF THE 80-'RD

H R. GIBSON. JR.
nIOf"'f

MRS. H. R. GIBSON . SR
:SECRETARY

GERALD GIBSON
f..('I.T,V. v.,... .n..","'..'''

ex J.S'

95 F.
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ApPENDIX E

Abbreviations use thrughout this Initial Decision ar as follows:

RPF JR.

- Complaint counsel's exhibits

- Repondents' exhibit
Transcript page

- Herbert R. Gibson , Sr.'s exhibit
- Herbert R. Gibsn, Jr.'s exhibit
- Complaint counsl's propo finding
- Complaint counsl's reply brief
- Repondents' propo finding

(Herbert R. Gibson, Sr. and Belva Gibsn)
- Repondents' propo finding

(Herbert R. Gibsn, Jr. and all other respondents)

- Repondents' reply brief
(Herbert R. Gibsn, Sr. and Belva Gibsn)

- Repondents' reply brief
(Herbert R. Gibson, Jr. and all other respondents)

Tr.

CPF
CRB

RPF SR.

RRB SR.

RRB JR.

OPINON OF TI COMMISSION

By CLANTON Commissir:

The complaint in this case charges respondents with violations of
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U. C. 45(a) (1976),

and Section 2(c) of the Claytn Act, as amended by the Robinson-
Patman Act, 15 U. C. 13(c) (1976), stemming principally from the
operation of the "Gibson Trade Show," one part of a network of

respondent family enterprises. Individual members of the Gibson
family control corporations which own 43 retail discount stores, known
as "Gibson Discount Centers ; a family corpration also licenses 614
other stores to operate under the Gibson name.' (ID 29) Together , the
Gibson-(wned and franchised stores combine to buy many of their
products from suppliers at a quartrly private fete in Dallas, staged by
the Gibson family, and known as the Gibson Trade Show. (ID 6O1)

(2)Count I of the complaint charges respOJdents with inducing the
payment from suppliers of promotional allowances in connection with
the Gibson Trade Show , which allowances were not available on a
proportionally equal basis to other customers of these suppliers. This
allegation , while maintained under Section 5 of the FTC Act, is

, The (ollowing a.bbrviatioll will 00 tJ in tJ opinion.

ID Initial Decilion Finding number
ID p. Initial Deision pa number
Tr. - TrWlpt pa number
ex Complaint Counsl' s exhibit number
&AS - Appe brief of Gibsn, Sr.
CAB Complaint CoUI1(' s appel brief
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patterned after and draws from Sections 2(d) and 2(e) of the Clayton
Act, as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act. Count II alleges that
respondents, in violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act, collectively
boycotted suppliers who did not grant the promotional allowances
charged in Count I. Finally, Count III is a distinct allegation of the
payment of illegal brokerage in violation of Section 2(c) of the Clayton
Act.

Administrative Law Judge Theodor P. von Brand (the "ALJ"
dismissed Count I, issued an order against all respondents except
Gibson , Inc. , under Count II, and issued an order only against
respondent Herbert R. Gibson, Sr. under Count III. Complaint counsel
and respondents both appeal.

Respondents ' Businesses

A description of the numerous Gibson corporate entities and the
intertwining relationship among them and Gibson family members is
set forth at length in the initial decision and will not be repeated here.
(ID 1-117)

Briefly, the respondents are Herbert R. Gibson, Sr.

, ("

Gibson , Sr."),
individually and doing business as Gibson Products Co. and The Gibson
Trade Show; his wife Belva Gibson ("Belva ); two sons, Herbert R.
Gibson , Jr. ("Gibson, Jr.") and Gerald Gibson ("Gerald"); and eight
corporations, five of which are Gibson family controlled. Of the
remaining three corporations , two3 negotiated consent settlements 

1976 , and one, Al Cohen Associates , Inc. , charged solely in Count III , is
sti1 in the case. (3)

Gibson , Sr. founded the retail discount store chain and, until
November 1, 1972, directed the franchising and trade show aspects of
the family enterprise , doing business as the Gibson Product Company.
(ID 3-) Two other Gibson-controlled corporations, Gibson Warehouse
Inc. , and Ideal Travel Agency, were used by Gibson , Sr. as vehicles to
store and resell merchandise and to collect booth and show fees at The
Gibson Trade Show. (ID 14-15)

As of November 1, 1972, a reorganization and change in operating
control of various aspects of the family business was effected
essentially through a transfer of stock by Gibson , Sr. and his wife to a
corporation , Gibson , Inc. , all of whose shares were owned by two of
their sons, Herbert R. Gibson , Jr. and Gerald Gibson. This corporation
now owns and operates the franchising and retail aspects of the family
business. Gibson , Sr. retained the trade show business and, having sold

2 Gibsons , Inc., GibBn Discunt Cen!.f', Inc. , Ideal Travel Agency, Inc. , Gibsn WarhW5e, Inc. , and Gibsn
"roucu Co. , Inc.

3 Prgrive Brokerage, Inc. and BlUhe!! , Inc.
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the Gibson Products Company name to Gibson, Jr. (ID 16, 25), he
registered the name

, "

The Gibson Trade Show " on November 1 , 1972.
(ID26)

The Gibson Trade Show, upon which much of this case turns, is a
private trade show where manufacturers display their products to
buyers for Gibson owned and franchised stores. (ID 59-1) The show
provides the booth space from which the suppliers ' representatives can
show their wares and attempt to obtain orders.

Gibson, Sr. employs "merchandise managers" or "trade show
buyers" to operatc the show. These huyers recruit the participation of
manufacturers to sell at the show. (ID 78) Buyers discuss product lines
biling terms and prices with suppliers, negotiating to get the best deal
on the products to be shown. Upon the satisfactory conclusion of
negotiations, a buyer fils in a "show sheet" with the price and terms
for each product. These sheets , which are the exclusive order forms
used at the shows (ID 90), are headlined "Ship to Gibson Products
Company, " followed by blank lines for the address of a particular store.
(ID 91) They contain a notation that items are not to be shipped at

prices higher than those listed or else a deduction will be taken. (ID 93)
The trade show buyers patrol the aisles and (4)boths during the show
talking to suppliers ' and retailers ' representatives. ' (ID 85)

Payments made by suppliers , and allegedly illegally induced by
respondents, in connection with the trade show included the following,
for each year from 1969 through 1972: (1) payment for both rental , in
an amount which was identical for all suppliers; (2) payment for
services in connection with booth rental including, but not limited to
electrical contractor services and furnishings; (3) payment for provi-
sion of personnel to prepare and attend the both throughout the time
The Gibson Trade Show was open; (4) payment for advertising in a
Gibson tabloid; (5) special trade show prices on one or more of the
suppliers ' products offered for sale at The Gibson Trade Show; (6)
special biling terms on all sales made at the trade show; and (7) special
allowances on sales made at the trade show, calculated from a
previously negotiated percentage of all such sales (the so-lled "show
fee

The principal family business, from at least 1969 to November 1972

. In addition to the proviion of both spac, the trae show prvide! meeting faciltiet and other IIrvce,

including the opportunity for placment of "blanket anlern " remmendations llnt to Gibsn 8Ire to purha
particular iteDl. (ID 89)

Suppliern ar al IIlicite to advertis in Gibsn tabloids, which ar use by GiMon retaletf as newspaper
!lupplement. or which ar mailed out or pote in store (ID 105) Paricipating store purha the finihe tabloids
from one of the Gibsn family corprotions; the tabloida ar prepa and prnte by G&G Adverting, a
proprietorship run by Gerad Gibsn. (ID 107) AI!I, Gibsn, Sr. at timet semlB lette to suppliem reuetting tht they
advertise in paicular tabloids. (JD 113-115) If an item il to be adveMi in a tabloid, then il II sign on i1: supplier
both at The Gibsn Tre ShQW which state "Remmended tab item.
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from Novemher, 1972 to the date complaint issued in 1975, and to the
prcsent, was the ownership and operation of Gibson rctail discount
stores and the franchising of thosc stores. Both before and after the
November 1972 transfer, the franchise agreements promised the
franchisee the benefit of Gibson volume purchasing and advice on
merchandise, but reservcd to the franchisor the right to order the
discontinuance of an item or service if the qualiy was disapproved.

Participation in the Gibson Trade Show is a standard vehicle for
manufacturers wishing to sell to Gibson retail stores. Few other
retailers stage private trade shows, however, and, accordingly, the
complaint charges that the myriad payments made to the Gibson
enterprises were not matched by similar payments or terms to the
suppliers ' other customers. (5)

No additional facts are pertinent to Count I of the complaint;
additional information needed to dispose of Counts II and III is set
forth infra.

Count I

Count I of the complaint largcly tracks the language of thc Clayton
Act Sections 2(d) and 2(e)5, as amended , and alleges that thc Gihson
family and corporate respondents knowingly induced and/orreceived
promotional payments and services in connection with the sale of
products to qibson owned and franchised stores in violation of Section
5 of the FTC Act. The seven types of allegedly ilegal allowances are
thosc set forth supra. (6)

The ALJ found that the variety of fees and special terms given by
manufacturers to respondents were not within the purview of Sections

Seon2(d), l5D. C, 13(d) (196), providea:
That . it shall be unlawful fot' any persn enga in commerc to payor contr for the payment of

anything .of value to or for the benefitof 8CUwmer of such penlnin the COIl of such commere
compelUtion or in consideration for any llrvces or faclities furnished by or through 8uchcUlwmer in
connection . with the . proing, handling, . sae . or offeFing for sldeaf any prouctlor commodties
JDnufactur, , or offl!re tor sale by such persn, uDIes !luch paymnt or col1id!;tion if aVlLihible on

proportionaUyequal . tenna to. all other cuatomeJ: competing in the ditrbution of such pruCt or
oommodties.

Setion 2(e), 15 U. C. 13(e) (1976), providei:
Tht it shall be unlaWful foranypel"n to diE!minate in favor of one purharagnst another

purhar or purchai' of a commodty bought for rele, with or without proing, by contrng to
furish or furnishing; or by oontrbudngto the furishing of, any !I or faclitieB ronnecwiththe
proing, handling, 8IJe, or otfering for &ale of such commodity 80 purhas upOn Wrr notacrded to all

puhai' on proportionally equalteTn.
11 . Although buyer minduct is not a violation of Seion 2(d) and 2(e), this omisaion appe to be only a mattr

Of oongriorial inadvertnoo. &8 GrndUnio Co. v. FTC 30F.2 92 96 (2dCir. 1962). Nevertelee . BUch

riillnduct il ooiible under Setion 5 of thFI Act. R. H. Mac Co. v. FTC, 32 F.2 44 (21 Ci. 19M).
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2(d) and 2(e), because they were in connection with the original sale of
a product, rather than in connection with its resale." In his view , the
allegations of Count I should have been brought under Section 2(a) for
price discrimination. Complaint counsel , relying principally on Alter-
man Foods, Inc. 82 F. C. 298 (1973), affd 497 F.2d 993 (5th Cir. 1974),
which was distinguished by the appeal.s

Two features differentiate Sections 2(d) and 2(e) from the provisions
of Section 2(a). The first is that the seHer must either provide "serviccs
or faci1ties or make payment in consideration of "services or facilities
furnished by or through (the) customer." It has been held that the
service or payment at issue must be promotional in nature, such as for
advertising. See P. LoUard Co. v. FTC 267 F.2d 439, 44 (3d Cir.
cert. denied 361 U.S. 923 (1959). The second is that the payment made
or service rendered must be in connection with the "processing,
handling, sale , or offering for sale" of a product by the customer
must bear a nexus to the resale or preparation for resale by the
retailer. See Rutledge v. Elctri Hose Rubb€r Co. 511 F.2d 668, 678
(9th Cir. 1975). If these conditions can be met, the plaintiff may take
advantage of Sections 2(d) and 2(e), which carry an easier standard of
proof than does Section 2(a). Under Section 2(a), price discrimination is
lawful , unless it may substantiaHy lessen or injure competition and
inter alia it is neither cost-justified , nor undertaken to meet competi-
tion. Sections 2(d) and 2(e) require no showing of competitive effect
nor do they allow resort to Section 2(a) statutory defenses, save
perhaps the "meeting competition" defense. See E. Kintner, A

Robinson-Patman Primer 270-72 (2d ed. 1979); Exquisite For Bras-
sire , Inc. v. FTC 301 F.2d 499 (D.C. Cir. 1961), cert. denied 369 U.
888 (1962); but see Henry Rosenfeld, Inc. 52 F. C. 1535 (1956). Thus
Sections 2(d) and 2(e) "create a legal premium for the FTC or other
plaintiffs to ease their evidentiary burdens." F. Rowe, Pricc Discrimi-
nation Under the Robinson-Patman Act 372 (1964).

The traditional use of Sections 2(d) and 2(e) has been in the realm of
cooperative promotional arrangements. See FTC v. (7)Fred Meyer
Inc. 390 U.S. 341 (1968). In .the classic Section 2(d) and 2(e) case, a
manufacturer has compensated a high volume retailer via a discrimina-
tory plan, sometimes in an amount far in excess of that retailer
actual promotional costs, and in so doing has utilized a scheme not
rcalisticaHy available to small retailers. In addition, the manufacturer
often rebates a "promotional allowance to a retailer in an amount tied

1 The ALJ found that the solicitation of fOO for tabloid advertsing was within the purview of Setion d). (ID p.

184) However, he held that complaint counsel had not sustained their burden of showing contemponeous sales with
respet to the itclT promote in the tabloida, ID p. 189 , and oomplaint oounal did not appe from this holding.

S Complaiot counsel have appeaied from other lwlding! of lhI' ALJ on this count of the complaint , but in light of
our diBpoition of tbiB threhold que8tion, we do not reh th- ottler i!!ue!.
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to the number of units resold by the retailer to the public, but not
linked to the retailer s actual promotional expenditures. Plainly, such a
transaction is in connection with a resale and within the ambit of
Sections 2(d) and 2(e). Similarly, making employees available or
arranging with a third party to furnish personnel for purposes of

performing work for a customer would also come within Sections 2( 
and 2( c). FTC Guides for Advertising Allowances and Other Merchan-
dising Payments and Services, 16 CFR 240. , example 6 (1980).

Because of the easier threshold of proof carved out for Sections 2(d)
and 2( e), the Commission and the courts have an obligation to ensure
that tbe jurisdictional prerequisites of those sections are reasonably,

and not expansively, construed. Accordingly, we wil generally find

that Sections 2(d) and 2(e) apply to cooperative promotional arrange-
ments. See Rowe supra at 381 ("(T)he legal criteria of Sections 2( 
and 2(e), unless confined to the sphere of cooperative promotional

arrangements, would cut across and confound the legal requirements
of the separate price and brokerage provisions of the Act.

The legislative history of Sections 2(d) and 2(e) evidences the
relatively narrow scope that Congress intcnded these specific provi-
sions to ' have. For example , Representative Uttcrback, Chairman of
the Senate-House Conferees , stated that:

The existing evil at which this part of the bil is aimed is, of cours, the grant of
discriminations under the guise of payments for advertising and promotional servce
which, whe(,her or not the services are actually rendered as agreed, results in an
advantage to the customer so favored as compared with others who have to bear the cot

of such services themselves. 80 Cong. Re. 9418 (1936).

And the Senate and House Judiciary Committee Reports also focus on
special allowances in purported payment of advertising and other

sales promotional services, which the customer agrees to render with
reference to the seller s products , or sometimes with reference to his
business generally." S. Rep. No. 1502, 74th Cong. , 2d Sess. 7 (1936);

R. Rep. No. 2287 , 74th Cong. , 2d Sess. 1&-16 (1936).
In keeping with this narrow scope courts have not hesitated to reject

claims under Sections 2(d) and 2(e) .which more properly should be
brought under Section 2(a). (8)Variations in credit tcrms have
consistently been held to present only a Section 2(a) issue , and courts
have refused to allow such claims to be maintained under Sections 2(d)
and 2(e). See, e. , Roblrns Floong, Inc. v. Federal Flors, Inc. 445 F.
Supp. 4, 8 (E.D. Pa. 1977); Glowacki Borden, Inc. 420 F. Supp. 348

353 (N.D. Ill. 1976). Likewise , discriminatory freight allowances have
been held to be in connection with delivery on the original sale and as
such within Section 2(a) rather than Sections 2(d) or 2(e), see Chu,ago
Sprng Products Co. v. United States Steel Cor. 371 F.2d 42 (7th Cir.
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enabling Gibson retailers to undercut competitors on subsequent
resales , is to misapply the statute. Benefits" of this sort are inherent
in any transaction in which goods are ultimately destined for resale
and to accept the Alterman holding would mean opening up Sections
2(d) and 2(e) to practices that Congress intended to be challenged
solely under Section 2(a).'o (11)

As to the "indirect benefits " identified in Altermn we believe they
playa role too incidental in the overall transaction here to warrant
application of Sections 2(d) and 2(e). In general , marketing assistance
if discriminatorily granted , does run afoul of Sections 2(d) and 2(e).
But in the present case, it is clear that the principal function of the
trade show was to funnel a high volume of products from manufactur-
ers to participating retailers at a discount price, and not to provide

promotional assistance. While various suppliers may have laid out their
merchandise and demonstrated their products as complaint counsel
contend (CAB 22), and while suppliers may even have discussed selling
techniques with would-be buyers, plainly the suppliers' principal

purpose in engaging in these acts was to induce retail store buyers to
make the original purchases, not to provide marketing or promotional
assistance to them." Moreover, no real showing has been made that
retailers received "services or facilities" furnished or underwritten by
suppliers beyond completion of the original sale. We do not mean to
suggest that trade shows are free of the constraints of Sections 2(d)
and 2(e) insofar as they facilitate promotion upon resale , but rather we
wil look realistically at transactions as a whole before deciding to
apply Sections 2(d) and 2(e), the narrower statutory provisions , instead
of Section 2(a). In this case , the sundry fees paid by suppliers at the
trade show were, at bottom, litte more than reductions in price
necessary to induce Gibson retailers to make the original purchase of
the products.

9 Of COUI' , an examination of such dirt benefits ab initio may be nec to determine whether there has
ben discrimination Bmoflg competinK customers. See Kintner supr at 25. But even if we Wlume fO purp of thi3

discuBIion that aU seven categories of allege discriminatory payment. , including the show fC(, inure $Omehow to
tne benefit of the Giboo retaiJers , that does not automatically bring such payments within the puriew of Setions
2(d) or 2(c). Although it is not en6re\y cleu, il appear that the fAlmmiBSion if) Alten ana1yz the diret benefits
in tenna of both the discmination and resle issues.

10 Our holding is not incon. i9tcnt with R. H. Mac & Co. v. FTC, 326 10'21 44 (21 Cir. 196), in which Ma.
solicite vendors to contrbute $1 00 apiec to help defray advertising and promotional C0W of its lOOh annivers
celebration. While complaint counsel would red Mac as proribing the reipt of payment. as "general revenue " in
bct the court spcifieally found that Macy s use the contributions for advertising purps:

Macy s use the payment. for institutional advertising and promotio08 to get more peple into it. store to buy
tbe go of all its vendors. The payments by the contributing vendors were thus in co08ideration for servce
or facilities furnished by Maey s in connection with the offering forRBle of the vendor s go. Id. at 45.

" In Elizth Ardn, J-u; v. FTC, 156 F.2d 132 (21 Cir. 194), ce. tknwd 331 U.S. 80 (1947); and E:Urw
For BfY, Inc. v. FTC 301 10'21 499 (D.C. Cir. 1961), em. tknwd, 36 U.S. 88 (1962), for example

manufacturers' employees were utilize to demolUtrate prouct use to customers at retail outlcU!. The marketing
assistance in the instant ca , by contTat, wa. no more than a tangential element of the I.lUaction.
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We believe this result comports most closely with the intent 
Congress and the meaning of the statute. Accordingly, Count I , which
rests on too expansive an interpretation of the jurisdictional requisites
of Sections 2( d) and 2( e) of the Clayton Act, is dismissed.

Count II

Few manufacturers could resist the subtle persuasion of Herbert R.
Gibson , Sr. to participate in the Gibson Trade Show. And, indeed, as
Gibson , Sr. would point out, matters had been arranged so that the
Gibson Trade Show was a very important vehicle for sellng to Gibson
retail stores. The trade show afforded suppliers a unique opportunity
to exhibit their wares to a multitude of Gibson retail stores (12)at once.
On occasion, however, Gibson , Sr. and would-be trade show partici-
pants , such as the Toastmaster Division of McGraw Edison Company,
would have a disagreement over the sundry fees to be paid by the
exhibitor.

Toastmaster had participated in Gibson trade shows from 1966 to
1970, but in 1970 was unable to agree with Gibson buyers on terms for
its future participation. (ID 379 , 3 86) On January 22 1971 , a letter
was sent out to "An Stores" by two buyers from the Gibson Products
Company, Tommy Perkins and Bobby Regeon , concerning Toastmas-
ter. (CX 104) It read:

The above company will not sell us at a price we would recommend as being profitable
and beneficial for your operation. We, therefore , no longer recmmend or authorize this
line , and suggest that you discontinue the same.

Please give this your attention , and we appreciate your continued C(peration.

Similar letters , signed by Tommy Perkins, were sent out on March
, 1971 and March 30, 1971 concerning Tucker Manufacturing Co. and

Jeannette Glass Co. , respectively. (CX 303 , CX 136) There was evidence
as well of other direct and indirect communications to Gibson-owned
and franchised stores suggesting they not purchase from designated
suppliers.

Toastmaster sales to Gibson-owned and franchised stores , which had
amounted to $953 656 in 1970, plummetted to $296 778 in 1971. (ID 390)
Tucker and Jeannette sales also fen sharply following the Perkins
letters. (ID 398-99, 408)

Despite efforts by Toastmaster representatives to sell directly to
individual Gibson franchised stores, sales remained depressed for two
additional years. In 1974, Toastmaster met Gibson , Sr.'s terms for
participation in the trade show, and its sales to Gibson stores went up.
(ID 392)
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The AU found that the Gibson family respondents and the Gibson
corporate respondents, in combination with some or all of the Gibson
family owned stores and Gibson franchised stores, had maintained an
illegal boycott of suppliers who would not grant the special allowances
demanded on sales during or incident to the trade show. He found that
respondents had induced Gibson franchised stores to stop buying from
specified suppliers in order to coerce those suppliers into paying
increased show fees to Gibson, Sr. for participation in the trade show.
All Gibson family (13)respondents were placed under order, as they
were officers and directors of Gibson Products Company (ID p. 9), the
name under which the trade show operatcd until Noyember 1 , 1972,1
The order also binds all Gibson corporate respondents, save Gibson
Inc. , which was not in existence when the boycott began. Inclusion of
these respondents was premised on the AU' s finding of mutual
interdependence and integrated operation among all Gibson corporate
and family respondents.

Respondents appeal , contending that the evidence is insufficient to
sustain a finding that there was a boycott. Respondents argue that
there is no evidence that specific retailers ceased buying Toastmaster
products because of the January 22, 1971 letter; that it was improper
for the AU to find a drop in Toastmaster sales from 1970 to 1971; and
finally, that it was improper for the AU to infer a boycott from the
drop in sales. Complaint counsel appeal from the ALJ' s refusal to
include Gibson , Inc. in the order. For the reasons discussed below, we
agree with complaint counsel.

Group boycotts generally are per se violations of the antitrust laws.

(CJertain agreements or practices. . . because of their pernicious

effect on competition and lack of any redeeming virtue are conclusive-
ly presumed to be unreasonable and therefore ilegal. . . (G)roup
boycotts are of this character. United States v. General Motos Cor.
384 U. S. 127, 146 (1966).

(14)The rule of per se illegality has been applied to three types of
group boycotts: (1) horizontal combinations of traders at one level of
distribution, the purpose of which is to exclude direct competitors from
the market; (2) vertical combinations of traders at different marketing

12 Belva Gibsn appels from her inclusion in the boycott finding and order, claiming she did not actively
paricipate in the boycott. In liKht of the fact that Relv!! Gibsn was an offcer and director of all of the Gibtn
corprate respondents, except for Giboom , Inc. , we fil1d that she was properly included in the order.

1J We are not unaware of decisions applying the rule of re'\ll to conduct that was allege to be a "boycott
eg., Joooh E. &ag1', , 1m. v. Hawaiian Gke & Lis Ltd. 416 F.2d 71 (9th Cir. 196), Wr. denie 39 U.
106 (1970). But the considerable difference between the conduct in those ca and conduct tritionally proibe
under a pe 11 standard suggests that there may he no real inconsistency in approach. See Sullvan, Handbok of the
Law of AntitruBt 259 (1977). In any event, the facts of the iZUtant CI faU we!! within existing peT Be decisional
law, and hence we have no ion to explore the precise dividing tine between peT Be ilegal boycotts and

aITanR"ements that should be examined under the rule of .-a!lon. Bo generolly St. Paul Fire Marine Ins. Cf. v.
Barr, 43 U.S. 531 , 54 43 (1978).
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levels , the purpose of which is to exclude competitors of some members
of the combination; and (3) combinations "designed to influence
coercively the trade practices of boycott victims, rather than to
eliminate them as competitors." E. A. McQue Tours, Inc. 

Consolidted Air Tour Manual Committee 467 F.2d 178, 187 (5th Cir.
1972), cert. denwd 409 U. S. 1109 (1973). See also United States 

General Motors Car., supra; Fashio Orginatos ' Guild v. Federal
Trade Commission 312 U. S. 457 (1941); Worthen Bank Trut Co. 

National BankAmemard Inc. 485 F.2d 119 , 127 (8th Cir. 1973), cert.
denwd 415 U.S. 918 (1974).

The conduct at issue here plainly falls within the third category
noted above. The boycott victims all refused to payor increase the
percentage paid to Gibson , Sr. as a show fee for participation in the
Gibson Trade Show. In order to induce these firms to pay the
demanded amount, Gibson Products Co. requested Gibson-owned and
franchised stores to stop buying their products, thus denying them
access to the Gibson market. This action manifests both exclusionary
and coercive conduct, thereby exhibiting rather clear anticompetitive
effects. And respondcnts ' utilization of their status as franchisor to
Gibson stores for the purpose of coercing firms to participate in the
trade shows at a price they were unwilling or unable to pay admits of
no redeeming virtue.

Respondents' appeal, premised almost exclusively on factual
grounds, is unpersuasive. The letters to Gibson stores were plainly
invitations to boycott.14 On their face, these letters went significantly
further than the communications in Ea.,tern States Retail Lumbr
Dealers ' Association v. United States 234 U.S. 600 (1914), the
circulation of which was held to be a violation of Section 1 of the
Sherman Act. The Eastern States letters contained no request to
refrain from dealing, but merely set out the names and addresses of
wholesalers who also sold at retail. The Supreme Court found, in light
of the record in that case , that the circulation of such information had
the " naturaJ effect of causing (15)such retailers to withhold their
patronage from the concern listed." 234 U.S. at 60. And the letters in
this case contained the very suggestion of incitement and mutual
action that was found lacking in the case relied upon by respondents
Modern Home Institute, 1m. v. Hartford Accidnt Indmnity Co.
513 F.2d 102, 112 (2d Cir. 1975).

Neither docs the fact that there was no express mutual agreement to
boycott vitiate the finding of a collective refusal to deal. &e Eatern

.. The ALJ found that reRJxmdent- timony that the letter regading Toatm8ltcr Wil sent out only to thOl
store which had already complained about TOlIlma3ter proucl. WM nol creible , and we ag. The rerd compeil
the finding that "All Store " meant just that , and that the letter Wil reved , or intended to be reived, by all utore
operating under the Gibon name , both frnnchi8t and family-owned.
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States, s'upra at 608-609. It is sufficient that knowing concerted action
was contemplated and invited, the stores adhered to the request.

Interstate Circuit, Inc. v. United States 306 U.S. 208 226 (1939); FTC
v. Cement Institute 333 U. S. 683 , 716 n. 17 (1948). All stores which
received the letter are chargeable with knowledge that concerted
action was at least contemplated see Interstate Circuit, supra at 22
and it is evident from sales data and corroborative testimony that a
very substantial number of stores did participate in the scheme.

Respondents attack the chart which displays sales data, CX 117A-
contending that it is impermissible to infer a "precipitous drop" in

Toastmaster sales to Gibson stores from that chart. Supposedly, it is
not clear on the face of the document which figure represents total
sales for a particular year.

Each of the four documents in this exhibit contains two charts. The
first is labeled "Monthly Dol1ars," the second "Cumulative Dollars." On
both charts each row is labeled with a month and each of the first
eleven columns is labeled with a product. The twelfth column is labeled
other appliances" and the last column is labeled " total. " It is clear

that each figure in the "Total" column of the Monthly Dollars chart
represents the dollar value of all products sold that month. It is equally
clear that each figure in the "Total" column of the Cumulative Dollars
chart represents the cumulative total of all products sold in the

prececding months. Consequently, the last figure in the "Total"
column of the chart represents the sale of all products through
December, or the total for that year. Respondents have advanced no
alternative interpretation of this figure , and indeed , the chart wil
support none. We thus find respondents ' argument in this respect to be
utterly without merit. (16)

Respondents , citing the general rule against admissibility of hearsay,
also object to reliance on testimony and memoranda by Toastmaster
representatives who recal1ed being told by Gibson franchisees that
essentially, they were under boycott. (See Tr. 346466, CX 106A)
Hearsay evidence is admissible , however, in FTC adjudicative proceed-
ings , provided that it meets the standard set out in our Rules of
Practice Section 3.43(b), viz. that it be "relevant, matcrial, and
reliable." Resor Car Rental System, Inc. v. FTC 518 F.2d 962, 963 (9th
Cir.

), 

cwn. denied 423 U. S. 827 (1975). In this case, the proffered
evidence is consistent with and corroborative of other facts in the

record. While we would attach less weight to hearsay evidence
The fact that the letters were sent out on GibBon Products Company stationery, the name under which Gibsn

Sr. grnte the stores their franchi&1s, itslf suggets the prence of coJliderable inducement to the franchis to
comply. Roy Love, a franchisee in Oklahoma City, c1clLly had this in mind when he told tmllter reprentative
after reivinl; his copy of the letter , that " if he wante to keep hiB sign out in front of his store, saying ' Gibsn s,' he
had to go by what Segovile (Gibsn managementJordere or told him to do. " (Tr. 3466)
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standing alone, under the circumstances presented here we see no

reason to exclude it or ignore it.
Respondcnts' final argument is that even if Toastmaster sales to

Gibson stores did drop, the decline was more likely attributable to
factors other than the boycott 1Jiz. dissatisfaction with Toastmaster
products , an asserted preference by Toastmaster s sales representative
to sell to distributors instead of directly to retailers , and Toastmaster
lack of access to Gibson retailers because of its non-participation in the
Gibson Trade Show.'6

We agree that an inference of conspiracy should not be drawn where
other inferences arc equally plausible First National Bank of Arizona
v. Cities Service Co. 391 U.S. 253 , 280 (1968), but respondents clearly
fail to make this showing.

Although respondents offered testimony on complaints received
about Toastmaster s shipping policies at Christmas time (Tr. 6639),
there was no evidence that any store stopped buying Toastmastcr
goods due to these problems , nor did the witnesses themselves suggest
that this was the case. Furthermore , respondents' claim that dissatis-
faction with Toastmaster s warranty program contributed to the

decline in sales is supported only by the testimony of one witness, who
stated that such dissatisfaction caused him to discontinue selling the
Toastmaster line sometime in the mid- 1960' s. (Tr. 7893-94) No evidence
is offered that this caused any store to discontinue buying Toastmaster
goods in 1970-1971. The additional claim that Toastmaster s failure to
live up to its commitments caused the decline is supported only by
testimony from the witness who claimed he stopped buying this line of
goods during a period (17)of time when he was not working for any
Gibson discount store but for another storc altogether (Tr. 7938-9).

All of this evidence fails to establish that any Gibson store stopped
buying Toastmaster products in the relevant period for any of the
suggested reasons.

The second explanation offered, that Toastmaster s representative

preferred selling to distributors , and that he did not want to increase
his sales to Gibson stores (Tr. 3507-08), also fails to find support in the
record. No evidcnce was offered to establish a decision on that
representative s part to stop sellng to Gibson stores. Nor could it be

inferred that because he did not wish to increase sales that he
therefore , wished to decrease them. By contrast, his own testimony
indicatcs that he continued to try to sell to individual Gibson stores

even after the January 22, 1971 letter. (Tr. 346465)

16 Repondent. Gibson, Jr. and Gerald al!! contend that retail store in which they were financially interete did
not participate in the boycott. Thes rcspondenl. have offere little evidence to rebut complaint COUIIBe)' prma fac
CaSe in this repet, however. In any event, since l'ponsibility for Bending the boycott invitatioIl may be attrbute to
theBe respondent., the question of their stores ' acceptance of their invitations is esntially immaterial.
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The last alternative explanation, which citcs Toastmaster s non-
participation in the trade show as the cause of its decline in sales

, is

rather ironic , since it was Toastmaster s refusal to accept Gibson, Sr.'s
demand for increased trade show participation fees which led to its
being blacklisted in the first place. Even if we were to dignify this
argument by full consideration of it, however, we would have to
conclude that it is not adequately supported by the record. Respon-

dents proffercd no direct evidence of the impact, in the absence of a
boycott, that non-participation in the tradc show would have on a
firm s ability to sen directly to individual Gibson stores. Without any
indication of the magnitude of this impact, we cann"t infer that non-
participation in the trade show alone could have caused such a sharp
drop in Toastmaster sales in 1971.

Respondents have failed to establish the existence of legitimate
business reasons on the part of Gibson retailers, wholly distinct from
their receipt of the boycott letter, which would account for the sharp
drop in Toastmaster sales. Cj., DuPont Glore Forgan, Inc. v. Amerian
Telephone Telegraph Go. 437 F. Supp. 1104, 1126 (S. Y. 1977),

aff'd mem. 578 F.2d 1367 (2d Cir.

), 

cert. denied 439 U. S. 970 (1978).
Neither are we persuaded that this drop in Toastmaster sales was
mere chance. InurstatR Circuit, supra at 22. Respondents ' actions

and their consequences cannot be explained by alternate inferences
that can be drawn from the record, and in light of the specific
invitation to boycott and tbe subsequent evidence as to the effects of
the invitation , we find that respondcnts have violated Section 5 of the
FTC Act by engaging in an unfair method of competition viz. a group
boycott." We find further that, despite a modest rebound in Toastmas-
ter sales to individual Gibson stores in 1972 and 1973, this boycott
plainly continued until at least 1974 when Toastmaster capitulated to
the demands of Gibson, Sr.'s representatives (18)for higher fees for
participation in the Gibson Trade Show. (ID 392) We note also that
respondents have offered no evidence to show that the boycott was

discontinued prior to 1974.

The ALJ , finding that the individual and corporate Gibson respon-
dents comprised a single entity, issued an order on this count of the
complaint binding all of them, save Gibson , Inc. Without necessarily
agreeing that there was completc unanimity of interest among an
respondents under the pre-November 1 , 1972 organizational structure
of the Gibson family business, we conclude that the ALJ was correct in
placing an such respondents under order.

First, substantial commonality of interest was demonstrated , espe-
11 Indee , under the circumstanCt a.n invitation to boycott , ilTpetive of its actual effects, might violate

Section 5 if the olicitinK party ha. a reasnable eXlXctalioll that the invitation wil be accpte and acted upon.
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cially in the pre-November 1 , 1972, environment. The ALJ found that
all individual respondents, including Gibson, Jr. and Gerald, were
officers of Gibson Products Company, the franchisor corporation , with
authority broad enough to include knowledge and approval of the
dissemination of the boycott lettcrs. Inclusion of the corporate
respondents was correctly premised on the ALJ' s finding of their
mutual interdependence and on the interdependence among the
corporate and individual respondents collectively. It is not neccssary
for this purpose to determine, as the ALJ did, that all respondents

were part of a single enterprise in the pre-November 1 , 1972 period.
Second, respondents ' operations are sufficiently integrated that an

order cmbracing all of them is necessary to insure the effectiveness of
the relief we have directed. Some fencing in to prevent circumvention
of Commission orders is appropriate and lawful see Sunshine Art
Studios , Inc. v. FTC 481 F.2d 1171 (1st Cir. 1973); Delaware Watch Co.
Inc. v. FTC 332 F.2d 745 (2d Cir. 1964), and where, as here, it has been
shown that respondents' operations are closely intcgrated, it is
probably indispensable.

(19)Complaint counsel appeal from the failure to include Gibson

Inc. , the principal post-November 1, 1972, corporate entity, in the
boycott provisions of the order. The ALJ reasoned that since Gibson
Inc. , did not exist at the time of the boycott, it should not be covered.
(ID p. 210) We disagree.

The evidence indicates and we have found that the boycott of
Toastmaster continued until at least 1974, and indeed, complaint
counsel contcnd that Jeannette is stil being boycotted. (RAB 31) Since
institutional management of the Toastmaster boycott, at least in the
post-November 1, 1972, period, was in the hands of Gibson , Inc.

which became the franchisor corporation, or of its officials , we find
that that corporation participated substantially in the conspiracy, and

is chargeable as a member thereof.
Indeed , even if the boycott had not continued after November 1
.8 Repondents objel.t also to the entry of an order agailUt the lot of them preisely beWl they ar 50 closly

interwoven, on the grund that corporations cannot conspire with their own subsidiwie!, affiiate, or offilErs.
Knut v. Daily Revi, 1m. 38 F. Supp. 134 (N. D. Cal. 1974), moifid 401 10', Supp. 1374 (N.D. Cat. 1975),
moifid 54 F.Zd 795 (9th Cir. 1976), cert. denwd 431 U.S. 910 (1977). It is contended , for exnmple, that Gibon, Sr.
and his wife could not have conspired with the corprate repondents beuse they owned a controllng interet in
each. Without dif!ussing th" permulationB of whu amoog:t the Gibson oorprote and family repondent. could be held
to have conspir with whom , we simply note that ooncert action between relate corprations which h8! the
purp or effect of unrasnably retraining the trade of unrelate third paies is highly HUHpet under the intc-
enterpri3C conspiray doctrine. American Bar A.'iociation , Antitrust Law Devclopmen!.33 (1975), and 
cite therein. Morever , we have made appropriate pn)Vision in Part I of the Final Order for thos circumatance in
which some of the repondenw collectively own retail store.

We have no OCion here to examine the outer rehes of intra-fir conspiracy doctrne in any event, principally
beuse the conspirdCY we have found relate mainly to the agment between the repondents (and euh of them)
and the Gibsn franchise stores to boycott dCHigmi.te suppliers' prouct linea. Also, of COll1:, the corprate
responden!. were al! held beU3C their interdependence reuire doing !j in order to insure the effectivene!! of the
relief ordere, and "bathtubC(lUpiry" doctrine doe not addr!! thisqucstio natal1.
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1972, it would still be necessary and proper to include Gibson , Inc. in
the order. Where a business found guilty of unfair trade practices is
continued by a subsequently formed corporation, both businesses may
be subject to the cease and desist order P. F. Collier Son Cor. 

FTC 427 F.2d 261 (6th Cir. cert. denied 400 U.S. 926 (1970). The
determination to include the newly formed company hinges on various
factors which include whether both companies engaged in the same
business, the capability of the new company to resume the unfair
practices , and whether thcre is substantial identity of ownership
between the old company and the new id. at 272. Prior to November 1
1972, the franchising business and the Gibson trade show were
operated by Gibson , Sr. under the aegis of the Gibson Products Co.
Gibson , Jr. and Gerald Gibson were president and executive vice
president of that company. Currently, Gibson , Sr. operates the trade
show and Gibson , Jr. and Gerald carry on the franchising business
through Gibson , Inc. Clearly the same parties found to have cngaged
in the boycott arc stil in control of the same businesses which were
involved in the boycott. In light of the integrated nature of the

business operations prior to November 1 , 1972, the fact that the Gibson
Trade Show continued to be oriented to Gibson stores, and the existing
family relationship, the division of labor represented by the franchis-
ing business being taken over by the newly formed Gibson , Inc. docs
not justify excluding that corporation from the order. Thus, the order
will run to this corporation as well. (20)

COUNT III

Complaint counsel challenge undcr Section 2(c) of the Clayton Act'"
the receipt of commissions by Gibson , Sr. , from two brokers reprcsent-
ing Ray- Vac Company, Barshell , Inc. , and Al Cohen Associates , Inc.
The statute bans payments of brokerage or allowances in lieu thereof
by one party in a transaction to the other and by either party to the
other s agent. Complaint counsel tried the Count III charges on the

theory that Gibson , Sr. acted in these transactions as a principal or
buyer, not on the theory that he acted as intermediary or agent of
other respondents or nonrespondent franchisees.

The ALJ found that Gibson, Sr. (but none of thc other Gibson family
ID &rtion2(c),15U.s'C. 13(c)(1976), providc.':

That it shan be unlawful for any per&n engage in commerc, in the OOUl' of such commerc , to payor
grant, or to recive or acpt, anything of value 11 a commission, brQke , or other compenstion, or any
allowanoo or di&'lml in lieu theref , except for BervCC rendere in connectioJl with Ure !I!c or purha of
go, wan or merchandise, either to the other pary to such trao.'&ction or to an agent , reprentative , or
other intermediar therein where Buch intermediary is acting in fact for or in bemd!, or is subject to the dirt
or indiret control, of any pary to such trnsadion other than the peMlon by whom Buch compensation illl!
KJntcdorpaid.
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Respondent' s other threshold argument is that a showing of
discrimination is a necessary prerequisite to a finding of a Section 2(c)

violation. (RAB 22-25) Once again, we disagree.
Thc proscription of Section 2(c) is absolute in prohibiting the

payment of brokerage to the other party to a transaction or to that
party s agent

, "

except for services (22)rendered." The legislative
history" and the case law support this understanding. Such doubt as
exists in this area was created by dicta in the decision of the Supreme
Court in FTC v. Broch Co. 363 U. S. 166 (1960). 22 While Broch may
have generated some confusion see Rowe supra at 3434 , thc weight
of authority is that a showing of discrimination in the payment of
dummy brokerage" is not a generic statutory requirement.

In Broch an independent broker agreed to lower his commission in
order to give a purchaser a lower price. The issue was whether the
lower price that the buyer obtained was an allowance in lieu of
brokerage in violation of Section 2(c). The Supreme Court found a
violation , reasoning that this situation was analogous to a broker
splitting part of his commission with the buyer. The Court was
concerned, however, that brokers be able to change their prices
without every consequent saving to a buycr being judged an "allow-
ance in lieu of brokerage." Thus, the Court wrote

, "

(t)his is not to say
that every reduction in price coupled with a reduction in brokerage
automatically compels the conclusion that an allowance in lieu of
brokerage has been granted." 363 U.S. at 175. The Court went on to
explain that "(a) price reduction based upon allcged savings in
brokerage expenses is an lallowance in lieu of brokerage ' when given
only to favored customers." Id. at 176. The Court's language that
whether such a reduction is tantamount to a discriminatory payment

of brokerage depends on the circumstances of each case id. cannot
fairly be read to require a showing of discrimination as a prerequisite

to finding any Section 2(c) violation. (23)
Read as a whole Broch represcnts an effort by the Court to plug a

possible statutory loophole through use of thc "allowance in lieu of
brokerage" provision. Because of difficulties peculiar to transactions of

21 The Conferel1 Report BtateS:

(TJhis subsetion permits the paymel1t of compel1atio by II geller to his broker or agent for servce
actual1y rendered in his behalf; jikewise by a buyer to his broker or a nt ror serv in connection with the
purcha of goo actually rendere in his behalf; but it prohibits thf1 direct or indirt payment of brokemge
except for such servictm rvndcrc. It prohibits its allowance by the buyer diret to the seller, or by the sener
dirvct to the buyer; and it prohibits its payment by either to an agent or intermediary acting in fact for or in
btha!f, or subject to the diretor indirect contro! of the other.

R. Rep. No. 2951, 74th Cong., 2d Se. 7 (1936).
22 Respondent's argument is not based on a spccific holding in Brok but only upon the Court s OCiona!

rderences , in the context of the facts of that C&c , to "discriminatory" broker age.
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the type considered in Brach it was necessary to use the notion of
discrimination as an element in establishing whether a price reduction
was an allowance in lieu of brokerage.

The instant case is quite different, however. Here it is alleged that
the seller made payments to a broker who, in fact, was under the
control of the buyer and who passed on most of his commissions to that
buyer.23 Brach reviews the legislative history of Section 2(c), finding;

One of the favorite means of obtaining an indirect price concession
was by setting up "dummy" brokers who were employed by the buyer
and who in many cases, rendered no services. The large buyers
demanded that the seHer pay "brokerage" to these fictitious brokers
who then turned it over to their employer. This practice was one of the
chief targets of 2(c) of the Act. 363 U.S. at 169.

Thus , the type of transaction we consider here is precisely that which it
was the major legislative purpose to curtail. While respondent quotes
at great length from such cases as Shrevepor Macaroni Manufactur-

ing Co. v. FTC, supra; Gulf Oil Cor. v. Cop Paving Co., Inc. , supra;
and Rohrer v. Sears, Roebuk Co. 197&-1 Trade Cas. 352 (E.
Mich. 1975), for the proposition that Section 2( c) is directed at
discrimination, none of these cases is factuaHy apposite and none
demonstrates that, in general , discrimination is a necessary clement of
a Section 2(c) violation.

As a matter of statutory construction of Section 2 as a whole
subsection 2(c), like subsections 2(d) and 2(e), necessarily makes certain
business practices , other than price discrimination, unlawful, as it is
designed to eliminate hidden preferences by forcing them "into the
open" for measurement and adjudication under the more forgiving
price discrimination provisions. FTC v. Simplicity Pattern Co. 360 U.

68 (1959).24 Moreover, subsections 2(d) and 2(e) on their face require
a showing of discrimination, while subsection 2(c) does not, thus

manifesting an explicit congressional determination not to require
discrimination as a precondition to finding illegal (24)dummy broker-
age. Given the purpose and structure of the Act and the illogic of
addressing the problem of dummy brokerage in terms of discrimina-
tion , a general requirement that discrimination be shown cannot and
:hould not be read into Section 2(c).

Complaint counsel cites Rangen, Inc. v. Sterling Nelson Sons, 351
2d 851 (9th Cir. 1965), cert. denied 383 U.S. 936 (1966), for the

2J The ALJ found tllat "Gibsn , Sr:a roview of Ray-O-Vac a commiaion gtatements to Miler, Oitellibly 8 seller
iker, to detennine how much brokerage he should reive, demolltrate I"pondent' s contr1 of the latter," (ID 197)

The Court in FTC v. Simplicty Patern OJ, note exprely that eah of Bubltioll (c), (d), alld (e) makea
\.in pratice other than price discrimination unlaw!u!' 360 s, at 65.
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proposition that Broch is not to be understood to require generically a
showing of discrimination , and we find the discussion in that case
convincing. In Rangen it was concluded that Section 2(c) applies to
payment of commercial bribery and that discrimination is not a
necessary clement of a Section 2(c) violation.

The Court explained that:

discrimination was used in Broh tQ determine if the price arrangement was an "in lieu
of brokerage transaction; and . although discrimination would appear now to be relevant
in reduced-commission cases, it does not follow that it is now an essential element in
cases involving the outright payment of unearned brokerage. 351 F.2d at 858.

Respondent cites no decisions other tban Broch-type cases involving
allowances in lieu of brokerage in which a Section 2(c) case was
dismissed for failure to show discrimination. We , therefore, conclude
that Section 2(c) means, in essence, what it says, and that complaint
counsel need not demonstrate, as respondent would require, that
dummy brokerage has been paid to others, with favored customers
receiving larger payments. Accordingly, the threshold requirements to
utilize Section 2(c) have been satisfied in this case.

Respondent next raises certain factual objections to a finding of a
Section 2(c) violation. Gibson , Sr. contends that the check that was
issued to him on September 23 , 1972 (CX 192), which was found by the
ALJ to be evidence of the ilegal brokerage, was, in fact, an unrelated
3% commission or show fee due Gibson , Sr. for sales by the Gibson
Trade Show of merchandise belonging to Barshell. (RAB 13) There is a
conflict in the testimony on this point between Barshell' s proprietor
Mr. James Miler , and Mr. Lynn Low, a trade show buyer for Gibson
Sr. We resolve the conflict as the ALJ did, by crediting Mr. Miler
testimony.

Mr. Miler testified, in essence, that Gibson , Sr. would review his
commission statements" (which indicated total sales by Ray- Vac

through Barshell to Gibson stores) and assess a corresponding charge
as his brokerage fee upon Mr. Miller s commission. (Tr. 3132-34) Mr.
Miler identified the check in question , CX 192, as his payment to
Gibson, Sr. , for this purpose. Mr. Low contended that CX 192 was
Barshell' s check in payment for t.he Gibson Trade Show s sales of

Barsbell' s health and beauty aids. (Tr. 7523-24) There is evidence
however, (25)that Mr. Miler sold health and beauty aids, not through
Barshell, but through his other corporation , Progressive Brokerage.
(Tr. 3136-37) In fact, Mr. Miller testified that Barshell was formed
specifically to be a housewares distributor

, "

(a Jnd that's why I chose to
move it (Ray- Vac) into that company (Barshell), as opposed to our
beauty aids rep." (Tr. 3145) Had the payments been for the purpose
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described by Mr. Low, therefore, the check presumably would have
been made out to Progressive Brokerage, rather than to Barshell.
Moreover, Mr. Miler s testimony is consistcnt with evidence of Gibson
Sr.'s course of dealing, and is specifically consistent with the ALJ'
finding that Gibson , Sr. had an agreement with Mr. Miler s successor
as agent for Ray- Vac to do precisely the same thing. (ID 42529)

Gibson , Sr. next contends that he was not a buyer in September
1972, and , thus, cannot be liable under complaint counsel's theory of
violation. (RAB 17-19) This argument is without merit. We agree with
the ALJ that at least in the context of his personal ownership and
operation of individual retail stores, as well as in his role as head of
Gibson Products Company, Gibson, Sr. was plainly a buyer.

Respondent relies heavily on Nuarc Co. v. FTC 316 F.2d 576 (7th
Cir. 1963), where it was held that under certain circumstances mere
ownership may not suffice to make one a buyer within the meaning of
the Act, but Nuarc is factually inapposite. In that case the Commission
was required to try to establish a link between two corporations to
show a pass-through of benefits from one to another. The instant case
is substantially different. Purchases from Ray- Vac by at least the
Gibson , Sr.-owned retail operations can be attributed to the actions of
Gibson, Sr. personally. No pass-through of benefits need be demon-
strated. Gibson , Sr. is covered by the statutory provision because , as
the buyer in the transaction, he or his agent received brokerage

payments from the other party to the transaction or from his agent.
Finally, respondent argues that assuming CX 192 represents a

brokerage check and assuming that he was a buyer at the time, he has
met the statutory exception for "services rendered." (RAB 280) It is
unclear whether this exception applies as between buyer and seller
although Broch, supra at 173-74, suggests that it may. '" However
even assuming that buyers may avail themselves of it, respondent has
not come forward with adequate evidence to substantiate this claim.
(26)

Respondent has made no effort in concrete terms to establish the
value of the services he rendered in rclation to the brokerage payments
1e received. It is not contested that respondent' s services in inducing
he purchase of Ray-O- V ac products by Gibson stores were in the
lature of brokerage or were " sellng type" services within the

xception in Section 2(c). But, even assuming this exception is
vailable to buyers , respondent's burden is considerably greater and
2. "There i lIO evidence that the buyer rendere any OOrvOO the seller or to the repondent (broker) nor tha.l

rthing in itl method of dealing justifioo its getting a discminatory price by moolU of a reuce brokera char.
would have quite a different ca if tbf!re were such evidence and we nee not explore the applicability of I Z(c) to
Icin:umstanc PTCv. Brvh & Cp" 8Upr lit ITJ; cj., Svhgw Broke 00. 1=. v. FT, 150 F.2d 60 (4th

ce: rknie 326 U.S. 774 (194.').
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more spedfic than he contends, and by doing little more than
articulating his claim tp the exception, he has failed to meet that
burden.

Alternatively, several caes suggest the availabilty in these circum-
stances of a " functional discount" justification. See Central Rctailer-
Owned Grocers, Inc. v. FTC 319 F.2d 410 (7th Cir. 1963); Empire
Rayon Yarn Co. , Inc, v. American Viscose C(.. , 364 F.2d491 (2d Cir.
1966) (en bane), cert. tknied 385 U.S. 1002(1967); . and HrU
DistrilYting Co" 61 F. C. 1437 (1962). Specifica1ly, respondent would
have to dem(Jnstrate that he performed a valuable service entitling
him to a functional discount, the size of which would correspond to the
distribution costs the seller saved as a result. See Central Retailer
supra at 414; Empire Rayon, supra at 492.

The analysis that would be undertaken to ascertain whether
respondent had proffered an adequate functional discount justification
would closcly approximate that undertaken to evaluate the "services
rendered" by him. The two concepts share a marked similarity,
although the focus of each differs slightly, in that the first examines
the overa1l value of respondent's services , while the second fixes upon
the savings to the supplier as a consequence of respondent's perfor-

mance of certain functions the supplier otherwise would have under-
taken itself. Argnably, the "services rendered" exception is broad
enough toenc()mpass any justification which might be offered under
the functional discount rubric, but the ALJ considered them separatcly
and, for purp()sesofreview olikewise.

The ALJ concljlded, correctly, that there was no showing here that
respondent performed any functions that might have entitled him to a
discount of a measurable size. For example, it was not shown that
Gibson , Sr. assumed the credit risk , serviced small unit purchases ()J'

maintained and operated a warehouse storing Ray-O- V ac s products.
Nor was there evidence that Ray- Vac was even aware of his
activities. As the ALJ noted, this militates strongly against any finding
that the split brokerage constitutcd a functional discount for distribu-
tional services. Respondent's appeal , therefore, is denied.

Complaint counsel' s appeal is premised exclusively upon the theory.
that a1l of the Gibson respondents constituted a "single economic

enterprise " both before and after November 1, 1972. Under this
scenario, all respondents should be found liable and placed under order
as a consequence of the Barshell transaction , and Al Cohen Associates
should be held as a consequence of the transactions in which it was
involved, for if (27)all respondents comprised a single enterprise, then
Gibson, Sr. must have been a buyer even in 1974 and 1975, when he no
longer owned any Gibson retail stores.
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name without also serving an anticompetitive purpose. It may indeed
be the case that respondent's i1egal conduct has been pcrpetrated

under the guise of these clauses , but the remedy may be to restrain the
conduct, not the clauses. Weare satisfied that an order addressed to
conduct, especial1y as it affects price or concerns suppliers vis-a-vis the
trade show , wil be adequatc to insure that the underlying purpose of
the order is not circumvented. We have modified the order to
substitute for paragraph 5 of the ALJ's order a more narrow provision
focusing on the content of communications from respondents to

franchisees. It should , accordingly, be very difficult for respondents to
utilize the merchandising advice and quality control clauses they retain
in an anti competitive manner without thereby violating another
provision of the order.

Respondents' additional objections to paragraphs 3 and 4 of the
ALJ' s order are denied, as these provisions constitute reasonable
fencing-in related directly to the conduct held to be ilegal in this case.
FTC v. Mandel Brothers, Inc. 359 U.S. 388 (1959); FTC v. National
Lead Co. 352 U.S. 419 (1957); Jacob Swgel Co. v. FTC 327 U.S. 608

(1946). Essentially, these provisions prevent respondents from blocking
supplier sales to franchisees, either at respondents ' whim or , more
specifical1y, because the supplier has not met respondents ' terms for
participation in the trade show. Thus, these provisions operate to
frustrate nascent group boycotts by preventing respondents from
interfering with supplier-franchisee transactions under specified cir-
cumstances.

All other objections raised to the order provisions relating to Count
I! have been considered and are denied.

Gibson, Sr. contends that the order provisions resulting from Count
II! violations arc also overbroad, in that they are not limited to

transactions in which he is a buyer, but include those in which he acts
as agent or intermediary for a buyer. We see no infirmity in this
extension; rather we view it as permissible fencing-in related directly
to the conduct held to be i1egal herein.

Such fencing-in is particularly appropriate in light of the interrela-
tionship among respondents. At least since November 1 , 1972, there has
been an enhanced potcntial for (29)Gibson , Sr. to act as agent or
intermediary for retail stores owned by other members of the Gibson
family. Indeed , he owns no stores outright at this time , meaning that
leaving aside the possibility of treating al1 respondents as a "single
enterprise," an order limited to Gibson , Sr. as a buyer might have litte
practical effect. Finally, it is not true, as Gibson , Sr. suggests , that the
AI.J' s finding that no liability attached to the Al Cohen transaction
constitutcd a vindication for Gibson , Sr. in those circumstances where
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successors and assigns , officers, directors, agents , representatives and
employees, directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or
other device in connection with the operation of a trade show, the
operation or franchising of any retailing business, or the operation of
any business related to retailing in or affecting commerce, as
commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do

forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Combining, agreeing, engaging in an understanding, or conspir-
ing with any of said other respondents, or any other person, partner-
ship or corporation , to eliminate or boycott any supplier in order to
prevent or hinder the supplier s sales to or business dealings with any
of the respondents or any other person, partnership, or corporation;
provided that nothing herein shall prevent respondents from acting
collectively to further legitimate business decisionmaking with respect
to businesses, including retail stores, which said respondents own

collectively.
2. Coercing or intimidating any supplier in any manner to prevent

such supplier from competing for the sale of any products to any
retailer or any other person , partnership or corporation.
3. Representing directly or indirectly or implying to any supplier

that the supplier may not compete for the sale of any products to any
other person , partnership or corporation.
4. Taking any individual action to eliminate a supplier or to

prevent or hinder the supplier s sales to or business dealings with any
other person , partnership or corporation because such supplier does not
appear in shows conducted by the Gibson Trade Show.
5. Recommending, suggesting or advising any retaiJer or any other

person, partnership or corporation not to deal with a supplier because
such supplier does not appear in shows conducted by the Gibson Trade
Show , or because such supplier is unwiling to meet the price , delivery,
or biling terms demanded by respondent( s) or by any retailer or any
other person, partnership or corporation.

II.

It is further ordered That Herbert R. Gibson, Sr. , individually and
doing business as Gibson Products Company and The Gibson Trade
Show, Belva Gibson, Herbert R. Gibson, (3)Jr. , Gerald Gibson , Gibson
Products Co. , Inc. , Gibson s Inc. , Gibson s Discount Centers, Inc. , their
successors and assigns, officers , agents , representatives and employees
directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device
in connection with the purchase of merchandise, in commerce, as
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at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corprate
respondents such as dissolution, assignment, or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation, the creation or dissolution of

which may affect compliance obligations arising out of the order.

VII.

It is further ordered That respondents herein shall within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order file with the Commission a
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
they have complied with this order.
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products by soliciting orders by telephone and by personal contacts
shipping said products by mail and by common carrers to persons
business establishments, schools , educational and religious institutions
and other entities (hereafter referred to as "persons" in this com-
plaint), located in various States of the United State, under its
corporate name and also through its division named AA Lighting
Products, Inc. Respondent therefore maintains and has maintained a
substantial trade in said light bulbs and other products in or affecting
commerce as " commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act as amended.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business, respondent is now
and for some time has been engaged in the following acts or practices:

(a) Distributing or causing to be distrbuted, light bulbs and other
products to persons who have not requested or consented to the
shipment of such products and , in connection with such shipments
failing to disclose to such persons that they may treat such products as
gifts and that they have the right to retain , use, discard , or dispose of
such products in any manner as they see fit without any obligation.

(b) Mailing or causing to be mailed, bils and collection letters to

recipients of light bulbs and other products who did not request or
consent to the shipment of such products.

The acts and practices set forth above were and are unfair or deceptive
acts or practices in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business, respondent is now
and for some time has represented, contrar to fact, that:

(a) Persons who do not pay for light bulbs or other products will have
their alleged delinquent accounts referred to an attorney, debt

collection company, credit bureau , or credit reporting agency.
(b) Respondent will adversely affect the credit rating of persons

with alleged delinquent accounts.

(c) Failu.'c to accept delivery of respondent's products will result in
the persons being liable for storage charges or other charges assessed
by common carriers attempting to deliver such products.

Such acts or practices were and arc deceptive.
PAR. 5. Respondent's representatives have contacted janitors, custo

dians, maintenance personnel and other persons in various business
establishments and institutions and represented themselves , contrary
to facts, as being friends or acquaintances of such persons or as

salesmen who have supplied said business establishments and institu-
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not responsible or respondent has offered discounts to induce persons

to accept, retain, or pay for the products. Such acts and practices have
been , and are, unfair or deceptive acts and practices.

PAR. 9. Respondent has, as aforesaid , used unfair or deceptive acts
and practices to induce business establishments and institutions to
accept or retain unordered merchandise and merchandise priced higher
than represented at the time it was ordered and to pay to respondent
substantial sums of money for said merchandise. Respondent has
received said sums of money and has failed to refund or offer to refund
said money. The use by respondent of said acts and practices and the
continued retention of said sums of money are unfair or deceptive acts
and practices.

PAR. 10. Respondent, which has been in substantial competition in
commerce with corporations, firms and individuals engaged in the sale
of light bulbs and other products, has used , as aforesaid, unfair and
deceptive acts and practices to induce persons, business establishments
and institutions to retain or accept and pay for said products.

PAR. 11. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, as herein
alleged, have been and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public
aIJd are in or affecting commerce in violation of Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act or the provisions of 39 U. C. 300.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and which
if issued by the Commission , would charge respondent with violation of
the Federal Trade Commission Act and Section 300 of the Postal
Reorganization Act (39 U. C. 3009); and

The respondent, its attorneys, and counsel for the Commission
having thereaftcr executed an agrement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent has
violated the said Acts, and that complaint should issue stating its
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iary, division or franchisee, if they do not sell substantial amounts of
Products to Persons in the United States. In addition, Respondent shall
not mean any unrelated wholesalers, jobbers or persons not affiiated
with Respondent, nor shall any part of this order be construed to

include the acts or practices of such persons. Providd furtlwr that
Respondent shall not mean a successor to, or assign of, Commercial
Lighting Products , Inc. into which Commercial Lighting Products, Inc.
is liquidated pursuant to Section 332 of the Internal Revenue Code
where such successor or assign in good faith receives distributions in
complete liquidation of Commercial Lighting Products , Inc. and such
successor or assign no longer carres on the business of Commercial

Lighting Products, Inc. in any way.
Products" shall mean light bulbs, fluorescent tubes or any lighting

equipment or any other merchandise currently sold by Commercial

Lighting Products, Inc. or sold by Commercial Lighting Products , Inc.

in the future.
Shipping" shall mean sending, or causing to be sent, any Products

by mail or by any carrier or by any means.

It is ordered That Respondent cease and desist from:

1. Shipping Products or causing Products to be shipped , without
the expressed request or consent of a Person.

2. Mailng, or causing to be mailed, a bi1 to a Person for Products
which have been shipped without the prior expressed request or
consent of the Person.

3. Soliciting an order for Products from any Person without first
making a good faith effort to determine whether such Person is
authorized to order said Products in the dollar amount of said order.

4. Sbipping Products to a Person in larger quantities than ordered
or at prices greater than prices quoted at the time of the order.

5. Offering discounts to induce Persons who allege that they

received unordered Products from Respondent to accept, retain, or pay
for said Products until after a bona fide effort has ben made to
ascertain whether or not the Products were unordered.

6. Shipping, or causing to be shipped , a collection Jetter to a Person
to whom Products have been shipped without the prior expressed
request or consent of such Person.

7. Transferring, or causing to be transferred, to a debt collection
company, credit bureau or any credit reporting agency, the alleged
delinquent account of a Person who has informed Respondent that the
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Products involved were not ordered, unti after a bona fide effort has

been made to ascertain whether or not the Products were unordered.

Provided, however that Respondent may act in accordance with the
exceptions set forth in the Postal Reorganization Act, 39 U. C. 300
as amended or modified.

Provided further, hoever that for purposes of this order, no

Products shall be deemed to have been shipped without the prior
expressed request or consent of a Person if the procdures outlined

below in Parts III and IV of this order have been complied with and
the acts enjoined in Part II of this order have not been committed in
connection with the shipping of such Products.

It is further ordered That Respondent cease and desist from
representing that:

1. The individual contacting a Person being solicited is a friend or
acquaintance or has been referred by another individual in the business
or institution of the Person solicited or that Respondent has supplied
light bulbs or other Products to such Person or such Persn s business

establishment or institution in the past unless such is the fact.
2. Any Person from whom an order for Products is solicited is being

contacted for the purposc of offcring him a free gift unless such is thc
fact.
3. The quantity or price of Products that wil be shipped by

Respondent in connection with soliciting any Person s consent to

receive said Products is less than the quantity or the price of the

Products that wil be shipped. However, Respondent shall not be
deemed to have violated this subsection if it shows that such quantity
or price variance was the result of a clerical error.
4. Respondent will send or has scnt a notice of an alleged

delinquent account to a debt collection company, credit bureau , credit
rcporting agency, attorney or other individual or entity unless such is
the fact.

It is further ordered That:

1. Respondent shall not mail or otherwise ship Products pursuant
to any order which does not include on the order form , in addition to
any other information , the following information in legible form: (a)
the name of the individual who ordered the Products; (b) the job title
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of the individual who ordered the Products; (c) the quantity of each
item ordered; (d) the unit price of each item and the total price of the
order; (c) the date said individual ordered the Products; (f) whether the
order was taken on the telephone or in person; (g) whether the
individual placing the order signed the order; (h) whether the
individual placing the order has received a copy of the order; (i) the
name of the salesman or other individual who wrote the order; and (j)
whether the individual who ordered the Products states that he has
ordered any such Products from Respondent in the past.
2. Respondent wil utilize an "Acknowledgment" form which will

be addrcssed to the attention of "Lighting Buyer" of the Person in
question, which wil contain the information required by items (a)
through (j) of Part III, paragraph 1 above , and a notice that if there is
any problem with the order, the Person may call Respondent on a free
800" telephone number listed conspicuously on the Acknowledgment.

The Acknowledgment will be sent by first class mail to the Person.
Respondent wil not ship Products to the Person within ten days after
mailing of the Acknowledgment. (A representative copy of the
Acknowledgment form is attached hereto as Appendix 

3. Respondent shall not ship Products to any Person who informs
Respondent, before said Products are shipped, that the merchandise
allegedly ordercd was not ordered.

Provided, hoever that the provisions of paragraphs 1-3 above shall
not apply where Respondent has received a signed order from a Person
on the Person s purchase order or similar form.
4. Respondent shall retain for a period of two (2) years each

written communication of the typc referred to in Part III , paragraph 2
of this order and each lettcr sent by Respondent in response to any
communication of the typ referred to in Part III , paragrph 3 of this
order, as well as all other written complaints alleging receipt of
unordered merchandise, and shall make said communications and
letters available to the Commission s staff for inspection and copying
upon request.

It is further ordered That:

1. Rcspondent adopt a Statement of Operating Principles and
Practices (" Statement") as set forth in Appendix B , and deliver a copy
of this Statement to each of its employees, salesmen, agents , solicitors
problem solvers, collectors , customer service personnel and all other
individuals who communicate with Persons in connection with the
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offering to sell or the terms of sale of Respondent's Products to
Persons, the requesting of payment, or the handling of complaints that
Products shipped were allegedly unordered.
2. Respondent provide each individual described in Part IV

paragraph 1 of this order with a form to be signed and returned to
Respondent, clearly stating his intcntion to be bound by and to
conform his business practices thereto during the period said individual
is so engaged and for a period of two (2) years thereafter, and make
said forms available to the Commission s staff for inspection and

copying upon request.
3. Respondent will not use or engage or will tcrminate the use or

engagement of any such individual described in Part IV , paragraph 1
of this order who does not sign said Statement.
4. Respondent discontinue dealing with or terminate the use or

engagement of any individual described in Part IV, paragrph 1 of this
order who continues on his own any act or practice prohibited by this
order.
5. Respondent shall forthwith distribute a copy of this order to

each of its divisions or subsidiary corporations that is involved in the
offering for sale, sale or distribution of Products to PersoIl.
6. Respondent institute a program of continuing surveilance

satisfactory to the Commission designed to reveal whether the

individuals described in Part IV , paragraph 1 of this order are
conforming to the requirements of this order as incorprated in the
Statement.

It is further (fdered That:

1. Respondent shall notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days
prior to any proposed change in the Respondent such as dissolution
assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor corpora-
tion, the creation or dissolution of which may affect compliance
obligations arising from this order.
2. Respondent shall within sixty (60) days after service upon it of

this order, file with the Commission a report, in wrting, setting forth
in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this order.
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ApPENDIX A

(letterhead
with return addres J

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF ORDER

TO: Lighting Buyer

Items Ordered Quantity Unit Prce Total

Total Prce of Order

Order plac . by

Title of individual who plac order
Date of order

Order was plac (circle one): In Persn By Telephone
Did individual placing the order sign it? Yes No
Did individual placing the order reive a copy of it? Yes
Name of salesperson or other persn who wrote the order

Did the individual who plac the order state that she/he had ever ordered any such
products from Commercial Lighting Pructs, Inc., AA Lighting or Pennsta
in the past?

IMPORTANT: IF THERE IS ANY PROBLEM WITH THIS ORDER, YOU MAY
CALL US TOLL FREE AT 80xxx-xxxx.

ApPENDIX B

COMMERCIAL LIGHTING PRODUCTS INC

STATEMENT OF OPERATING PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

As an employee of Commercial Lighting Pructs, Ine. ("CLP") you should know the

Principles and Practices upon which CLP operates and expets its employees to operate.
The succss of CLP is baSed on customer go will and belief in CLP's proucts.

Unfair and unethical sales practices undercut this succss, and will not be tolerate by
CLP.

SpeificaIly, the following acts or practice arc both unethical and unlawful. and will
not be tolerate by CLP:

1. The sending of proucts without the expres reuest or consnt of the customer.
2. Sending a bil to a customer for products that have ben shippe without the prior

expressed reuest or consnt of the customer.

3. Soliciting an order for proucts from any potential customer without firt maing
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a good faith effort to determine whether such person is authori to order proucts in
the dollar amount of the order.

4. Sending proucts to a customer in larger quantities than ordered or at price
greater than prices quote at the time of the order.

5. Offering discunts to induce customers who say they reived unordere products

from CLP to accept, retain, or pay for the proucts, until after a bona fide effort to
ascertin whether or not the products were unordered.

6. Sending a collection letter to a customer for products which have ben shippe
without the prior expressed request or consnt of the customer.

7. Transferring in any way to a debt collection company, creit bureu or any crit
reporting agency, a delinquent accunt of a customer who has informed CLP that the
products involved were not ordere until after a bona fide effort to asrtin whether 
not the proucts were unordered.

8. Tellng a (Ktential customer that the individual contating the customer is a
friend or acquaintance or has been referrd by another individual in the busines or
institution of that potential customer, or stating that CLP has supplied light bulbs or
other products to the potential customer or the potential customer s business establish-
ment or institution in the past unless such is the fact.

9. Tellng a potential customer that he or she is being contacte for the purp of
offering him or her a free gift unless such is the fact.

10. Tellng any potential customer the quantity or price of products that win be
shipped by CLP is less than the quantity or the price of the products that will be shippe.

11. Tellng any customer that CLP will send or has sent a notice of an alleged

delinquent accunt to a debt collection company, credit burau, cret reporting agency,
attorney or other person or entity unJes such is the fact.

In addition , CLP requires that an order shall not be mailed or shippe unles the order
is legibly wrtten on a properly compJeted CLP order form, or CLP reives a signed
order on the customer s purchas order or similar form.

Furthermore, those CLP proedures which make it obligatory that CLP not ship
products to a customer until 10 days after the mailing of the CLP "Acknowledgment"
fonn, must be strictly adhered to. It is CLP's policy to keep thes Acknowledgment
fonns.

Finally, it is also CLP' s policy to keep all corrspondence between CLP and persns
who say they reived unordere merchandise from CLP. If you enga in any such
correspondence or have custoy of any such corrpondence, you must not destroy it
unless CLP gives you authority to do so in wrting.

These procdures and prdctice arc required by CLP and ar mandatory. You win be
discharged if you do not adhere to them.

I wil be bound by this Statement of Operating Prnciples and Practice and will act
acrdingly.

Date:


